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Presentiamo in questo volume una raccolta di studi sulla religione degli 
Ittiti scritti nel corso degli anni dal nostro Maestro, Alfonso Archi. 

Sebbene le sue pubblicazioni scientifiche spazino pressoché in ogni 
ambito della disciplina, dalla religione alla storia, dalla filologia alla ge-
ografia fino alla paleografia, ci sembra che le ricerche più significative 
in ambito religioso meritassero di essere raccolte in un volume perché 
rappresentative del suo originale pensiero e del suo metodo di studio.

In questo volume, dunque, abbiamo raccolto una serie di articoli, 
frutto di più di cinquant’ anni di ricerca. Questi contributi si riferisco-
no soprattutto al pantheon ittita e alle sue divinità, alle loro caratteri-
stiche e specificità, al ruolo occupato all’interno del complesso sistema 
dei “Mille dèi di Ḫatti” e ai culti ad esse dedicati, giunti a noi attraverso 
una miriade di testi festivi e rituali e che, forse non a caso, costituisco-
no la parte più consistente della documentazione in nostro possesso.

La tesi di laurea di Alfonso Archi, pubblicata nel 1966 in un artico-
lo apparso in Studi Micenei ed Egeo-Anatolici dal titolo “Trono regale e 
trono divinizzato”, posto in apertura di questa raccolta, ha come tema 
un argomento a carattere religioso. Inoltre, proprio per la grande im-
portanza che la religione occupa nella cultura ittita, lo Studioso, con 
l’abilità e la competenza che contraddistinguono la sua ricerca, ha son-
dato una grande varietà di testi di generi diverso: testi storici, miti e 
preghiere, testi festivi e rituali. 

Già questo primo studio si rivela la formazione classica di Alfonso 
Archi, evidente sia nella capacità di selezionare e analizzare le fonti sia 
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nella straordinaria abilità di muoversi in testi di varia origine e conte-
nuto e di cogliere le informazioni che meglio rivelano la ricchezza e la 
complessità del mondo religioso ittita.

Siamo convinti che i contributi contenuti in questo volume, sebbe-
ne siano il prodotto di una faticosa selezione che non rende sufficien-
te giustizia alla vastissima produzione del nostro Maestro, riescano 
ugualmente a far emergere in maniera evidente la complessità dell’u-
niverso religioso ittita, così come la sua ricettività verso il mondo al-
trettanto multiforme della Siria e della Mesopotamia nell’età del Bron-
zo. In un momento in cui la ricerca storico-religiosa porta gli studiosi 
a cercare di distinguere l’origine etnica e i molteplici livelli culturali 
della religione ittita, la ricerca di Alfonso Archi ci ricorda che i testi in 
nostro possesso sono sì una mirabile sintesi di elementi culturali in-
terni all’Anatolia, ma che spesso questi stessi elementi risentono note-
volmente dell’influenza proveniente dalle ricche culture fiorite a sud, 
oltre la catena montuosa del Tauro.

Il suo originale metodo di studio si trova riflesso in tutti gli scritti: 
ogni cultura fiorita e sviluppatasi nell’area vicino-orientale non è ana-
lizzata in isolamento, ma è calata nel suo tempo, nella realtà storica, 
se vogliamo pan-orientalistica, nella complessa rete di relazioni che si 
era venuta a costituire in quell’epoca. Sebbene, infatti, gli Ittiti fossero 
una popolazione indoeuropea, la loro cultura e la loro religione furo-
no fortemente influenzate dalle coeve civiltà del Vicino Oriente con 
cui vennero in contatto. La straordinaria originalità di questo popolo 
fu proprio quella di accogliere e rielaborare gli influssi culturali, me-
scolandovi le proprie ataviche conoscenze. Per rendersi conto di ciò 
è sufficiente leggere, per esempio, l’introduzione all’articolo “How a 
Pantheon Forms” del 1993, in cui l’Autore, con pochi tratti, riesce magi-
stralmente a delineare la complessa globalità del mondo religioso ittita 
e, di riflesso, di gran parte del Vicino Oriente Antico.

Per motivi di coerenza interna al volume, abbiamo dovuto tralascia-
re, sebbene a malincuore, una serie di studi di ambito religioso che, 
tuttavia, compaiano nella bibliografia pubblicata nella raccolta di studi 
a lui dedicata e nell’aggiornamento bibliografico incluso in questo vo-
lume. Ci preme ricordare che Alfonso Archi ha svolto un ruolo fon-
damentale nella decifrazione della funzione e dei modi di operare dei 
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sistemi oracolari in uso presso gli Ittiti, proponendo lavori che sono 
ancora oggi un riferimento importante per chi si accinga a studiare tale 
materia. Qui ricordiamo come fondamentali e per lungo tempo unici “Il 
sistema KIN della divinazione ittita”, pubblicato in Oriens Antiquus del 
1974, e “L’ornitomanzia ittita” comparso in Studi Micenei ed Egeo-Anato-
lici del 1975. Altrettanto importante è stato il suo contributo all’edizione 
e interpretazione di numerosi testi religiosi tra i quali non possiamo 
non citare “Auguri per il Labarna”, inserito nel volume di studi per Pie-
ro Meriggi (O. Carruba, Studia Mediterranea Piero Meriggi dicata (StMed 
1) Pavia 1979, pp. 27-51) e “Eine Anrufung der Sonnengöttin von Arin-
na”, comparso negli studi per Heinrich Otten, studiosi che hanno la-
sciato la loro impronta scientifica nella produzione di Alfonso Archi.

Condensare gli studi di Alfonso Archi sulla religione degli Ittiti in 
un unico volume è impresa impossibile. Speriamo, tuttavia, che nella 
lettura di questo libro possano trovare memoria e ispirazioni quan-
ti continuano oggi a studiare questa affascinante cultura. Riteniamo, 
infatti, di essere riusciti a raccogliere una serie di contributi che rias-
sumono la lezione fondamentale del nostro Maestro: la religione itti-
ta è un insieme di elementi religiosi vari e molteplici che deve essere 
compreso in quanto parte integrante del complesso mondo religioso 
vicino-orientale.

Roma, 28 dicembre 2020  Rita Francia
Valerio Pisaniello

Giulia Torri
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Formation of the West Hurrian Pantheon:
The Case of I

 

sh

 

ara

 

Alfonso Archi

 

Rome

 

The Hurrians knew of  the Sumerian-Akkadian pantheon already during the late
Akkadian period, when they settled in Upper Mesopotamia. The scribes who wrote
the short inscriptions of  Ti

 

s

 

-atal and Atal-

 

s

 

en of  Urki

 

s

 

 during the last decades of  the
third millennium 

 

b.c.

 

 (according to the Middle Chronology), at the time of  the Third
Dynasty of  Ur, used Sumerograms for the names of  their gods. These deities are Ner-
gal, Lugalbanda, An, Utu, Im, Inanna, as well as the Lady (

 

d

 

nin

 

) of  Nagar, the major
goddess of  their region. For the Sun-god, the Weather-god, and Inanna, they meant,
respectively, 

 

S

 

imegi, Te

 

ss

 

ub, and 

 

S

 

au

 

s

 

ka; a Hurrian god also lies behind Nergal. Re-
lating, if  only in name (according to the scribal tradition of  the cuneiform writing
schools), their own gods to Sumerian-Akkadian gods meant setting in motion a pro-
cess of  partial amalgamation.

 

1

 

The Hurrian peoples who came to northern Syria during the following centuries
reorganized their pantheon, taking as a model the Akkadian canon.

 

2

 

 The results of

 

1. For the interpretation of  

 

d

 

utu

 

-

 

ga-an

 

 as 

 

s

 

imega

 

+

 

n

 

 in the Ti

 

s

 

-atal inscription (line 19) see
M. Krebernik, 

 

ZA

 

 81 (1991) 139. Later, the thematic formation of  this DN is 

 

S

 

imeg

 

+

 

ai

 

, 

 

S

 

imeg

 

+

 

i

 

;
compare also the secondary form 

 

S

 

a-u-u

 

s

 

-ga-a-e

 

 for 

 

S

 

au

 

s

 

ka (see E. Neu, 

 

Das hurritische Epos der Freilas-
sung

 

 I [Studien zu den Bogazköy-Texten 32; Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz Verlag, 1996] 499).
2. See E. Laroche, “Te

 

ss

 

ub, 

 

H

 

ebat et leur cour,” 

 

JCS

 

 2 (1948) 113–36; idem, “Documents
hourrites de Ras Shamra,” in 

 

Ugaritica

 

 V (ed. J. Nougayrol, E. Laroche, C. Virolleaud, and C. F. A.
Schaeffer; Paris: Geuthner, 1968) 518–27; idem, “Panthéon national et panthéons locaux chez les
Hourrites,” 

 

Or

 

 45 (1976) 94–99.

 

Author’s note

 

: To the usual abbreviations add: 

 

ARET

 

 III = A. Archi and M. G. Biga, 

 

Testi ammini-
strativi di vario contenuto

 

 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Testi III; Roma: Missione Archeologica Italiana in
Siria, 1982); 

 

ARET

 

 IV = M. G. Biga and L. Milano, 

 

Testi amministrativi: assegnazioni di tessuti

 

 (Ar-
chivi Reali di Ebla Testi IV; Roma: Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria, 1984); 

 

ARET

 

 V = D. O.
Edzard, 

 

Hymnen, Beschwörungen und Verwandtes

 

 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Testi V; Roma: Missione Ar-
cheologica Italiana in Siria, 1984); 

 

ARET

 

 VII = A. Archi, 

 

Testi amministrativi: registrazioni di metalli e
tessuti

 

 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Testi VII; Roma: Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria, 1988); 

 

ARET

 

IX = L. Milano, 

 

Testi amministrativi: assegnazioni di prodotti alimentari

 

 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Testi IX;
Roma: Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria, 1990); 

 

ARET

 

 XI = P. Fronzaroli, 

 

Testi rituali della re-
galità

 

 (Archivi Reali di Ebla Testi XI; Roma: Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria, 1993); 

 

MEE

 

 II
= G. Pettinato, 

 

Testi amministrativi della biblioteca L. 2769

 

 (Materiali Epigrafici di Ebla 2; Napoli,
1980).
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this syncretism are known to us from the god lists of  Kizzuwatna (copied for the ar-
chives of  

 

H

 

attusa from the end of  the 15th century on) and of  Ugarit (14th and 13th
century). Some ancient Hurrian gods are equated with Sumerian, Akkadian, or Syr-
ian gods, such as Kumarbi/Enlil/Dagan, Te

 

ss

 

ub/I

 

s

 

kur/Hadda, 

 

S

 

awu

 

s

 

ka/Inanna/I

 

s

 

tar,

 

S

 

imegi/Utu/

 

S

 

ama

 

s

 

, Ku

 

s

 

u

 

h

 

/Nanna/Suen. Other gods are unknown from the Hurrian
sources of  the Eastern regions; only a few of  these are assimilated into Mesopotamian
deities (A

 

s

 

tabi, for example, is equated with Ninurta). This fact suggests a local (that
is, Syrian) origin for these deities.

The discovery of  the archives of  Ebla (24th century 

 

b.c.

 

) reveals a stage in the
cultural development of  the Syrian area that goes back about 1,000 years earlier than
previously known documentation. If  gods like Adamma and A

 

s

 

tabi(l), who appear
later in the West Hurrian pantheon, are already mentioned in the Ebla documents,
this does not mean that the Hurrians were already present in the Aleppo region at
that time. These gods, instead, go back to a pre-Hurrian substratum.

 

3

 

 During the
Ebla period, the Hurrians had not yet even settled in the 

 

H

 

abur triangle, as is proved
by a few dozen personal names of  the city of  Nagar (Tell Brak) attested in the Ebla
tablets and, more recently, by the personal names mentioned in the tablets of  Tell
Beydar (50 km west of  Tell Brak) of  about the same period; not one of  these names
is Hurrian.

 

4

 

The Epic of Freeing

 

The Hurrian 

 

Epic of Freeing

 

, which also had a Hittite translation (KBo XXXII
11–113), shows how an ancient Syrian deity could become a major god in the Hur-
rian pantheon. 

The acting gods are, on one side, two Hurrian deities, Te

 

ss

 

ub and Allani, the
Sun-goddess of  the Earth (referred to as Allatum in the Akkadian sources),

 

5

 

 whose
functions were similar to those of  Ere

 

s

 

kigal, and, on the other, I

 

sh

 

ara, who was the
main goddess of  Ebla during the third millennium.

 

6

 

 Her important role in this Epic
is determined by the fact that the action concerns Ebla.

The proem, no. 11, opens with these words: “I will tell of  Te

 

ss

 

ub, the g[reat]
lord of  Kummi, I will exalt the you[ng lady] Allani (who stays) at the bolt (that is, the
gate) of  the Earth. And (together) with them I will tell of  the young lady I

 

sh

 

ara, 

 

skill-

 

3. This fact was already stated by E. Laroche in a discussion at the 24th Rencontre Assyri-
ologique Internationale (Paris, 1977).

4. See A. Archi, “The Regional State of  Nagar according to the Texts of  Ebla,” 

 

Subartu

 

 4/2
(1998) 1–39; A. Catagnoti, “The 3rd Millennium Personal Names of  the Habur Triangle in the
Ebla, Brak and Mozan Texts,” 

 

Subartu

 

 4/2 (1998) 41–66; F. Ismail, W. Sallaberger, P. Talon, and
K. Van Lerberghe, 

 

Administrative Documents from Tell Beydar (Seasons 1993–1995)

 

 (Turnhout: Bre-
pols, 1996).

5. During the Empire period the Hittites used 

 

ALLATUM

 

 as an Akkadogram for Lelwani,
while the Hurrian Allani was considered a different goddess.

6. See A. Archi, “Divinités sémitiques et divinités de substrat: Le cas d’I

 

sh

 

ara et d’I

 

s

 

tar à
Ebla,” 

 

MARI

 

 7 (1993) 71–78.
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ful

 

 in speaking, a goddess 

 

renowned

 

 for (her) wisdom” (no. 11 I 1–6).

 

7

 

 The subject of
the tale is defined in the following lines: “I will tell of  Pizikarra, who will bring [ ]
to (?) Ebla. Pizikarra destroy [ ] Nu

 

h

 

a

 

ss

 

e and Ebla [ ]” (I 7–9).

 

8 A dialogue
between Tessub and Ishara is found already in the reverse of  the first tablet, badly
damaged and lacking the Hittite translation, where Tessub comes to threaten the de-
struction of  Ebla (IV 17: uruE-eb-la-an pa-ªaº[-).9 It seems that Tessub first sends his
brother, the ‘right’ (handanza) Suwalijaz, to Ebla with a message, while Ishara is al-
ready there (no. 37, 13–14): liliwahhuanzi [uruEblai ] gißßú.a-as uru-ri it dIsharas-ma-
k[an . . . u]it? ‘Go rapidly [to Ebla,] the city of  the throne. Ishara [w]ent? [already
there]’.10 Then Tessub himself  goes to Ebla and asks Megi (iMe-e-ki ), the king (who
is referred to by the flowery phrase “star of  Ebla,” no. 16 II 13), to free some pris-
oners (Hurr. kirenzi, Hitt. para tarnumar). If  not, he will destroy Ebla. The final part
of  the text is missing. It seems, however, that the Epic represents the etiologic tale of
the destruction of  Ebla.

The palaeography and some linguistic elements of  the Hittite version show that
the version from Hattusa is to be dated to the Middle Hittite period (between the
15th and 14th century), while the grammar of  the Hurrian text points to an older
date.11

The narrative appears to have been inspired by events that occurred in the 17th
century, a turbulent period for northern Syria, when Jamhad was weakened by the
pressure of  the Hurrians and by the Hittite incursions led by Hattusili I.12

7. Here Ishara is qualified as ‘goddess renowned for her wisdom’ ma-a-ti a-mu-tu-u-pa-ti e-ne,
while in the text from Hattusa ‘Wise (is) Sausga’ dMa-(a-)tu-(us-)sa-us-ga (see Neu, Epos, 40).
Sometimes, Istar and Ishara share in part the same attributes (see p. 29 below).

8. Ibid., 30. A parallel passage mentioning Pizikarra is no. 32 (see ibid., 41–43).
9. Ibid., 49–50. This dialogue recalls that of  Wotan and Erda in the fourth scene of  the

Rheingold, with their roles inverted.
10. Ibid., 505, 507–8. The expression in Hurrian is: “in Ebla at the throne” (ibid., 349); see

also no. 19 I 7, 12, 21 (ibid., 379, 380). The Hittite version has always “in Ebla, the city of  the
throne”; see nos. 19 II 7, 12, 21; 24+216 II 7 and 35, 2 (see ibid., 379, 381, 489, 503). This is a
circumlocution for “royal city.”

11. Ibid., 3–7.
12. We may have an idea of  the situation in Syria in this period from the Deeds of  Hattusili I,

composed under Mursili I. For the fragments relating to Jarim-Lim of  Aleppo, see A. Kempinski,
Syrien und Palästina (Kanaan) in der letzten Phase der Mittelbronze IIB-Zeit (1650–1570 v. Chr.)
(Ägypten und Altes Testament 4; Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1983) 46–49. Ebla is mentioned
in KUB XL 4, 6 (see C. Kühne, ZA 62 [1973] 244).

H. Otten, basing himself  on the mention of  Megi and of  the city of  Ikinkalis (see below),
writes: “Die historische Wertung der geschilderten Ereignisse und der mit diesen verbundenen
Eigennamen führt zwangsläufig auf  die anderthalb Jahrhunderte, die zwischen dem Ende der Ar-
chive von Mari und dem Ausgreifen Hattusilis I. nach Nordsyrien liegen”; he adds in n. 17: “mit
Meki . . . könnten zumindest Einzelzüge des ‘historischen’ Hintergrundes auf  die Zeit Samsi-
Adads I. datiert werden” (“Ebla in der hurritisch-hethitischen Bilingue aus Bogazköy,” in Wirt-
schaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla [ed. H. Waetzoldt and H. Hauptmann; Heidelberg Studien zum
Alten Orient 2; Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1988] 292).
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We know that the city of  Ikinkalis, which in the Epic (uruI-ki-in-kal-li-(i-)is ) is the
antagonist of  Ebla, was conquered by Hattusili I during the campaign in which he also
seized Alalah.13 Even in the 24th century I/Aka(n)kalis (A-ga-ga-li-is ki),14 although
belonging to Ebla (it was led by an overseer, ugu l a), was a town of  note, since its ter-
ritory included some minor centers.15 An unpublished text (TM.75.G.2560+ rev. V
7–11) mentions jars of  wine from Akakalis and Karkemis, and a geographical location
to the north of  Ebla, in the modern Syro-Turkish border area, is suggested also by the
Annals of  Hattusili.

The mention of  Nuhasse alongside Ebla in the proem (no. 11 I 9) would appear
to be a later addition, possibly introduced in the recension from which the Hittite
translation was made (it seems that the region of  Ebla was known by this name only
from the 15th century on).16 Ebla was by that time a small center, and it was useful
to locate it geographically.17 

The destruction threatened at the beginning of  the Hurrian text would, there-
fore, be that which brought an end to Middle Bronze Age Ebla (in the last decades
of  the 17th century, according to the Middle Chronology).18 The Epic, however,
preserves some earlier elements.

13. Ebla keeps prisoner “the sons of  Ikinkalis” together with a certain Purra. The council of
elders of  Ebla, led by Zazalla, does not want to free these people because “if  we set them free, who
will serve us our food? They are (our) cupbearers, servants, cooks and scullery boys” (no. 15 I 22–
28//II 22–29). Megi is forced to admit to Tessub that, despite his own wishes, Ebla will not free
the prisoners (no. 15 IV 12–19//III 12–20), thus sealing its own fate. See M. C. Astour, “The
Geographical and Political Structure of  the Ebla Empire,” in Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft von Ebla (ed.
H. Waetzoldt and H. Hauptmann; Heidelberg Studien zum Alten Orient 2; Heidelberg: Heidel-
berger Orientverlag, 1988) 142 n. 25. Astour has recognized that Ikinkalis/Ikakalis is to be iden-
tified with Akakalis of  the Ebla texts of  the 24th century. The Annals of  Hattusili I (KBo X 1 obv.
6–9; 2 I 15–19) say: “In the following year I marched against Alalah and destroyed it. Subse-
quently I marched against Warsuwa(/Ursu); from Warsuwa I marched against Ikakalis (Akk. I-ga-
ka-li-is ; Hitt. I-ka-ka-li); from Ikakalis I marched against Tashinija; and I destroyed these lands (the
Akk. version has instead: “and coming back I destroyed Ursu).”

14. A-ga-ga-li9(ne)-is ki seems to be the writing in use during the last period of  the archives.
15. See A. Archi, P. Piacentini, and F. Pomponio, I nomi di luogo dei testi di Ebla (Archivi Reali

di Ebla Studi 2; Roma: Herder, 1993) 100. ARET III 430 II mentions ‘oil of  the centers of  Akaka-
lis’ ì -g i s  u ru-uru A. The names of  some of  those centers are given in TM.75.G.1698.

16. H. Klengel, Geschichte Syriens im 2. Jahrtausend v.u.Z. (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1969)
18–21.

17. Ebla occurs also in the Hurrian fragment KUB XLV 84 Vs. 15 (Middle Hittite writing),
together with Halpa.

18. For the archaological data concerning Ebla in the second millennium b.c., see P. Mat-
thiae, “Tell Mardikh, 1977–1996: vingt ans de fouilles et de découvertes: La renaissance d’Ebla
amorrheenne,” Akkadica 101 (1997) 1–29. In no. 19 I 24–30//II 24–31 Tessub declares: “I will
destroy the city of  Ebla; I will reduce it to a state as though it had never been inhabited. I will
smash the walls of  the lower city like a cup; the walls of  the upper city I will trample like a pile of
rubbish.” Tessub’s threat foretells the fate of  Ebla, and the description of  an acropolis and lower city
is fitting. Such a description, however, would fit most of  the cities of  the Middle Bronze Age. This
is a literary device, as is the threat by Tessub to extinguish the homefires in the river (I 38–39//II
38–39). Ebla, in fact, did not lie on a river.

Spread is 6 points long
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Mekum

Documents from Ebla show that mekum/mekum was the title of  the dynasty be-
tween the 21st and 20th centuries. The legend of  a seal in Syrian style reused by an
Assyrian merchant, Assur-nada, impressed on two documents from Kültepe karum
level 2, reads: kißib Ib-Damu mekim Ebla[ jim].19 Ib-Damu is a name that belongs to
the onomastic tradition of  the Ebla of  the 24th century,20 and the seal must originally
have belonged to a ruler of  Ebla, probably of  the first half  of  the 20th century or even
earlier. Another reused seal in Syrian style impressed on an Assyrian tablet (karum
level 2) has ªPN1º du[mu](?) ªPN2º sa me-ku-um i-ra-mu-su.21

The same expression as on the first seal is used also in the inscription on the vo-
tive statue of  Jibbi†-Lim of  Ebla: I-bi-i†-li-im / dumu Ig-ri-is-hi-ib lugal / me-ki-im
Eb-la-i-im. A translation of  “Jibbi†-Lim, son of  Jigris-Heb, the king, of  the Eblaite
royal/dynastic lineage” is dictated by both texts.22 The inscription of  the second seal
should mean: “. . . , whom the (Eblaite) dynast has favored.”23

19. The first document is TC 3, 247 a, b, seal impression at Pl. CCXXXI 14: kißib Ib-da-mu
me-ki-im Eb-la[-im?]. The second document has been published by M. T. Larsen and E. Møller
(“Five Old Assyrian Texts,” in Marchands, diplomates et empereurs: Études offertes à P. Garelli [ed.
D. Charpin and F. Joannès; Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1991] 237, 248, F.T. 2A,
seal C): kißib Ib!-da[-mu] me-ki-ªimº [Eb-la-im?]; compare B. Teissier, Sealing and Seals on Texts from
Kültepe karum Level 2 (Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1994)
177, nos. 529a and 529b; the drawing of  the seal is on p. 233.

20. See M. Krebernik, Die Personennamen der Ebla-Texte (Berliner Beiträge zum Vorderen
Orient 7; Berlin: Reimer, 1988) 212; for the personal names with the element -damu, see ibid.,
159–61.

21. S. Dalley, A Catalogue of the Akkadian Cuneiform Tablets in the Collections of the Royal Scot-
tish Museum, Edinburgh, with Copies of the Texts (Royal Scottish Museum, Art & Archaeology 2;
Edinburgh, 1979) 1 (envelope 7A, seal 2); compare B. Tessier, Sealing and Seals, 177 no. 527.

22. For this interpretation of  the passage of  the votive inscription, see G. Pettinato, who trans-
lates “of  Eblaite ‘stock’ ” (The Archives of Ebla: An Empire Inscribed in Clay [New York: Doubleday,
1981] 24–25). For the whole inscription, see M. Heltzer, “The Inscription from Tell-Mardih and
the City of  Ebla,” AION 35 (1975) 289–317; W. G. Lambert, RA 75 (1981) 95–96, I. J. Gelb,
“The Inscription of  Jibbi†-Lîm, King of  Ebla,” Studia Orientalia 55.8 (1984) 1–19, I. J. Gelb and
B. Kienast, Die altakkadischen Königsinschriften des dritten Jahrtausends v.Chr. (Freiburger Altorien-
talische Studien 7; Stuttgart: Steiner, 1990) 369–71.

M. Heltzer and I. J. Gelb interpreted me-ki-im as a causative participle from *qwm ‘to rise’:
“who raises (the Ebleans)” (Heltzer, “The Inscription from Tell-Mardih,” 292–95; Gelb, “The In-
scription of  Jibbi†-Lîm,” 8–9). The two seal inscriptions show now that me/ekum is a dynastic (and
not personal) title; the explanation of  M.-V. Tonietti, who derives me/ekum from *mlk, therefore
‘king’, seems to fit much better (quoted by D. Charpin and N. Ziegler, “Mekum, roi d’Apisal,”
MARI 8 [1997] 243–47; the study by Tonietti, “Le cas de Mekum,” is now published: ibid., 225–
42). See also C. Kühne, “Meki, Megum und Mekum/Mekim,” Israel Oriental Studies 18 (1998)
311–22.

23. On the use of  the pronoun suffix in relative sentences, see W. von Soden, Grundriss der
Akkadischen Grammatik. (Analecta Orientalia 33; Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1952)
217, §165.2.
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The title of  me/ekum was used for the Eblaite ruler at least from the end of  the
Ur III Dynasty. In a document from Drehem of  the 7th year of  Amar-Suena, this
term appears as the name of  an en s i of  Ebla (lines 14–15): Z[u?-ri?-im?] l ú -k in-
g i4-a me-gu-um én s i Eb-laki ‘Zurim(?), the ambassador of  Mekum, governor of
Ebla’.24 The legends of  the reused seals in the Old Assyrian period show that the Su-
merian scribe mistook a title for a personal name.

The torso of  the statue of  Jibbi†-Lim (the only preserved part) was found reused
in the levels relating to the Persian period in area G, on the southwest slope of  the
Acropolis.25 The inscription, with which Jibbi†-Lim dedicates his own image to Istar
in order that the goddess protect him and his sons, says that he placed the statue (to-
gether with a cult basin, ap-sà-am) “before Istar, his Lady,” therefore inside a temple
of  the goddess. Such a sacred building could be identified in an early phase of
Temple D, on the western edge of  the Acropolis, which was used throughout the
Middle Bronze Age. The closest stylistic comparison is given by the statue of  a sak-
kanakku of  Mari, Jis†up-Il, which A. Moortgat, with insight, dated to the period of
Gudea.26 The name of  the father of  Jibbi†-Lim, Jigris-Heb, follows a tradition which
dates back to the archives of  the 24th century: Jigris-Halab was the third from last
king of  the old dynasty.27 Epigraphic dates (the form of  signs, layout of  the lines, and
the formula), however, lead us to date the inscription of  Jibbi†-Lim to a period after
the Third Dynasty of  Ur, to the beginning of  the second millennium.28 It is at that
time that the so-called Archaic Palace (P5, northern sector of  the lower city), built in
the Early Bronze IVB (which corresponds to the period of  Gudea and the Third Dy-
nasty of  Ur), was restored and readapted for the first time.29

The Neo-Sumerian documentation shows that Ebla continued to be the princi-
pal state of  northern Syria at least until the beginning of  the 20th century, with mi-
nor centers at Byblos, Ursu, and Ja˙mad(i)um.30 Such was the prestige of  the city

24. D. I. Owen and R. Veenker, “Megum, the first Ur III ensi of  Ebla,” in Ebla 1975–1985:
Dieci anni di studi linguistici e filologici (ed. L. Cagni; Napoli: Istituto Universitario Orientale) 263–
91; the transcription of  the text is at p. 267. On Zurim, lú-k in-g i4-a of  Ebla, see also D. I. Owen
“Syrians in Sumer,” in New Horizons in the Study of Ancient Syria (ed. M. W. Chavalas and J. L.
Hayes; Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 25; Malibu: Undena, 1992) 121.

25. See A. Archi and P. Matthiae, in Ebla: Alle origini della civiltà urbana (ed. P. Matthiae; Mi-
lano: Electra, 1995) 408.

26. “This statue represents the style of  the phase of  Ur-Baba and Gudea in the series of  the stat-
ues from Mari” (A. Moortgat, The Art of Ancient Mesopotamia [London & New York: Phaidon, 1967]
64). This dating has been confirmed by the list of  sakkanakkus of  Mari, according to which, calcu-
lating the duration of  the reign of  each ruler of  Mari, Is†up-Il is a contemporary of  Gudea (see J.-M.
Durand, “La situation historique des sakkanakku: Nouvelle approche,” MARI 4 [1985] 155–56).

27. For other PNs with the element Ig-rí-is-, see M. Krebernik, Personennamen, 217–18.
28. See I. J. Gelb, “The Inscription of  Ibbi†-Lim,” 5.
29. P. Matthiae, “Tell Mardikh, 1977–1996,” 4; idem, “Fouilles à Ébla en 1993–1994: Les

palais de la ville basse nord,” CRAIBL (1995) 654, 659–74.
30. Owen “Syrians in Sumer,” 107–82. According to I. J. Gelb (see sub MªD), Ja˙ma-

d(i)um represents a metathesis of  Old Babylonian Jam˙adum (Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite
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during the 20th century, that the dynastic title used there was known even in Egypt
as the name of  a ruler of  a Syrian region. In the Story of  Sinuhe, to be dated to the
12th dynasty, perhaps towards the end of  the reign of  Sesostri I (the last decades of
the 20th century), a certain Meki (Mkªi) from Qedem is one of  the Syrian princes
on good terms with Egypt.31 

More than a century later, when the king of  Mari was Jasmah-Haddu, me-kum/
me-ki-im appears in letter A.877 as the name of  a king of  A-pí-sa-al ki, with whom
Aplahanda of  Karkemis was in contact.32 There existed, therefore, an Apisal in Syria,
probably the Abarsal of  the Ebla texts of  the 24th century, as well as one near Umma,
in southern Mesopotamia.33 The Syrian Apisal would, therefore, be located east of
Karkemis. What at Ebla had been a dynastic title from at least the 21st century on was
preserved in a more northern region as a proper name.

The Goddess Ishara

The gods, it is well known, take part in the affairs of  men. If, in the Epic con-
cerning the freeing of  some persons held at Ebla, Tessub turns to Ishara, this is be-
cause she was considered the most important deity of  Ebla. This fact reflects in part
the situation of  the 24th century, when Kura (known to us only from the documents
of  Ebla) was the god of  the city, while the main goddess was Ishara. 

Istar, a Common Semitic goddess, was already well known at that time (there
was even an ‘Istar of  the Palace’ dAs-dar sa.zax

ki). However, the cult of  Ishara was
more widely spread. In the monthly offering lists attesting the official cult at the pal-
ace (twenty tablets concerning the last months of  the city), Ishara is mentioned 40
times, while Istar is named only 5 times.34

31. ANET 3, 21, §219. This Meki has been related to the Syrian evidence discussed above by
G. Scandone Matthiae (“Méki/Mekim d’Ebla dans l’ ‘Histore de Sinouhé’?” MARI 8 [1997] 249–
50). For the dating of  the Sinuhe text, see J. Baines, “Interpreting Sinuhe,” JEA 68 (1982) 38.

32. Sections of  this tablet have been already quoted by G. Dossin (“Aplahanda, roi de Carké-
mis,” RA 35 [1938] 119 = Recueil G. Dossin: Mélanges d’Assyriologie (1934–1959) [Leuven: Peeters,
1983] 297). The letter has now been published and studied by D. Charpin and N. Ziegler, “Me-
kum, roi d’Apisal,” MARI 8 (1997) 243–47.

33. On Abarsal, see A. Archi, “La ville d’Abarsal,” in Reflets des deux fleuves: Mélanges A. Finet
(ed. M. Lebeau and P. Talon; Leuven: Peeters, 1989) 15–19.

On the two Apisals, see B. R. Foster, “Naram-Sin in Martu and Magan,” ARRIM 8 (1990)
40–43. Another certain mention of  the Syrian Apisal is found in AlT 409, 45 (Alalah VII, a list of
wedding gifts for a princess of  Alalah who marries the king of  Apisal; see J.-J. Glassner, “Naram-
Sîn poliorcète: Les avatars d’une sentence divinatoire,” RA [1983] 10).

34. The data concerning Ishara were already given in A. Archi, “Divinités sémitiques et di-
vinités de substrat: Le cas d’Ishara et Istar à Ebla,” MARI 7 (1993) 71–78.

The older and rarely attested writing of  the name is dsig7.ama, as is proven by ARET XI 1
(see the index in ARET XI, 132), the ritual performed for the marriage of  the king when Arru-
kum was the vizier; this writing is used also in the incantation ARET V 16 I 5 (see M. Krebernik,

[Assyriological Studies 21; Chicago: Oriental Institute of  the University of  Chicago, 1980] 24; see
also C. Wilcke, N.A.B.U. [1990/33] 26).
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If  among human beings the king and queen were seen as the projection of  Kura
and Barama (the consort of  Kura),35 the tutelary goddess of  the dynasty, or at least
the personal goddess of  some sovereigns, was Ishara. A link such as ‘Ishara of  the
king’ (dßára![bara10]-is/ra en; referring both to the king Irkab-Damu and to his suc-
cessor, Isar-Damu) is not found for any other divinity. The cult of  “Ishara of  the
king” took place in the temple of  Kura and in the secondary residence of  the king at
(L)arugatu;36 Ishara of  Kun-Damu, the fourth from last king of  the dynasty, was still
venerated at least thirty years after his death.37 The goddess had a temple at Ebla
(TM.75.G.10176 obv. I 4–5; 10251 obv. VIII 17–18) and her cult was well rooted
in the Eblaite territory, since we have the following hypostases: Ishara of  Má-neki,38

U9-gú-a-ás/suki, Zi-da-ra/laki (= Zi-ti-luki?), Zu/Zú-ra-am6/muki, Zú-za-ga-bùki (also at-
tested once each are Ishara of  A-ru12-ga-duki, Ba-na-i-umki, and Wa-ne-duki). In the
incantation ARET V 16 addressed to the Earth and the two rivers Balih (én-é-nu-ru
ki én-é-nu-ru dBa-li-ha-a), Ishara appears together with Hadda, Kamis, and local di-
vinities such as Ammarik and Adarwan.39 

35. See the marriage ritual ARET XI 1 (65) and 2 (68). In this ritual, a statue of  Ishara and
a statue of  [dLa-bù]-du//dsi.gar ‘the Lioness’ are offered by the king (ARET XI 1 [101–2], 2 [111–
12]). P. Fronzaroli identifies this “lioness” with Istar (ARET XI, 52).

36. For dßára!-is/ra en, see ARET IV 4 (25) (vizier Ibbi-Zikir), 7 (39) (Ibbi-Zikir),
TM.75.G.1349 rev. IX 16–19 (é dKu-ra; Ibbi-Zikir), 1356 obv. II 3–4 (Ibbi-Zikir), 1362 = MEE
II 40 rev. V 3–4 (vizier Ibrium), 1418 rev. VIII 8–11 (é dKu-ra; vizier Arrukum), 1442 obv. IV
10–11 (Ibbi-Zikir ?), 2368 obv. VII 11 13 (lú A-ru12–ga-duki; Ibrium), 2440 obv. IV 13–14 (Ibbi-
Zikir).

37. ARET III 334 III 5–6, TM.75.G.2455 obv. X 9–10 (Ibrium). For Kun-Damu see ARET
VII 150. In this offering list for the dead kings, dßára!-ra lú da-da en ‘Ishara, the favorite of  the
king’ appears after Rasap, the god of  Underworld, and his consort Adamma.

38. The town of  Má-neki has to be located in the Euphrates area, probably not far from Emar
(see A. Archi, “Les rapports politiques et économiques entre Ebla et Mari,” MARI 4 [1985] 65;
compare ARET III 323 rev. IV 8–11: in Má-neki lú Ì-marki su-ba4-ti).

39. M. Krebernik, Beschwörungen, 130–31.

Die Beschwörungen aus Fara und Ebla [Hildesheim: Olms, 1984] 130, 134). The parallel text of  the
marriage ritual, ARET XI 2 (celebrated when the vizier was Ibrium), has the usual writing:
dgáxsig7(bara10)-is. 

dsig7.ama occurs also in the administrative text TM.75.G.1418 rev. VIII 8,
to be dated to Arrukum, while other documents of  the time of  Arrukum have dßára(bara7 =
lagabxsig7)(-is ) (see ARET IV 17 obv. XIV 20; MEE II 33 rev. IX 16). This last writing was pre-
ferred for its phonetic value corresponding to part of  the goddess’s name but, because of  a mis-
understanding, the scribes of  the last thirty years of  the archives used the form dgáxsig7-is/ra, which
should be rendered as dßára!-is/ra. The lexical lists have dgáxsig7 = dIs-ha-ra/la. In TM.75.G.2078
rev. I 3, dgáxsig7-ra-is presents both the phonetic complements.

It is difficult to accept that the name of  the III month, dama-ra, stands for Ishara, as was sug-
gested by F. Pomponio (“I nomi divini di Ebla,” UF 15 [1983] 144 n. 16). In this case, dama-ra could
be a simplified form of  the older writing dsig7.ama used for the month name. dama appears, how-
ever, as the divine element also in theophorous personal names, such as I-ti-dama (in A. Archi, “I
rapporti tra Ebla e Mari,” SEb 4 (1981) 155 [TM.75.G.1559 obv. II 4; in ARET IX 53 rev. VI 3,
read: Puzur4-ra-

dªKuº-ra]). In the “local calendar,” in addition to dama-ra, the following months are
named with a god name: i t i dA-dam-ma (I), dGa-mi-is (IV), Be-li (V), dAs-da-bíl (VI), dªÀ-da (VIII).

Formation of the West Hurrian Pantheon 29

The total destruction suffered by Ebla a little after halfway through the 24th cen-
tury and the political and social changes that hit Syria between the 3d and 2d millen-
nium provoked a radical break. The area of  the Royal Palace G was abandoned and
the power center was transferred to the northern sector of  the lower city (Archaic
Palace P5). A few elements of  the ancient tradition survived, however, such as the
names of  the kings Jigris-Heb and Ib-Damu. 

The cult of  Ishara spread from the region of  Ebla as far as the Babylonia of  the
Akkadian period. Some Sargonic personal names are formed with the name of  the
goddess; dÁs-ha-ra is one of  the few non-Elamite gods in the Elamite version of  a
treaty between a ruler from Elam and Naram-Sîn found at Susa.40 An Old Akkadian
love incantation (MAD V 8) is addressed to both Istar and Ishara.41 Perhaps the two
goddesses also originally had similar functions, at least in part. It is a fact, however,
that in the Epic of  Gilgames and in Atra-Hasis, there is a situation where Ishara plays
the role of  Istar.42

During the reign of  Sulgi, the cult of  Ishara was introduced at Ur, where a temple
was dedicated to the goddess together with Belat-Nagar.43 This information defines
the area of  origin of  the two divinities. Ishara was the great goddess of  northern Syria
(in the proper sense), Belat-Nagar that of  the area of  the Habur, where Nagar (Tell
Brak) was the principal center.44 

Starting from the 8th year of  Amar-Suena, the cult of  Dagan is attested at Nippur,
where the god had a temple together with Ishara. The two gods receive offerings in
‘the Palace’ é -ga l and in ‘the garden’ gisk i r i6.

45 In MVN V 125, Haburitum appears
together with Dagan, Ishara, Inanna, Nin-nigin-gar, and another god whose name is
not preserved; she does not, however, receive animal offerings in “the garden,” like

40. J. J. M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press,
1972) 37; W. Hinz, “Elams Vertrag mit Naram-Sîn von Akkade,” ZA 58 (1967) 91, II 7. See also
W. G. Lambert, “The Akkadianization of  Susiana under the Sukkalmahs,” in Mesopotamie et Elam
(36 CRRAI; Ghent: University of  Ghent, 1991) 54.

41. Lines 33–34: “By Istar and Ishara I conjure you. . .” (see J. and A. Westenholz, Or 46
[1977] 198–219).

42. D. Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara (Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-Palästinas und Me-
sopotamiens; Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1996) 58–60.

43. M. Hilgert, “erubbatum im Tempel des Dagan: Eine Ur III-zeitliche Urkunde aus
Dre˙im,” JCS 46 (1994) 29–39; D. Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 26–32.

44. See D. Matthews and J. Eidem, “Tell Brak and Nagar,” Iraq 55 (1993) 201–7. ‘The Lady
of  Nagar’ dnin Na-gàrki is already mentioned in a pre-Sargonic document from Mari (D. Charpin,
“Tablettes présargoniques de Mari,” MARI 5 [1987] 79, no. 20 II 4), and in the inscription of
Tis-atal of  Urkis (see I. J. Gelb and B. Kienast, Die altakkadischen Königsinschriften, 382, line 18).
For this goddess during the period of  the Mari archives, see M. Guichard, “Au pays de la dame de
Nagar,” in Florilegium marianum 2 (Mémoires de N.A.B.U 3; Paris: SEPOA, 1994) 235–72; idem,
“La visite d’un prêtre de Dame-Nagar à Mari,” N.A.B.U. (1995/51) 43–45.

45. M. Hilgert, JCS 46 (1994) 29–39; H. Waetzold, “Dagan in Mesopotamien,” Or 54
(1985) 245–56.
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43. M. Hilgert, “erubbatum im Tempel des Dagan: Eine Ur III-zeitliche Urkunde aus
Dre˙im,” JCS 46 (1994) 29–39; D. Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 26–32.

44. See D. Matthews and J. Eidem, “Tell Brak and Nagar,” Iraq 55 (1993) 201–7. ‘The Lady
of  Nagar’ dnin Na-gàrki is already mentioned in a pre-Sargonic document from Mari (D. Charpin,
“Tablettes présargoniques de Mari,” MARI 5 [1987] 79, no. 20 II 4), and in the inscription of
Tis-atal of  Urkis (see I. J. Gelb and B. Kienast, Die altakkadischen Königsinschriften, 382, line 18).
For this goddess during the period of  the Mari archives, see M. Guichard, “Au pays de la dame de
Nagar,” in Florilegium marianum 2 (Mémoires de N.A.B.U 3; Paris: SEPOA, 1994) 235–72; idem,
“La visite d’un prêtre de Dame-Nagar à Mari,” N.A.B.U. (1995/51) 43–45.

45. M. Hilgert, JCS 46 (1994) 29–39; H. Waetzold, “Dagan in Mesopotamien,” Or 54
(1985) 245–56.
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the other gods. Haburitum ‘the Lady of  the Habur’ is probably to be identified with
Belat-Nagar.46 

Dagan and Ishara were linked insofar as they were the principal divinities of  the
northwestern regions. Their cult was probably introduced at Nippur through Mari.47

Sources from the 24th century enable us, however, to determine the areas from
which they had originated. Dagan, whose consort was Salas, was the great god of  the
Middle Euphrates and had his main sanctuary at Tuttul on the Balih.48 For the kings
of  Akkad, Dagan controlled the access to “the Upper Country.”49 Ishara was the
goddess of  the region of  Ebla. Mari was dedicated instead to Istar (and “the Lady of
Nagar” had arrived there from the north).50

The old Eblaite pantheon dissolved, together with the social structures of  which
it was an expression. Kura, the god of  the city, is not mentioned in any sources from
the second millennium. Istar became the tutelary deity of  the dynasty and the great
goddess of  the city as well. Jibbi†-Lim (as noted above) dedicated his statue to “Istar,
his Lady” (bé-el-ti-su) invoking the protection of  the goddess on himself  and his own
sons. Archaeological finds leave no doubt: the great goddess of  Ebla (dEb-la-i-tu in the
takultu ritual)51 for the entire Middle Bronze Age was Istar. In the vestibule of  Shrine
G3, in front of  Temple D, a large stele, on which the goddess is shown standing on a
bull, framed by a winged canopy, was reused, sculpted on four sides, and dedicated to
Istar; the sculpted scenes are rich in symbolism relating to the goddess.52 It is more
than likely that Temple D, on the western slope of  the citadel, close to Royal Palace E,

46. In T. Fish (Catalogue of Sumerian Tablets in the John Rylands Library [Manchester: Manches-
ter University Press, 1932] 440), Haburitum appears after Dagan. For this reason, W. G. Lambert
had suggested that she should be identified with Ishara (RlA 5, 176); this is excluded by MVN V
125, where the two goddesses are listed one after the other. 

47. Among the few personal names from Mari known for the Ur III period, three are com-
posed with Dagan ( Jisme-dDagan, Su-dDagan, and Turam-dDagan) and one with Ishara (Su-
dIshara; see Owen “Syrians in Sumer,” 123–32). At Mari of  the sakkanakku period, there was a
temple of  Dagan (see H. Limet, Textes administratifs de l’époque des sakkanakku [ARM XIX; Paris:
Geuthner, 1976] nos. 185, 188–90, 192, 193). The cult of  Ishara was particularly widespread in
Mari during the Old Babylonian period, as is proved by 34 personal names with Ishara as the di-
vine element (see Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 50–53).

48. A. Archi, “Salas Consort of  Dagan and Kumarbi,” in Studio Historiae Ardens: Ancient Near
Eastern Studies Presented to Ph. H. J. Houwink ten Cate (ed. T. P. J. van den Hout and J. de Roos;
Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1995) 1–6; A. Archi, “Tuttul-
sur-Balih à l’âge d’Ebla,” in De la Babylonie à la Syrie, en passant par Mari: Mélanges offerts à J.-R.
Kupper (ed. Ö. Tunca; Liège: Université de Liège, 1990) 197–207.

49. See Gelb and Kienast, Die altakkadischen Königsinschriften, 164, Sargon C 2, lines 17–34,
Naramsîn C 5, lines 29–39.

50. See D. Charpin, “Tablettes présargoniques de Mari,” MARI 5 (1987) 99–100; D. O.
Edzard, “Pantheon und Kult in Mari,” in La civilisation de Mari (15 CRRAI; ed. J.-R. Kupper;
Liège: Université de Liège, 1967) 69.

51. R. Frankena, Takultu: De sacrale Maaltijd in het assyrische Ritueel (Leiden: Brill, 1954) 96
no. 76.

52. P. Matthiae, “Una stele paleosiriana arcaica da Ebla e la cultura figurativa della Siria at-
torno al 1800 a.C.,” Scienze dell’Antichità 1 (1987) 447–95; idem, “Le temple ailé et le taureau:

spread is 6 points long
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was destined for the dynastic cult of  the goddess. The greatest temple building of  Ebla,
Temple P2, in the northern sector of  the lower city, was also dedicated to Istar (as
shown by the fragments of  a basin), and perhaps also to Hadda.53 Immediately to the
south a square opened, dominated by a large cult platform, 52.5 x 42 m, built with
white stone blocks.54 On a cylinder seal found in a favissa opened in the square, a
priestess is represented worshipping a standard topped by a bird and composed of  a fe-
male and a male head; another seal with this same standard was found in Fortress V,
on the western side of  the city walls.55 This standard has been identified as the golden
symbol semeion, which, according to Lucian of  Samosata, was standing between the
statues of  Zeus and Hera (Hadda and Atargatis).56

Kura and Ishara, originally the two ancient divinities of  Ebla, had completely dif-
ferent destinies. Kura disappeared; Ishara was instead included in the pantheon of
various cultures in Syria, in Eastern Anatolia, and in Mesopotamia. This limited
rooting in a precise Semitic culture would suggest that the two gods belonged to the
pre-Semitic substratum. 

The Amorites venerated the Common Semitic Istar and, as their main male god,
the Weather-god of  Halab (whose cult, already in the third millennium, was as im-
portant at Ebla as at Mari).57 This change from the Eblaite to the Amorite period
suggests the following paradigm. When, due to radical political-social change, a pan-
theon dissolves, those gods who are not included in the dominant pantheon of  the
new society come to belong to a weak system. At that point they can be absorbed
into the pantheon of  another society. 

When the Hurrians, moving from the Habur region, reached northern Syria they
found gods such as Adamma and Astabi(l), who had once been part of  the official pan-
theon of  Ebla and had then become local deities. The scarce cultural identity of  these
gods enabled the Hurrians to include them in their pantheon.58 Other gods were re-
ceived through syncretism. Tessub was assimilated with Hadda of  Halab, and Kumarbi

53. P. Matthiae, “Due frammenti di un nuovo bacino scolpito dal tempio P2 di Ebla,” Studi
Miscellanei 30 (1997) 3–12.

54. P. Matthiae, “L’aire sacrée d’Ishtar à Ebla: Résultats des fouilles de 1990–1992,” CRAIBL
(1993) 638–62.

55. P. Matthiae, “The Lions of  the Great Goddess of  Ebla: a Hypothesis about some Archaic
Old Syrian Cylinders,” in Cinquante-deux réflexions sur le Proche-Orient ancien offertes en hommages à
L. de Meyer (ed. H. Gasche, M. Tanret, C. Janssen, and A. Degraeve; Leuven: Peters, 1994) 329–
38; idem, “Tell Mardikh, 1977–1996: Vingt ans de fouilles et de découvertes. La renaissance d’Ebla
amorrheenne,” Akkadica 101 (1997) 9–11. 

56. Lucianus, De dea syria, 33. See H. Seyrig, “Antiqités syriennes: Les dieux de Hiérapolis,”
Syria 37 (1960) 233–52.

57. For Hadda of  Halab at Mari, see D. Charpin, MARI 5 (1987) 81, no. 22 III 6: dHa-
labx(lam); 99: dIl Ha-labx.

58. A. Archi, “Substrate: Some Remarks on the Formation of  the West Hurrian Pantheon,”
in Hittite and Other Anatolian Studies in Honour of Sedat Alp (ed. H. Otten, E. Akurgal, H. Ertem,
and A. Süel; Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1992) 7–14.

Origine et continuité de l’iconographie de la grande déesse à Ebla,” in Reflets des deux fleuves (ed.
M. Lebeau and P. Talon; Leuven: Peeters, 1989) 127–35.
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with Dagan; consequently dHa-(l)a-ba-du ‘She of  Halab’, that is Hebat (respectively
the form attested in Ebla and that of  the later periods), became the spouse of  Tessub,
while Kumarbi received Salas as his consort.59

Notwithstanding these changes, the clear memory persisted in Syria of  Ishara as
the goddess of  Ebla. The Hurrian Epic of Freeing shows this. Moreover, the Hurrians
had assimilated Istar, the new goddess of  Ebla, into a goddess of  their pantheon:
Sawuska. Why then should they have depicted Sawuska(/Istar) as the tutelary divin-
ity of  Ebla and as quarrelling with Tessub?

It is perhaps precisely due to this superimposition of  Ishara and Istar at Ebla that
they were sometimes considered similar. At Alalah (of  both periods VII and IV) the
sign ißtar (es8+dar), in certain cases at least, referred to Ishara.60

The Hurrians preserved the tradition by which Ishara was originally connected
with Ebla until the 13th century: a Hurrian document from Emar (an oracle text)
still mentions Ishara of  Ebla, Eb-la-be dIs-ha-ªraº[.61

Emar was one of  the Semitic centers (with a Hurrian presence) where Ishara,
with Dagan and nin.urta, was one of  the principal local gods.62 The Hittites, who
from roughly halfway through the 14th century directly controlled the territory of
Astata (where Emar was located), learned of  the Syrian rites of  Ishara precisely from
Emar. In the dispute with his father’s third wife, Tawananna, Mursili II accused Sup-
piluliuma’s widow (daughter of  a king of  Babylon) of  having made the silver of  the
temple of  Astata disappear. Tawananna, directly involved in the administration of  this
sanctuary, rejected the accusation: “[To Ish]ara of  Astata she spoke thus again and
again: ‘Goddess, that [silver] I have [no]t. Who holds the silver of  you, O Goddess?’ ”
(KUB XIV 4 IV 17–18).63 In the oracle text dedicated to clarifying the reasons for
the anger of  the ‘god of  Astata’ dingirLUM SA uruAs-ta-ta (evidently Ishara, who is
mentioned by name in II 7 and 9), the divinity is asked: ‘Have you (O god) rejected
the prescribed (ritual) procedure in the manner of  Mizzulla (a lady who acted in ac-
cord with Tawananna) and preferred the procedure of  Astata?’ ishiull-aza SA salMiz-
zulla iwar markijat nu ishiul SA uruAstata sanahta (KUB V 6+ I 8–9).

59. A. Archi, “Studies in the Pantheon of  Ebla,” Or 63 (1994) 249–51; idem, “Salas Consort
of  Dagan and Kumarbi.”

60. In personal names like Eh-li-dißtar-ra / Eh-li-dIs-ha-ra, Um-mi-ißtar-ra / Um-mi-Is-ha-ra
(see D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets [London: The British Institute of  Archaeology at Ankara,
1953] 9 n. 2; E. Laroche, RHR 148 [1955] 11; I. Wegner, Gestalt und Kult der Istar-Sawuska in Klein-
asien [Alter Orient und Altes Testament 36; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1981] 176).

In a letter from Kanes, a woman with an Anatolian name offers a pair of  bull figurines (rimu)
to Istar and Ishara (see Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 46, with previous literature).

61. Msk. 74.224, 10; see Laroche, Méskéne—Emar: Dix ans de travaux 1972–1982 (ed.
D. Beyer; Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les civilisations, 1982) 60.

62. See Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 74–90.
63. See S. R. Bin-Nun, The Tawananna in the Hittite Kingdom (Texte der Hethiter 5; Heidel-

berg: Winter, 1975) 183–84.

Line short
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Ishara was the tutelary goddess of  oath taking.64 In the Song of  Kumarpi, she ap-
pears alongside Enlil, the father of  the gods, evidently because she was considered an
“ancient deity.” After the invocation of  the Primeval Gods, we read: “[Enlil and
Abad]u, the father (and) mother of  Ishara, listen!” This interpretation of  Ishara,
which passed into the rituals of  Kizzuwatna,65 is perhaps the reason why she is often
connected with Allani, the goddess of  the Underworld, where the Primeval Gods
lived. 

This was the Ishara the Hittites knew, whom they received from the Kizzuwatna
and Mukis (Alalah) tradition.66

64. For Ishara el(a)mi-we-ni, see M. Salvini and I. Wegner, Die Rituale des AZU-Priesters (Cor-
pus der Hurritischen Sprachdenkmäler I.2; Roma: Multigrafica, 1986) 453 lk. Kol. 7, 456 IV 10.

65. KBo XVII 94; see E. Laroche, “Dénominations des diex ‘antiques’ dans les textes hittites,”
in Anatolian Studies Presented to H. G. Güterbock on the Occasion of his 65th Birthday (ed. K. Bittel,
P. H. J. Houwink ten Cate, and E. Reiner; Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut
te Istanbul, 1974) 180.

66. In Kizzuwatna, Ishara had important cultic centers (see in particular KUB XL 2, studied
by A. Goetze, Kizzuwatna and the Problem of Hittite Geography [YOSR 22; New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1940] 61–71, and in general Prechel, Die Göttin Ishara, 119–29).
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Studia Anatolica in memoriam Erich Neu dicata).

Louvain-la-Neuve  2010, 21-34





BCILL 126: Hethitica XVI, 21-34

THE HEPTAD IN ANATOLIA

Alfonso ARCHI

(Rome)

ABSTRACT

The “terrifying”, hatuka-, “dark”, Luwian mar(k)uwa-, Heptad assists Iyarri, the 
god who brings pestilence shooting his arrows. The Heptad is associated also to the 
Tutelary-god of the hunting bag, because of his opposite role. The repetition of “seven” 
in the Sumerogram DIMIN.IMIN.BI is an Hittite invention. The phonetic reading is 
probably Sepitta-, derived from Akk. ilu sebitti, a reception favoured by the assonance 
with PIE septm. The Emar “rituel anatolien” follows instead the Baylonian tradition: 
DIMIN.BI. Although two texts quote explicity “a pair” of Heptads (“fourteen male 
gods”), this seems to be a particular case.

Notwithstanding the assonance of Iyarri with Erra, and the similar appearance of 
the Babylonian Heptad, Iyarri (in some cases paired with the Luwian war-god Sanda) 
and the Anatolian Heptad are deeply rooted in the Hittite and Luwian regions. In par-
ticular, the Heptad was diffused in many minor centers of Central Anatolia; its cult and 
association to other deities do not show Hurrian elements, although a Heptad belonged 
also to the Hurrian kalutis (under Babylonian influence). The ilu sebitti may have, 
however, directly influenced the process of conceptualising demons and negative 
forces at a Heptad. A Heptad was related also to several other gods as the Sun- and the 
Weather-god, probably also in terms of opposition.

The Heptad has no relation to the Pleiades.

1. The Heptad in the rituals of the Hittite – Luwian tradition

Iyarri, the god who brings pestilence, shoots his arrows like Apollo against 
those whom he hates. The ritual of Dandanku against the plague in an army, 
SA KARAS KALA.GA-za akkiskattari (CTH 425b), had the purpose of con-
vincing Iyarri to attack the enemy country, rather than the land of Hatti, KUB 
VII 54 III 22-23: DINGIRLUM-wa KUR LÚ KÚR kezza ISTU GIÚ.TAG.GA 
siyeski “Oh god, pierce the enemy land with this arrow!”1.

1 This study was written in 2002. Only some passages published later have been included. 
Recently, A. M. Polvani, “The Deity IMIN.IMIN.BI in Hittite Texts”, Orientalia 74 (2005), 
181-194, came also to the conclusion that the IMIN.IMIN.BI are “void of any astral feature; 
therefore an identification with the constellation of the Pleiades would not be justified”.

 The occurrences of the DNs are collected in the very useful work by B. H. L. van Gessel, 
Onomasticon of the Hittite Pantheon I, II, Leiden, 1998. 
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2 H. Klengel, AoF 11 (1984), 175 note 10. See also CHD L-N, 201 (Bo 1582 = KUB 54.65).
3 See L. Jakob-Rost, Das Ritual der Malli aus Arzawa gegen Behexung, TH 2, Heidelberg, 

1972, 34-35, and 82, where she explains DM. as a deity connected with the Dark Earth, because, 
according to the preceding section of the ritual, the Dark Earth has to hold in its depth “witch-
craft and adverse dreams”.

4 F. Starke, BiOr 43 (1986), 162-163. Cfr. C. Melchert, Cuneiform Luvian Lexicon, Chapel Hill, 
1993, 142. E. Forrer, SPAW (1919), 1039, had proposed “red”.

5 See CHD, L-N, 260a.

In his malevolent acts, Iyarri is assisted by the Heptad, DIMIN.IMIN.BI: [1] 
KUB 7.54 II 16 and 22, III 3 and 5, IV 7-8. Instead of: SA DI-ya-a]r-ri DIMIN.
IMIN.BI / [… (III 5) “the Heptad of [Iyar]ri”, the duplicate [2] IBoT 4.16 + 
KUB 54. 65 + 56.59 III 29 has: SA DI-ya-ar-ri DINGIRMES mar-wa-a-in-z[i 
…., a name which appears also in the ritual of Malli from Arzawa, as H. Klen-
gel has pointed out2. The Malli ritual, [3] KUB 24.9 II 27 has DMar-wa-ya-
an<-za>, with the correct form in the duplicate, KUB 24.11 II 103.

It was F. Starke who explained this Luwian term as “dark”, therefore “the 
Dark-gods of Iyarri” (N. Pl. C.) in [2]; “to the Dark ones” (D.-L. Pl.) in [3]4. 
The Hittite form is DMarkuwaya- : [4] KUB 7.38 I 6: DMar-ku-wa-ya-as 
apedani [… (CTH 433,3: Ritual for DLAMMA KUSkursas); see, further [5] 
KUB 54.78 (belonging to the AN.TAÎ.SUMSAR festival); Rs. 5-6: DLAMMA 
KUSkursas [(…) DINGIR.MESMar-ku-wa-ya[-…]; [6] KUB 59.18 (festival) Vs. 
19-24: gimras DLAMMA … DMar-ku-wa-y[a-…] DIM; [7] KUB 59.26 (festi-
val) IV 5: nu-za DIMIN.IMIN.BI DMar-ku-wa-y[a!-…]; [8] IBoT 3.50 (CTH 
670) r. Kol. 7: LÚNAR DMar[-…].

“The Dark ones” (“The Heptad, the Dark ones”, i. e. “the dark Heptad” in 
[7]) is not merely an awesome appearance, but has a clearly negative connota-
tion. The ritual [4], as well as [9] KBo 34.48, which belongs to the same ritual 
of text [4] (in lines 9-10: DLAMMA KUSkursas … DIMIN.IMIN.BI-us), and 
the festivals [5]-[7], however, associate the Heptad with a favourable god: the 
Tutelary-god of the hunting bag. The reason for this is clear from [10] KBo 
17.105 + 34.47 (CTH 433, 3), another ritual for the Tutelary-god of the hunt-
ing bag. The gods ask the hearth, which is the symbol of well-being and of the 
family’s unity, why those performing the ritual have turned to the Tutelary-
god of the hunting bag, II 17-22: “If the gods ask you (O hearth): ‘What did 
they (men and women) do, that they have invoked the Tutelary-god of the 
hunting bag and the Heptad?’, then you, O hearth, speak favourably to the 
Tutelary-god of the hunting bag, the Heptad and all the gods, (saying): ‘Be 
(pl.) favourably inclined toward the king, queen and princes! Give them life 
(and) vigour!’”5. These gods must eliminate evil, lines 32-33: “You, Tutelary-
god of the hunting bag and Heptad, cast off again evil, anger, rage”. On closer 

22 A. ARCHI
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6 See CHD, L-N, 292b.
7 W. R. Mayer apud Polvani, Orientalia 74 (2005), 182. Notice that in the “rituel anatolien” of 

Emar the writing is DIMIN.BI. 

inspection, however, the Tutelary-god and the Heptad have different roles, 
according to III 30-32: “We have now given offerings to you, the Heptad. Eat 
and drink. But let the terrifying Heptad (Ìadugaes DIMIN.IMIN.BI) step off 
the road again. Give gentleness to the Tutelary-god of the hunting bag!”6. The 
gods of the Heptad are “terrifying” because they are negative; they must, 
therefore, be kept at bay. It is, instead, necessary to curry favour with the 
Tutelary-god, as is the case with all the other favourably-minded gods.

In the ritual of Uhhamuwa from Arzawa, [11] KUB 9.31 and dupl. HT 1 
(CTH 410), the plague is caused by an unknown “god of the enemy land”, 
DINGIRLIM SA KUR LÚKÚR. Here also the Heptad represents adverse forces, 
whilst the Sun deity is involved possibly as a witness to the sacrifice of 
appeasement, III 9-10 and dupl. II 43: MÁS.GAL DIMIN.IMIN.BI sipanti I 
UDU-ma-kan DUTU-i sipanti. A similar situation is found in [12] KUB 17.16 
I 17-18 (CTH 458,3), a ritual celebrated when (line 4): “Mankind, oxen, and 
sheep are dying frightfully”. Various gods are invoked, but it is the Heptad 
who is held to be responsible for the plague: kasa ANA DIMIN.IMIN.BI 
TUKU.TUKU-[x][- ] / UGU6-ni ser “Behold, to the angry Heptad concerning 
the plague …”. The meaning of [13] KUB 7.13 Rs. 25 (CTH 456,4) is obscure 
as the passage is fragmentary: [..][x](-)SA DU DIMIN.IMIN.BI.

2. Sebitta

The repetition of “seven” in the Sumerogram DIMIN.IMIN.BI seems to be 
a Hittite invention. It could point to the fact that Heptad of the Hittites was (or 
could have been) a double Heptad7. This is explicitly stated in [30] and [40]. 
The last passage proves that (at least in the ritual) the group was made up of 
fourteen male gods. The phonetic complements are the plural endings -es / -us 
/ -as (respectively: KBo 17.105 III 31; KBo 34.48, 10; KBo 17.105 III 26, 30 
and KUB 57.61 I 6). The reading of the Sumerogram is probably DSe-e-(ep-)
pí-it-ta-, derived from Akk. ilu sebitti. This term is used also because of the 
assonance with PIE septm (therefore: seven, not its double!). This does not, 
however, necessarily mean that the Heptad had been received from Babylonia. 
This writing is used only twice in a later festival celebrated by a prince, DUMU.
LUGAL, concerning the restoration of cults in the region of Nerik (CTH 647), 
[14] KBo 30.120 lk. Kol. 4-5: [LÚSA]NGA DSe-e-pí-it-ta / [… LÚSA]NGA 
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8 Another fragment concerning this group of festivals is [58].
9 See further KBo 54 r. Kol. 5-7: LÚSANGA DIMIN.IMIN.BI-y[a…..] Ù LÚGUDU12 DKa[attaÌÌa] 

kuwassanzi.
10 M. Popko, Religions of Asia Minor, Warsaw, 1995, 93. On this god, see also H. Otten, RlA 5 

(1976-1980), 267-268.
11 L. Cagni, L’epopea di Erra, Roma, 1969, col. I 8-39. On the god Erra see D. O. Edzard, RlA 

5 (1976-1980), 166-170. On the appearance of Heptad, see R. Borger, “Die Inschriften von 
Asarhaddons König von Assyrien”, AfO 9 (1956), 79, line 12: “die ‘Siebengötter’, die krieg-
erischen Götter, die Bogen und Pfeile führen, deren Aufstehen Kampf und Streit bedeutet”.

12 V. Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, Leiden, 1994, 368-369, writes: “(Iyarri,) der 
in Südanatolien beheimatete Gott scheint mit dem babylonischen Pest- und Kriegsgott Erra 
identisch zu sein”.

DIMIN.IMIN-ta DTa-at-ta-an8; [15] IBoT 1.10 III 5 and 9: LÚSANGA DIMIN.
IMIN.BI, 13 and 17: LÚSANGA DSe-e-(ep-)pí-it-ta[- (the LÚGUDU12 DU also 
takes part in this cultic action). The phonetic complement -ta argues in favour 
of an identity between DSe-e-pí-it-ta and DIMIN.IMIN(-ta), even though both 
forms appear in the same text within one or very few lines of each other. 

A text concerning the same festival shows that a LÚSANGA DIMIN.IMIN.
BI acted in the temple of his god, [16] KUB 20.45 IV 13, 17-18: an-da I-NA 
É DIMIN.IMIN.BI pa-iz-zi … LÚSANGA DIMIN.IMIN.BI … LÚSANGA 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI…. This festival concerns favourable gods such as the Weath-
er-god, Telepinu, Kattahha, Halki, Hasammili. The “priests”, LÚSANGA, of 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI, Telepinu and Kattahha act together in [17] KUB 20.88 I 
14-17; that of DIMIN.IMIN.BI is mentioned again in [18] KBo 20.86 II 7, 10, 
14 and 17. These two texts belong to the same festival (CTH 647, 5)9.

3. Nature of Iyarri 

Few lines by M. Popko focus on problems relating to the nature and origin 
of Iyarri and, indirectly, of the Heptad: “The chief Luwian war-god was Iya-
rri. It would seem that he was conceived partially under the influence of the 
Mesopotamian Erra, a god of the plague with a similar name. For this reason 
Iyarri is referred to as the ‘Lord of the Bow’ who strikes with his deadly 
arrows”10. 

The awesome appearance of Iyarri, the god of the plague, accompanied by 
the Heptad, is identical to that of Erra and the Sibitti11. The suspicion that the 
name of Iyarri derives from that of Erra could thus be founded, especially as 
the Heptad was known by the Babylonian name of Sebitta12.

Both Iyarri and the Heptad were, however, firmly rooted in the Hatti land. 
Iyarri was a war-god, sometimes associated with DZA.BA4. BA4; he follows 
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13 A. Götze, AM, 322. The list is: DU NIR.GÁL DUTU URUArinna DU URUHatti DLAMMA 
URUHatti DU KARAS DISTAR LÍL DIyarris. On Iyarri, see, in general, H. Otten, RlA 5 (1976-
1980), 267-268.

14 See R. Lebrun, Hymnes et prières hittites, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1980, 242.
15 On the god Sanda see H. C. Melchert, in: Silva Anatolica. Studies Presented to M. Popko, 

Warsaw, 2002, 241-251.
16 This fact has been noted by Popko, Religions, 93 with note 252. The text is KULULU 2 §6, 

see J. D. Hawkins, Corpus of Hieroglyphic Luwian Inscriptions, I,2, Berlin, 2000, 488-490.
17 The cult places related to Iyarri are all in Central Anatolia and in the Luwian regions: Alauna, 

Arta[…], Haranasi, Hartana, Hawalkina, Karahna, Kursamasa, Malita, Parmashapa, Sapakur-
wanta, Sapita, Ura, see van Gessel, Onomasticon I, 180.

 The personal names which present Iyarri as a theophorous element (e.g. Iyarra-muwa, Iyarra-
piya, Iyarra-zalma, Iyarra-ziti) are all Anatolian. This merely indicates that people who gave 
these names considered the god as belonging to their own culture. We find, in fact, also Hit-
tite personal names with Hurrian theophorous elements, such as Sauska and Îepat (Sauska 
-muwa, Sauska-ziti, Îepa-muwa, Îepa-piya), see E. Laroche, Les noms des Hittites, Paris, 
1966, 291.

DISTAR LÍL among the tutelary deities of Mursili II in battle13. In the prayer of 
Mursili (?) KUB 31.121(+) I 17, DPirwa, DAMAR.UTU and DIyarri are 
invoked together14. Here, Iyarri is paired with another Luwian war-god: Sanda 
(DAMAR.UTU), who is armed with a bow15. The similarity between Sanda 
and Iyarri is confirmed by the fact that, in a hieroglyphic document of the 
eighth century, Sanda is associated with Marwainzi, the “Dark-gods”, as is 
Iyarri in the rituals of the second half of the second millennium16. The rituals 
(SISKUR) for Iyarri and the Heptad belong to the Luwian and Hittite tradition, 
without containing a single Hurrian element. 

This shows that, even if Iyarri had been of foreign origin, he did not reach 
Anatolia by means of the Hurrian rites17. The populations of the Hittite and 
Luwian regions were on familiar terms with this god, which means that he 
responded to real deeply-rooted needs.

4. Nature of the Heptad

4.1 The Heptad also appears in a few Hurrian rituals from Kizzuwatna. This 
simply means that also the Hurrians had a Heptad which, in one case, was part 
of the circle of Tessub together with Sarruma and the vizier Tenu. [19] IBoT 
3.148 (CTH 485, 1) I 34-36: DINGIRMES LÚMES DSarruma(s) … DU GISNA’ 
DNA4-ya … DTenu … [DINGIRMES] DIMIN.IMIN.BI … DU Ìamri ; II 41: 
DINGIRMES DIMIN.IMIN.BI; II 46-48: I UDU DINGIRMES LÚMES DSarrumas 
I UDU DTenu I MÁS.GAL DINGIRMES DIMIN.IMIN.BI I UDU DU Ìamri ; III 
40: DTenu … DIMIN.IMIN.BI … DU Ìamri ; IV 6: IV MÁS.GAL DINGIRMES 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI; IV 18-19: DU DINGIRMES LÚMES DSarrumas … DTenu … 
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18 For this text, see V. Haas – G. Wilhelm, Hurritische und luwische Riten aus Kizzuwatna, 
Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1974, 212-231.

19 See E. Laroche, RHA 46 (1946-1947), 108. J. Puhvel, “Names and Numbers of the Pleiad”, 
in: Semitic Studies in Honor of W. Leslau, Wiesbaden, 1991, vol. 2, 1243-1247 = J. Puhvel, 
Epilecta Indoeuropaea, Innsbruck, 2002, 152-156. Haas, Gesch. heth. Religion, 482-487, 
ignores this equation.

20 A. Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, Träume und Vorzeichenschau bei den Hethitern, TH 7, 
Heidelberg, 1976, 45-58.

21 H. M. Kümmel, Ersatzrituale für den hethitischen König, StBoT 3, Wiesbaden, 1967, 8-13, 
25-27.

DINGIRMES DIMIN.IMIN.BI18. Note the Hurrian formula: “gods of the Hep-
tad … male gods of Sarruma”. A parallel list is [20] KBo 35.203, 9-12 (offer-
ings of birds): DSarru[ma] / … DTe[nu] / … DIMIN[.IMIN.BI].

Another text of Hurrian origin, [21] KBo 35.160 (ChS 3, 1 no 11), mentions 
a Heptad of Istar, Rs. 3 and 10: ( l. 2: Istar of Samuha) DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA 
DISTAR (l. 4: DISTAR.LÍL anna[lli ; ll. 5 and 9: DISTAR walliwallias SA Mur-
sili) DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA DISTAR. [22] 57.52 (very fragmentary), concerning 
offerings of birds and breads, lists in I 5: DIMIN.IMIN.BI, and in I 8 the Hur-
rian god DÎasulatÌi. The following fragmentary text shows a contamination 
between Hittite (Tutelary-god of Taurisa) and Hurrian cults, [22] KUB 60.45 
Vs. 2-7: DUTU URUPÚ-na / [DU URU]Îalap / … / DLAMMA URUTau[risa] / 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI / DU SAME.

Two fragments mention “the daughter of the Heptad”, [23] KBo 12.75, 3, 
and KBo 12.74, 5 (CTH 353): SA DIMIN.IMIN.BI DUMU.SAL. These pos-
sibly belong to a Syrian-Hurrian mythological narrative. 

4.2 Generally, the DIMIN.IMIN.BI are considered to be the Pleiades19. The 
only one who has made the effort to gather elements in favour of this identifi-
cation has been A. Kammenhuber, studying the tradition of the celestial omina 
from Babylonia to Anatolia20. The starting point of her argument is the ritual 
[24] KBo 13.101 (CTH 435,2), dedicated to the Sun deity of ominous signs, 
DUTU GISKIM, so as to neutralise certain “unfavourable signs”, ÎUL-lun/s 
GISKIM (Rs. 19-20). In Vs. I 16, the Heptad is associated with different forms 
of the Sun deity: n-at ANA DUTU DUTU GISKIM KI-as DUTU-i ANA DIMIN.
IMIN[.BI SA DUTU “and I [give] them (i. e. the pieces of bread) to the Sun 
deity, the Sun deity of the ominous signs, the Sun-goddess of the Earth, the 
Heptad [of the Sun (?)]”. In reality, the Sun is the star which obscures the 
Pleiades. One would expect the Pleiades to be associated, instead, with the 
moon, the ominous celestial body of the night (DXXX sakiyaÌta / GISKIM-
aÌta “the Moon has given an ominous sign”)21. 
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22 E. Laroche, RHA 77 (1965), 77.
23 See V. Haas, Die hurritische Ritualtermini in hethitischem Kontext, ChS 9, Rome, 1998.
24 Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, 49. Notice that the fragment KUB 28.78, with DIMIN.IMIN.BI 

in I 3 (CTH 729), has in Rs. a Hattian-Hittite bilingual text.
25 Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, 52-54.

The Heptad appears, moreover, in a list of manifestations of the Weather-
god and of deified objects belonging to him, for which the ceremony of drink-
ing eku-, and of breaking the bread, parsiya-, is performed, in a ritual to which 
is linked the Hattic myth (with Hittite translation) of the “Moon that fell from 
Heaven”. According to this myth, the Moon fell from the heaven because it 
was frightened by the thunder, lightning and rains of the Weather-god. A sec-
tion of the ritual, [25] KUB 28.5(+) III 3-19, dupl. KUB 28.4 III 2-19, lists: 
“the two oxen, the cart and the weapons of the Weather-god”, 2? GUDÎI.A 
GISMAR.GÍD.DA [Ù UNUT] MÈ SA DU; “lightning, [thun]der, clouds, rains 
of the Weather-god”, tetÌimmus [wantem]us alpus Ìeus [SA DU]; “fears and 
terrors (caused) by the Weather-god”, naÌsaraddus weritemus SA DU; “the 
Heptad of the Weather-god”, SA DU DIMIN.IMIN.BI22.

A. Kammenhuber rightly noted how this list follows the structure of a 
kaluti- of the Hurrian-Kizzuwatnean tradition. The listing of the possessions 
and objects of a god is typical of this tradition, which spread at Hattusa espe-
cially under Tuthaliya IV23. The Hattian myth was, therefore, incorporated into 
a late ritual. The faultless conclusion was that “mit obigem kaluti entfällt 
zugleich der einzige ‘hattische’ Beleg für die Siebenergottheit”24.

A similar list is to be found in the AN.TAÎ.SUMSAR festival (18th-19th 
days), [26] KBo 13.245 Rs. 4-22 (CTH 613), where the Hittite Weather-god 
and Tessub clearly merge one in the other. The offerings are for “the cart, all 
the wea[pons], the thunder, the clouds of the Weather-gods (!), the dew, the 
rains”, GISMAR.GÍD.DA U[NUT MÈ] / Ìumandas tetÌimi / DUÎI.A-as alpas 
warsas / Ìeus ; “the Father-gods of the Weather-god”, DINGIRMES ABI DU; 
“the vizier of the Weather-god (Tessub, i. e. Tenu)”, LÚSUKKAL DU; “the 
Heptad p.”, ANA DIMIN.IMIN.BI pa-as-ti-is-ti-la-as25. For this last term, see 
[27] KBo 22.169, 3-7 (CTH 670), also with Hurrian elements: DU piÌassassin 
DINGIRMES [(..)] / Ìumantes ·UR.SAGÎI.A ÍD[ÎI.A] / [Ì]umantes sarkun 
GUD[AMAR[…] / [DIN]GIRMES Ìumantes DPí-is-ti-i[s-…] / [ir]Ìaizzi.

[28] KBo 17.85 (CTH 670) is parallel to [25] and [26], with the same 
attributes of the Weather-god, 2-15: GISMAR.GÍD.DAÎI.A (!) (LÚ-as URUÎat-
tili Ì SÌRRU); GISTUKUL UNUT MÈ (LÚ-as URUÎattili SÌRRU); tetÌima 
wantem[a …]; [DINGIRMES] SA ABI DU (LÚ-as URUÎattili SÌRRU); -][x]MES 
ABI LUGAL.GAL; DIMIN.IMIN.BI DPí-is-ti-is-[x][(..)] (LÚ-as URUÎattili 
SÌRRU). The cart of Tessub is mentioned in connection with his weapons also 
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26 For GISMAR.GÍD.DA in a Hittite celestial omen, see KUB 34.16 III 10.
27 Also the Akkadian gods had a narkabtu, GISGIGIR.
28 Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, 45-49.
29 See RHA 82, 32 (The Song of the God KAL), I 9 (GIStiyarit), and 32, IV 15 (GISMAR.GÍD.

DA); 46 (The Song of Kumarpi), IV 2-8 (GISMAR.GÍD.DA); 70 (KUB XXXIII 97) I 8, and 
76 (AtramÌasi) IV 15 (GISMAR.GÍD.DA); JCS 6 (1952) (The Song of Ullikummi), 34, III 13 
and IV 10 (GISMAR.GÍD.DA), 36 I 3 and 5 (GISMAR.GÍD.DA), 6 (GIStiyarit), For a list of 
occurrences of these two terms, see, in general, Kammenhuber, Oraxelpraxis, 51-52 note 119. 
The Hittite ritual KBo 17.90 against an “adverse omen”, idalus sagais (II 11), needs a real 
wagon, II 8 and 13.

30 This point has been noted also by U. Koch Westenholz, in: H. D. Galter (ed.), Die Rolle der 
Astronomie in den Kulturen Mesopotamiens, Graz, 1993, 237. On the Pleiades: MUL-MUL, 
Akk. zappu, see H. Hunger, RlA 10 (2003-2005), 592. Concerning the Pleiades in the Old 
Testament, see H.-P. Müller, “Der Mond und die Plejaden: griechisch-orientalische Paralle-
len”, VT 51 (2001), 206-218. 

31 The epithet pa(/i)stistila, nos [26] and [27], is obscure. See CHD, P, 211a,

in [29] KUB 20.65 3-10: Suwaliaz […-i]s / D GUDSeris [D GUDÎurri]s / Ìantez-
zias-sis-a DU NIR.GÁL kuies-kan / ANA LUGAL zaÌÌiya / ueriyantes DNamni 
/ DÎazzi GISMAR.GÍD.DA / GISSUKUR UNUTUM alpas.

GISMAR.GÍD.DA, Akk ereqqu, means “wagon”, and “(the constellation) 
Ursa Major”26, whilst the Hittite Weather-god / Tessub was attributed with a 
“chariot”, GISGIGIR, as is shown by the iconography of the god in both Anato-
lia and in Syria27. A. Kammenhuber maintained that the term GISMAR.GÍD.DA, 
in [25]-[26], [28]-[29], derived from the lexicon of astronomical observations, 
insofar as such lists (of Hurrian origin) relate to the celestial manifestations of 
the Weather-god (Tessub), such as thunder, lightning and clouds. Consequently, 
it would be likely that DIMIN.IMIN.BI meant “the Pleiades”28. In literary texts 
of Hurrian origin, however, the chariot of Tessub is always GISMAR.GÍD.DA, 
Hitt. GIStiyarit !29 If we abandon the hypothesis that GISMAR.GÍD.DA of the 
Hurrian-Hittite lists [25]-[29] may be derived from astronomical terms, there is 
no reason to believe that DIMIN.IMIN.BI in these particular texts also refers to 
a constellation! In fact, according to text [25], GISMAR.GÍD.DA was a real 
means of transport, pulled by two bulls. Further, there is no sense in placing 
Ursa Major or the Pleiades under the jurisdiction of the Weather-god30. 

4.3 The Hittite and Luwian rituals define the Heptad as “the Dark-gods”, 
DINGIRMES marwainzi; “the Dark ones”, DMarwainzi, DMarkuwayes (texts 
[1]-[8]) which has a negative sense. More explicit are the epithets such as 
Ìadugaes DIMIN.IMIN.BI-es “awesome Heptad”, in KBo 17.105 III 31 (text 
10), and “evil Heptad”, DIMIN.IMIN.BI Ìuwappaes, in [30] KUB 46.54 Vs. 
10-11: ]SA LUGAL-wa-as SA DU URUNe-ri-ik / II] TA-PAL DIMIN.IMIN.BI 
Ìu-u-wa-ap-pa-e-es “a pair of evil Heptads”31.
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32 See van Gessel, Onomasticon II, 908.
33 See J. Black – A. Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols of Ancient Mesopotamia, London, 1992, 

162-164; Haas, Gesch. heth. Religion, 482-487.

The Heptad was not merely metaphorically a deity of darkness: it was a 
deity of the night. The expression “by night” occurs in the small fragment [31] 
KBo 13.220, (CTH 670) (lines 4 and 5: nekuza meÌ[ur]), while in line 7 the 
Weather-god and the Heptad appear together: ] ANA DU DIMIN.[IMIN.BI. A 
festival of the region of Nerik, [32] KUB 58.39 (in Rs. 7: KUR ÎaÌarwa 
Ìalenzu[…]), confirms that rites of the night were related to the Heptad, I 2: 
ANA DERES.KI.GAL […; 10-14: sasannus-kan tianzi … / GE6-an lugganu-
wanzi ANA DIMIN.IMIN.BI / NINDA.KUR4.RA NINDA.Ì.E.DÉ.A memal 
parian pedanzi / lukkatti-ma …. “They arrange the lamps. … They pass the 
night (during which) they carry in front (?) of the Heptad a thick bread, an oil 
bread, meal. The following morning …”.

This, however, is not an adequate reason to identify the Heptad with the 
Pleiades. Also a god of agriculture, as Telepinu, receives a nocturnal sacri-
fice, together with the Heptad, ([52]). An Heptad, DIMIN.IMIN.BI, is attrib-
uted to the Weather-god ([13], [64]); to the Sun deity ([24], [64]); and to the 
Tutelary-god ([64]; see also [35]); to the Tutelary-god of the hunting bag (see 
also [4]-[6], [9], [10]); and the war god Iyarri ([1]) (see also [36]). There 
were Heptads of the mountains, all in the central Hittite region, such as Par-
nassa (? [43]), Piskurunuva ([59], [60]), Suranhapa ([42]), Taha ([63]), Tapala 
([61]), and Ziwana ([34]). According to [38], there was perhaps a Heptad of 
the spring Ta[…]. The cult of the Heptad was known at Karahna ([53]), a 
town which, for some time, came under the control of the Kaska people, and 
smaller towns such as Isanasa, Sapakurwanta, Sapitta, Tahpita, and URUDU6 
(?) IHurlussa32.

If DIMIN.IMIN.BI were the Pleiades, it is difficult to explain why their cult 
was linked with modest places in central Anatolia, and not important centres, 
receptive to echoes of Babylonian culture. It would not explain the relation 
developed between DIMIN.IMIN.BI and the mountains of the region of Hat-
tusa, nor the specific link with the Tutelary-god.

In Mesopotamia, the Heptad was a group of minor divinities or demons 
who constituted the court of a greater god33. The evidence from Hittite sources 
leads us towards a similar situation.

In Anatolia, the number “seven” could relate to beneficent gods. In the 
ritual KUB 9.28 (dupl. KBo 27.49; CTH 442) some of the major gods, starting 
with DIM and DUTU, are associated in groups of seven, and receive offerings 
at seven hearths and libations from seven cups.
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34 S. Alp, Beiträge zur Erforschung des hethitischen Tempels, Ankara, 1983, 310-313. 
35 In some cases, a billy goat was given to a male god and a sheep to a goddess: [11] (Heptad – 

Sun goddess), [59] (LAMMA, the Heptad and the male gods of Maliya – Sun goddess, 
Askasipa and Kattahha). In other cases, several gods received a sheep, but the Heptad a billy 
goat: [19] (male gods of fiarruma and Tenu – gods of  the Heptad), [35] (Weather-god and 
LAMMA – the Heptad). The Heptad receives a billy goat in [48], stags and a billy goat in 
[54].

36 See M. Popko, AoF 2 (1975), 65-70; G. McMahon, The Hittite State Cult of the Tutelary 
Deities, Chicago, 1991, 250-254 (with previous literature); C. Watkins, in: K. A. Yener – H. 
A. Hoffner (eds.), Recent Developments in Hittite Archaeology and History, Winona Lake, 
Indiana, 2002, 169-176.

37 See A. Goetze, Language 29 (1953), 266-267. On the nature of the gods of the “singer of 
Kanis”, see A. Archi, in: M. Hutter – S. Hutter-Braunsar (eds.), Offizielle Religion, lokale 
Kulte und individuelle Religiosität, Münster, 2004, 22-24.

DIMIN.IMIN.BI, instead, indicated demons and adverse forces: the epithets 
leave us in no doubt here. The fact that, in the month festival [45] all the gods 
received a libation inside the temple, except the Heptad, for which “the stew-
ard pours a libation out of the window”, makes sense in that this serves to 
exclude a dreadful entity from the sacred interior of the temple. The Heptad 
could, however, have its own chapel, according to [16] and [33] KBo 43.82, 5: 
É DIMIN.IMIN.BI; in 8 and 10: DIMIN.IMIN.BI34. It is probably due to this 
unruly nature of the Heptad that it received a billy-goat in sacrifice, MÁS.
GAL, whilst the other gods received usually a sheep, UDU35. If the Heptad 
was associated with the Tutelary-god, generally in his role as the provider of 
abundance (KUSkursa- was a kind of cornucopia filled with every variety of 
goods)36, this was in terms of the principle of opposites. Ritual [10] states this 
clearly: “Let the terrifying Heptad step off the road again. Give gentleness to 
the Tutelary-god of the hunting bag!”.

The Babylonian analogy of the ilu sebitti directly influenced the process 
of conceptualising demons and negative forces at a Heptad. The Hittite name 
was the same as the Babylonian for a case of assonance: Sebitta. This proc-
ess can be dated to the period of Suppiluliuma I and Mursili II. The Heptad 
was one of the gods who “went before” Mursili in battle, opening the way 
with its terrible thrust. The god became more widely known in a relatively 
late period, but it reflected a reality that was already deeply-rooted in Anato-
lia. This is why it appears amongst the gods of the “singer of Kanis”, and 
was worshipped in numerous minor centres37. Sometimes these demons 
formed a double Heptad ([30] and [40]). The Hurrians also occasionally 
associated the Heptad with some of their principal gods: Sauska and Tessub 
([21], [25]). The cult of the Heptad in Anatolia is not, however, a Hurrian 
loan.
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38 As a matter of fact, the Pleiades were said to be umbrosi because of the dimension of the 
stars. In Classical Antiquity, their influence was seen as unfavourable only in particular situ-
ations, see H. Gundel, RE 21, 2512-2519. 

39 See Ph. H. J. Houwink ten Cate, in: D. J. W. Meijer (ed.), Natural Phenomena, Amsterdam, 
1992, 100-109.

We cannot exclude, perhaps, that someone, searching heaven for a reflec-
tion of earthly realities, may have seen in the Pleiades, a representation of 
adverse spirits. The Anatolian Heptad, however, were not the Pleiades38.

5. The cult lists with the Heptad

5.1 The restoration of the cults in central Anatolia (CTH 501-530) is dated to 
Tuthaliya IV39, and concerns numerous smaller centres. The Heptad appears 
alongside the Weather-god, the Tutelary-god and Iyarri. These later lists pre-
serve not only the ancient local gods. The political interests of the period are 
reflected in the cults, so that gods as the Weather-god of Assur and Istar of 
Nineveh appear in the texts [37]-[39].

[34] KUB 38.32 (CTH 508) I 21 and 26 (cult of mount Ziwana): DIMIN.
IMIN.BI SA ÎUR.SAGZiwana ; IV 16: I UDU ANA DU URULiÌzina I UDU 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI.

[35] KBo 2.7 Vs. 12 (CTH 505; festival of mount Sidduwa, by Kuliwisna): 
I GUD I UDU ÎUR.SAGSidduwa I UDU DU I UDU DUTU I UDU DLAMMA I 
MÁS.GAL DIMIN.IMIN.BI.

[36] KUB 17.35 (CTH 525; festivals for DU; in II 37: Iyarri of Gursa-
massa, perhaps by Tuwanuwa) I 20: I UDU DU I UDU DIMIN.IMIN.BI; III 4 
and IV 27 (?): (DU …) I UDU DIyarri I UDU DIMIN.IMIN.BI.

[37] KUB 38.6 (CTH 510) I 19 (cult of 15 DINGIRMES in URUDU6 IÎurlussa): 
(DLIS URUNenuwa …) DÎuwadissi DU GISTIR DIMIN.IMIN.BI […; I 22 (23 
DINGIRMES in URUSappitta): DIMIN.IMIN.BI DIyari [DU URU]Neriqqa ; I 34-35 
(20 DINGIRMES in URUIssanassi): DU URUNeriqqa DLIS [URUNenuwa] / DIMIN.
IMIN.BI DU URUÎarana ; IV 9 (URUSapurguwanta): DÎuwadissi  DIMIN.IMIN.
BI DU URUÎarana.

[38] KBo 42.27 Rs. 1-5: NA4Z]I.KIN DU URUNeriqqa DU UR.S[AG] / […] 
DTarupsanis annallis / [DP]iÌaimis DIyaris DU URUAssur / [… DLIS URU]Ninuwa 
DU ÌarsÌarsi ÎUR.S[AG…] / […] DIMIN.IMIN.BI PÚTa-[x][-…].

[39] 57.106 II 30: DIMIN.IMIN.BI; in II 16-21, several gods are listed; 
among them: DPiÌaimis, DU URUNeriqqa, DIyarris, DLIS URUNenuwa, DLIS MÈ.

[40] KUB 44.1 (CTH 509) Vs. 5: XIV ALAM LÚ KÙ.BABBAR TUR 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI ANA DU URUÎulassiya : these “fourteen small statues of men 
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40 J. Klinger, Untersuchungen zur Rekonstruktion der hattischen Kultschicht, StBoT 37, Wies-
baden, 1996, 294-300.

41 According to A. Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, 50, the lists of “the singer of Kanis” “dürften 
… als Konglomerat heterogener Götter und Vergöttlichungen des 13.Jh. (in das auch der hur-
rische und die hattische Sänger gehören) durchschaubar sein”. See, further, the study by 
Archi quoted in note 37.

42 See J. Klinger, Untersuchungen, 558-563.
43 Klinger, Untersuchungen, 594-595.

in silver” concern two groups of Heptads of the Weather-god of Hulassiya, as 
the pair of Heptads in [30] (see above § 2); Rs. 9: DUR.MAÎ LÚSUKKAL … 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI; 11-12: DU URUÎu[lassiya (…)] / […-][x]-an MUNUSSUHUR.
LA DLAMMA-as DUR.MAÎ LÚSUKKAL DIMIN.IMIN.BI DMaliya[ (the god 
Lion seems to be the vizier of the Tutelary-god).

[41] KUB 38.10 (CTH 510) IV 19: …] DIMIN.IMIN.BI DPanza DParga.
DIMIN.IMIN.BI occurs also in the following fragmentary texts: KBo 13.235 

I 13 (CTH 509); KBo 26.223, 3; KUB 38.1 II 13.
[43] KBo 2.16 (CTH 509) obv. 7: (URUSuranhapa)… ÎUR.SAGSuwaras 

DIMIN.IMIN.BI DUtiyaunenzi…
[44] KBo 2.8 (CTH 519) II 20: (URUParnassa?)… DIMIN.IMIN.BI

5.2 The Month festival (CTH 591) is documented in late texts, some of which 
could be copies of versions from the first decades of the fourteenth century. 
The following three manuscripts can be dated approximately to Tuthaliya IV, 
and may therefore contain late variations40. The Heptad appears alongside gods 
such as Askasepa, Maliya and Pirwa, who belong to the circle of the “singer 
of Kanis”, LÚNAR URUKanis. This does not, however, guarantee that all of 
these gods belonged to the ancient Hittite pantheon41.

[45] KUB 2.13 III 17-IV 3: DAsgasepa – DMUNUS.LUGAL – DPirwa – 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI – DINGIR.LÚMES DMaliyas – DINGIR.LÚMES DLAMMA-as 
– DINGIR.LÚMES DUD.KAM-as – DINGIRMES URUKanis – DÎasammeli – DÎi-
lassi – DU.GUR – ÍDMES; IV 12-26: DAsgasepa DSAL.LUGAL DPirwa – 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI (GISAB-az arÌa ANA DI. 12-SU sipanti “(The steward) pours 
a libation to the Heptad out of the window”) – DIMIN.IMIN.BI – [DINGIR.
LÚMES]-as DMaliyas [DINGIR.LÚMES DLAMMA-as DIN]GIR.LÚMES DUD-
KAM-as [DINGIRMES-as URUKanis DÎasammeli …42.

[46] 56.45 II 4-8 (StBoT 37, 594) (CTH 591): DPirwa DMUNUS.LUGAL 
DAskasepa DIMIN.IMIN.BI DSuwaliyatti DINGIR.MUNUSMES-ya DSiwatti 
DÎasammeli DINGIRMES URUKanis DÎilassi DU.GUR DZuliya43.

[47] VS NF 12.28 III 9-14: DAskasepa DMUNUS.LUGAL DPirwa DIMIN.
IMIN.BI DINGIR.LÚMES-as DMaliyas DINGIR.LÚMES-as DLAMMA-as 
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44 Klinger, Untersuchungen, 608-609.
45 Alp, Beitr. Heth. Tempels, 316-319.

[DINGIR.]LÚMES-as DUDKAM-as DINGIRMES URUKanis DÎasammeli DÎilassi 
DU.GUR Ù ANA ÍDMES44.

[48] KBo 49.305 (CTH 593?) Vs. lk. Kol. 5-9: DLAMMA-ya SA ÎUR.

SAGDapala… – DIMIN.IMIN.BI [DT]a/S]a?liya / SA DIMIN.IMIN.BI 
DLAMMA.

5.3 Lists in other groups of texts confirm that the Heptad belonged to this 
circle of gods, at least in the later period. 

[49] KUB 41.14, 12-13 (CTH 470): DPirwa … DIMIN.IMIN.BI (l. 8: kan-
isumnili).

[50] KBo 12.135 (CTH 664,4) VII 8: DUTU DLAMMA DIMIN.IMIN.BI 
(line 3: mount Asgasepa).

[51] KBo 14.21 (CTH 565) I 21-22, 50, II 20-21: oracular inquiry concern-
ing the cults of DPirwa and DIMIN.IMIN.BI.

[52] KBo 45.129 I 6-8: GIM-an-ma GE6-anza / [kis]ari I MÁS.GAL ANA 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI / [I UDU (?)] DTelepinu SUM-anzi45; II 20-24: DZA-BA4.
BA4 / DTundurmisa / DIMIN.IMIN.BI / DÎuwattassi / DINGIR.MESSalawani.

[53] KUB 53.22 II 7: EZEN DIMIN.IMIN.BI; 10: PANI NA4ZI.KIN ANA 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI (in II 5 and 14: DTelipinu).

[54] KUB 58.23 I 8 e II 3: DIMIN.IMIN.BI (fragmentary; I 9: Maliya; I 3 
and 5: the obscure gods Mariya and Lalla).

[55] KBo 39.293 Vs. 5-6: DUTU … / … DIMIN.IMIN.BI.
[56] KUB 44.12 (CTH 670) II 6: DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA [; 15: SA DIMIN.

IMIN.[BI.
[57] KUB 27.70 II 2 (CTH 681; Festival of KaraÌna): DIMIN.IMIN.BI [.
[58] KBo 45.69 (CTH 647) IV 1-9: DIMIN.IMIN.BI… DÎasameli.

5.4 The AN.TAÎ.SUMSAR festival presents the Heptad of mount Piskurunuwa 
and mount Tapala, [59]-[61]; text [63] has the Heptad of mount Daha. Text 
[61], concerning the gods of the singer of Kanis, has the Heptad of LAMMA; 
the formulation: “the male gods of Maliya” is late. Text [26] reflects the Hur-
rian cult.

[59] VS NF 12.1 (CTH 604) Rs. 24-25: INA ÎUR.SAGPiskurunuwa MÁS.
GAL-ya DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA ÎUR.SAGPiskurunuwa … LULIMMES MÁS.GAL-ya 
ANA DIMIN.[IMIN.BI ….

[60] KUB 25.18 (CTH 618, 1) I 15: DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA ÎUR.SAG[Piskurunuwa…] 
ÎUR.SAGPiskurunuwa….
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 46 M. Popko – P. Taracha, AoF 15 (1988), 84-87.

[61] KBo 30.69 (28th day) III 23-27 (dupl. Bo 5480 (28th day) 6-12): ÎUR.

SAGTapala Ù / SA ÎUR.SAGTapala / DMaliyan (dupl.: DINGIR.LÚMES DMaliya) 
/ SA DIMIN.IMIN.BI DLAMMA / DWasumman kurtallin / … LÚNAR URUKanis 
SÌRRU46.

[62] KUB 20.48 (CTH 593; mount Tapala) I 9-10: SA DIMIN.IMIN.BI [Ìu]
wasiya … sipanti.

See [63] KUB 59.13 (CTH 635; festival of Zippalanda and mount Daha) 
III! 10: DIMIN.IMIN.BI SA ÎUR.SAGDaÌa (l. 9: DLAMMA).

[64] KBo 4.13 (CTH 625) I 10-16: I UDU assaui MUL-i I UDU DINGIR.
MAÎ […] / I MÁS.GAL ANA DLAMMA KUSkursas EN-i s[allai] / I UDU 
auriyas DUTU-i I MÁS.GAL DLAMMA [x][…] / I MÁS.GAL DUTU-as 
DIMIN.IMIN.BI I MÁS.GAL DU-as [DIMIN.IMIN.BI] / I MÁS.GAL DLAM-
MA-as DIMIN.IMIN.BI I UDU DAskasi[pa] / I UDU DMUNUS.LUGAL-ri I 
UDU DPirwa I MÁS.GAL SA DINGIRMES LÚMES DMaliya.

[26] KBo 13.245 I 4-22 (CTH 613; 18th-19th days): kaluti of the Weather-
god Tessub.

KUB 58.3 II 22 II 22, III 17 are fragmentary.

5.5 “Rituel anatolien” of Emar. 
[65] Emar VI 472 8: a-na dIMIN.BI SISKURMES; 17: dIM KUR Ni-ri-ik-ka 

ù dIMIN.BI; 24: dIM piÌaimmi ù dIMIN.BI; 27: dIM pudalimi ù [dIMIN.BI]; 
42: dIMIN.BI; 60: dMadi dNÈ.IRI11.GAL ù [dIMIN.BI].

[66] Emar VI 473 13: dMadi dNÈ.IRI11.GAL ù dIMIN.BI. 
[67] Emar VI 476 20: ] ù dIMIN.BI.
[68] Emar VI 477 3 and 8: ] ù dIMIN.BI.
[69] Emar VI 483 5: dMadi dNÈ.IRI11.GAL ù dIMIN.BI.
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The West Hurrian Pantheon and Its 
Background

Alfonso Archi

1. The Hittite versions of Hurrian poems and epics, together with 
poorly preserved fragments (with the exception of the Epic of Freeing) 

in the original language, reveal the great debt owed by the Hurrians to 
Babylonian culture. The ability to create lengthy compositions in free verse 
is a literary form that they acquired by adapting certain written Akkadian 
epics to their own tastes (e.g., Gilgameš), and possibly also by listening 
to bards singing in the Mesopotamian language. Certain themes in these 
poems, such as the separation of Heaven and Earth and the succession of 
various generations of gods, derive from Babylonia, as do the tasks of the 
god Ea. The logogram É.A does not, therefore, “translate” the name of a 
Hurrian god. On the contrary, Enlil (the name of the supreme Sumerian 
god) corresponds to Kumarbi according to a Syro-Hurrian theological 
equation, since both have the title of “father of the gods”; it is for this 
reason that Kumarbi resides at Nippur (according to Kingship in Heaven).1

2. There are numerous cases of cultures that were profoundly 
influenced by contact with other societies. There was a remarkable 
exchange between the Sumerian and Akkadian lexicons, resulting from 
contact between and superimposition of the two ethnic elements. The fact 
that the East Semites acquired cuneiform writing from the Sumerians, 
together with the tools required for learning this complex system of 
writing (lexical lists, “literary” works used as school texts), had a profound 
impact on Akkadian “literary” texts.

It is impossible to propose an overall evaluation of Hurrian culture 
and its relations with that of Babylonia. The Hurrian documentation 

1. Alfonso Archi, “Translations of Gods: Kumarpi, Enlil, DAGAN/NISABA, Ḫ alki,” 
OrNS 73 (2004) 319–36.

1
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resembles a landscape convulsed by a cataclysm, from which only islands 
of different geological strata emerge.2

The administrative documents from the region of Nuzi (northern 
Mesopotamia; fifteenth–fourteenth centuries), where the Hurrian 
language was in use, were drawn up in an Akkadian that was influenced 
by the spoken vernacular.3 As early as the start of the nineteenth century, 
in the area stretching from northern Mesopotamia to eastern Anatolia, 
as far as Kaneš, part of population was already Hurrian-speaking. In 
an eighteenth-century treaty between Till-abnû, king of Šehna (Tell 
Leilan), and Aššur, the deities invoked by name are followed by “the 
gods of Amurru and Subartu (dingir  MAR.TU ù Šu-ba-ri-im),” that is, 
the Amorite and Hurrian deities, intending “all the other gods” (T.L.-5 I 
21).4 In Amorite Mari a woman of the harem writes to king Zimri-lim, 
“I will pray for you before Tešup (? dIŠKUR) and Hebat” (ARM 10.92, 
22–23). From Tikunani (south of Samosata) we have a prism of king 
Tunib-Teššub (a contemporary of  Hattušili I of Hatti) with roughly three 
hundred personal names, the vast majority of which are Hurrian.5 The 
court of Mittani, at Waššukanni (near one of the sources of the Habur 
river; fifteenth–fourteenth centuries), like all the other eastern courts used 
Akkadian as the language of diplomacy, as shown by the letters of Tušratta, 
a contemporary of Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV. A princess of 
Mitanni, however, arrived to the Egyptian court proudly introduced by 
a long letter in Hurrian (EA 24). Religious texts from Aleppo and Mukiš 

2.  A general presentation of the spread of Hurrian-speaking peoples has been 
given by Thomas Richter, “Die Ausbreitung der Ḫ urriter bis zur altbabylonischen Zeit: 
Eine kurze Zwischenbilanz,” in 2000 v. Chr. Politische, wirtschaftliche und kulturelle 
Entwicklung im Zeichen einer Jahrtausenwende, ed. J.-W. Meyer and W. Sommerfeld. 
Colloquium der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft 4 (Saarbrücken: Saarbrücker Druck-
erei, 2004), 263–311.

3.  See Gernot Wilhelm, Untersuchungen zum Ḫurro-Akkadischen von Nuzi, AOAT 
9 (Kevelaer: Butzon & Bercker, 1970). Previous important studies are A. Leo Oppen-
heim, “Zur Landessprache von Arrapḫa-Nuzi,” AfO 11 (1936/37) 56–65; Albrecht 
Goetze, “Some Observations on Nuzu Akkadian,” Language 14 (1938) 134–43.

4. Jesper Eidem, The Royal Archives from Tell Leilan. Old Babylonian Letters and 
Treaties from the Lower Town Palace East (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabi-
je Oosten, 2011), 417, 425.

5. Mirjo Salvini, The Ḫ   abiru Prism of King Tunip-Teššub (Roma: Istituti Editoriali e 
Poligrafici Internazionali, 1996). Also a small administrative tablet, probably from the 
same unknown place, presents only Hurrian personal names (Gernot Wilhelm and 
R. Akdoğan, “Ein Täfelchen über Gerstenrationen aus Tigunānu(?),” AoF 37 (2010) 
159–62.
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(the region of Alalah) are only known from secondary sources in the 
Hittite archives. Roughly half of the population of Alalah VII (second half 
of the seventeenth century) had Hurrian names;6 at Alalah IV (fifteenth–
fourteenth centuries) this proportion rises to around three-quarters.7 
Confirmation of this is provided by tablets from Tell Afis (55 km south 
of Aleppo), from the period of Hattušili III.8 Some letters found at Qatna 
sent by various individuals, including Takuwa, king of Niya, and Hannutti, 
a Hittite general, to King Idadda, a contemporary of Šuppiluliuma I, are in 
Akkadian. They include, however, terms explained by Hurrian glosses and 
words—even verb forms—as elements in Akkadian phrases.9 Niya lies in 
the Ghab, near Apamea, and this shows that in inner Syria, between the 
coast and the valley of the Euphrates, the spoken language was Hurrian.10

6. Anne Draffkorn Kilmer, Hurrians and Hurrian at Alalaḫ: An Ethno-Linguistic 
Analysis (Ph.D. diss.: University of Pennsylvania, 1959).

7. For the use of the Hurrian language in Mukiš, notice that the whole ritual of 
Allaituraḫḫi “the woman from Mukiš ”(CTH 780; Volkert Haas and Hans Jochen Thiel, 
Die Beschwörungsrituale der Allaituraḫ (ḫ )i und verwandte Texte, AOAT 31 [Kevelaer: 
Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978]; Volkert Haas and 
Ilse Wegner, Die Rituale der Beschwörerinnen SALŠU.GI, ChS I/5 [Rome: Multigrafica, 
1988), nos 1–39]) had to be originally in Hurrian. 

8. Alfonso Archi, “The Cuneiform Tablets of Afis,” OrNS 81 (2012) 32–55.
9. For the Hurrian glosses in the Alalah IV tablets, see Ignacio Márquez Rowe, 

“Notes on the Hurro-Akkadian of Alalah ̮ in the Mid-Second Millennium B.C.E.,” in 
Past Links: Studies in the Languages and Cultures of the Ancient Near East, ed. Shlomo 
Izre’el, Itamar Singer and Ran Zadok (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1998), 67 (with 
previous bibliography).

10. Thomas Richter, “Kleine Beiträge zum hurritischen Wörterbuch,” AoF 32 
(2005): 23–44; idem, “Ḫ urriter und Ḫ urritisch im Bronzezeitlichen Syrien,” in Motiva-
tion und Mechanismen des Kulturkontaktes in der Späten Bronzezeit, ed. Doris Prechel 
(Florence: LoGisma, 2005), 145–78; idem, “Šuppiluliuma I. in Syrien. Der ‘Einjährige 
Feldzug’ und seine Folgen,” in Ḫ     attuša - Bogazköy. Das Hethiterreich im Spannungsfeld 
des Alten Orients, ed. Gernot Wilhelm, Colloquium der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft 
6 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2008), 197–203. Richter (“Ḫ urriter und Ḫ urritisch im 
Bronzezeitlichen Syrien,” 147) writes: “(Verschiedene Überle gungen machen es deut-
lich,) daß das Hurritische in weiten Teilen der heutigen Republik Syrien gesproche-
ne Sprache war und als Erstsprache (‘Muttersprache’) zu gelten hat, wenngleich man 
gegenwärtig davon wird ausgehen müssen, daß es stets neben anderen (semitischen) 
Sprachen existierte, denen vermütlich ebenfalls der Status einer Umgamgssprache zu-
gebilligt werden muß.”
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3. Although our knowledge of the Hurrian lexicon is incomplete, and 
is, moreover, gleaned from different areas and periods, this does sketch 
out the priviliged relations enjoyed with Babylonian culture.11  

Some loanwords are not of much significance since they are: 
a) only attested in vocabulary lists: kurum(m)ati “food allowance” (RS 
94-2939); b) technical terms: šin(n)iperuh ̮ḫe “of ivory” (< šinni pīri); 
c) Kulturwörter: kāzi (< kāsu) “cup” (Bil.); d) names of animals and trees: 
kunkalle (< kukkallu) (a breed of sheep) and nāli (< nālu) “deer” (Bil.), 
šerminḫi (< šurmēnu) “cypress”; e) units of measure: šiklate (< šiqlu) 
“shekel,” parizzate (< parīsu; a measure of capacity).12

The few terms relating to the exercise of power do not reveal any 
cultural dependency. The Hurrian word for “lord, king” is ewri, allai being 
its feminine counterpart.13 Hurrian endan qualifies Tiš-atal of Urkiš (in a 
Hurrian inscription), while Atal-šen is LUGAL of Urkiš and Nawar (in an 
Akkadian inscription). For Tupkiš of Urkiš both the titles of endan and 
LUGAL are attested.14 Endan has been interpreted as a profession name: 
en+dan, from Sum. en, Akk. enu(m), considering also that the logogram 
for “king” in the texts from Ebla and Nabada (Tell Beydar) was en.15 In 
essence en was the Sumerian word for “king” in Uruk, while luga l  was 
the term in Ur, and ensi 2 was the term in Girsu. The scribes of Ebla (and 
Nabada) chose en as the logogram for malkum (their word for “king”), 
because they knew that luga l  was already equated to šarrum in other 
Semitic speaking centers (e.g., Mari).16 The scribes of Naram-Sin had to 

11. Erich Neu, Das hurritische Epos der Freilassung I, StBoT 32 (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1996) (= Bil.); idem, Das Hurritische: Eine altorientalische Sprache in 
neuem Licht (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1988), with a useful index. GLH: Emmanuel Laroche, 
Glossaire de la langue hourrite, RHA 34–35 (1976–77) 1–323. RS 94.2939: Béatrice 
André-Salvini and Mirjo Salvini “Un nouveau vocabulaire trilingue sumérien-
akkadien-hourrite de Ras Shamra,” SCCNH 9 (1998) 3–40; “Addition and Corrections 
to SCCNH 9 (1998) 3–40,” SCCNH 10 (1999) 434–35. For terms without quotation, see 
Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite.

12. Neu, Das Hurritische: eine altorientalische Sprache in neuem Licht, 16, notes 
41–42. 

13. Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 85–86, 42–43.
14. Giorgio Buccellati and Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, “Überlegungen zur funktion-

ellen und historischen Bestimmung des Königspalastes AP in Urkeš,” MDOG 133 
(2001) 91.

15. Gernot Wilhelm, “Die Inschrift des Tišatal von Urkeš,” in Urkesh and the Hur-
rians. Studies in Honor of Lloyd Cotsen, ed. Giorgio Buccellati and Marilyn Kelly-
Buccellati, Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 26 (Malibu: Undena, 1998), 121–23.

16. Alfonso Archi, “Les titres EN et LUGAL à Ebla et des cadeaux pour le roi de 
Kish,” MARI 5 (1987) 37–52.
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face the same problem when they had to report the campaigns of their 
king in Upper Mesopotamia, from the Transtigris to the Jezirah. The local 
rulers could not be compared with the Akkadian king. The scribes chose, 
therefore the logogram en; RIME 2, E2.1.4.25 33–36 and E2.1.4.2: “The 
governors (ÉNSI.ÉNSI) of Subartum and the lords of the Upper <Lands> 
(EN.EN a-lí-a-tim).” That en-dan would be a neologism created in the 
scriptorium of Urkiš and in the northern regions by Hurrian scribes aware 
of the use of en by the Akkadian scribes in their royal inscriptions is 
possible, but not so evident.

The Hurrians received few words related to the administrative 
organization: Akk. ’akallu (< Sum ’à-ga l) “palace”;17 ḫ alzi (< ḫ alsu) 
“fortress; district,” see also ḫalzuḫlu “commandant of a ḫ.”; to the echange 
activity: tamkari (< tamkāru) “merchant,” tamkarašši “profits”; puh ̮ukaru 
(< pūḫu) “replacement.”18

Concerning religion, instead, there is a strong Akkadian influence. The 
ritual KUB 27.38 (ChS I/5)19 (probably a ceremony concerning kingship) 
includes material from three different periods.20 In the first column there 
is a Hurrian song related to the preparation of wool figures representing 
divinized “kings,” šarrēna (I 23). The names of these kings are listed in 
I 1–7. The first names are missing; it follows (the images) “of the divine 
kings,” Dšarri=n(a)=āš=e, of Atal-šen (king of Urkiš and Nawar), of the 
Sea, of a mysterious Immar, of the Mountains, of the Rivers (all with the 
divine determinative). The god list in col. II belongs in general to a more 
recent period than the section of the divinized kings. In III 13 a list begins 
with famous “wise kings (šarrēna)” of the ancient time, opened by Naram-
Sin (with divine determinative, according to the Akkadian tradition!) and 
Sargon of Akkad (here the text breaks off). In IV 9–11 there is Audalumma 
king (ewri) of Elam, followed by Iammašku king (ewri) of Lullu and 
Kiglipadalli king of Tukriš (IV 13–14); then Man-ištušu “king (ewri), the 
older son of Sargon” and Šar-kali-šarri (IV 22–25). The preceding section 
(IV19–21) introduces two divine kings: “Silver, king (ewri), as king (šarra) 

17. Wilhelm, “Die Inschrift des Tišatal von Urkeš,” 129–30.
18. Jeanette Fincke, “Beiträge zum Lexicon des Hurritischen von Nuzi,” SCCNH 7 

(1995) 17–19.
19. For a general treatment of this ritual, see Stefano de Martino, “KUB XXVII 

38: Ein Beispiel kultureller und linguistischer Überlagerung in einem Text aus dem 
Archiv von Bogazköy,” SMEA 31 (1993) 121–34.

20. Annelies Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, Träume und Vorzeichenschau bei den 
Hethitern, THeth 7 (Heidelberg: Winter, 1976), 89.
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…; Hedam(mu), king (ewri), Kumarbi created you as king (šarra).”21 
Šarre(na) are the divine kings, while ewri is the earthly king.22 Šarri is 
the common epithet for Teššub,23 while Hadda of Halab, on whom Teššub 
had been superimposed, was bēlu “lord (of Halab).” His spouse Hepat was 
allai “lady,”24 not šarratu; already from the Ebla period the female partners 
of the gods were called ba‘ltum “lady” (not maliktum or the feminine of 
šarru!).25 There was a ceremony of “kingship,” šarrašši concerning Teššub, 
and of “ladyship,” allašši, for Hebat.26 A “Song of Kingship,” šarraššyaš 
SÌRRU, KBo 8.88 obv. 8–9, was recited, together with the “Song of the Sea,” 
on the occasion of a festival for Mt. Hazzi (CTH 785). As Howink ten Cate 
writes: “It is attractive to assume that the ‘Song of Kingship’ of the festival 
description was identical with either the Hurrian original, the preferable 
option perhaps, or with the Hittite redaction of the ‘Song of Kingship in 
Heaven.’”27

Other Akkadian loanwords relating to the sphere of religion are 
šankunni (< šangû) “priest”; šukkalli (< šukkallu) “vizier (of gods)”; arni 
(< arnu) “guilt”; the epithet ḫ azzizzi (< ḫ asīsi) “understanding.”

4. M.-Cl. Trémouille has noted a tendency to mention varying gods 
with epithets:28 Allani “the Lady (of the Netherworld)”; Hutena “(Those) 

21. Gernot Wilhelm, “König Silber und König Ḫ idam,” in Hittite Studies in Honor 
of Harry A. Hoffner Jr. on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, ed. Gary Beckman, Richard 
H. Beal, and Gregory McMahon. (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 393–95.

22. Kammenhuber, Orakelpraxis, Träume und Vorzeichenschau, 89.
23. Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 217.
24. Emmanual Laroche, “Panthéon national et Panthéons locaux chez les Hour-

rites,” OrNS 45 (1976), 98; idem, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 42.
25. Francesco Pomponio and Paolo Xella, Les dieux d’Ebla, AOAT 245 (Münster: 

Ugarit-Verlag, 1997), 111–21.
26. Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 216–17; Hans Martin Kümmel, Ersatz-

rituale für den hethitischen König, StBoT 3 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1967), 47–49.
27. Philo Howink ten Cate, “The Hittite Storm God: His Role and His Rule Accord-

ing to Hittite Cuneiform Sources,” in Natural Phenomena. Their Meaning, Depiction 
and Description in the Ancient Near East, ed. Diederik J. W. Meijer (Amsterdam: Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1992), 117.

28. Marie-Claude Trémouille, “La religion des Hourrites: état actuel de nos 
connaissances,” SCCNH 10 (1999) 288–89. Volkert Haas (Geschichte der hethitischen 
Religion [Leiden: Brill, 1994], 309) adds Pairra “die Bauenden” and Irširra “die 
Säugenden(?),” formed with the suffix -iri-.
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of favoring”;29 Hutelluri “midwife”;30 Mušuni “(She) of justice”;31 Ebrimuša 
“the Lord of justice”;32 Ša(w)uška “the Great”;33 Tiyabenti “(he/she) who 
speaks favorably.”34 The names of two of the principal deities are ethnic 
indicators: Kumarbi “(He) of Kumar”;35 Nabarbi “(She) of Nawar.”36 

This situation is not peculiar to Hurrian. Among the Hittite gods, 
there are the Storm God Tarh ̮un(t) “the Victorious”; the Tutelary God(s) 
Innara / Innarawantes, Annari / Annarumenzi “the Forceful(s)”; Išhašara 
“the Lady.”37

5. Pan-Hurrian gods38 were Kumarbi; Teššub (in the inscription of 
Tišatal of Urkiš: IM; one of his major sanctuaries was in Kumme, east 
of the Upper Tigris, attested in documents of the OB period),39 Urartian 
Teišeba (of Qumenu);40 Šimeki (Šimeka(-n) in Tišatal’s inscription); the 

29.  Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 309.
30.  Ibid., 483 with note 131.
31.  Gernot Wilhelm, “Mušun(n)i, Mušni,” RLA 8 (1993–97), 498–99. Originally 

an independent goddess, Mušuni forms usually a dyad together with Hebat already 
according to MH texts.

32. Heinrich Otten, “Ibrimuša,” RLA 5 (1976–80) 23.
33. Ilse Wegner, “Der Name des Ša(w)uška,” SCCNH 7 (1995) 117–20.
34. Ilse Wegner, “Grammatikalische und lexicalische Untersuchungen hurritischer 

Beschwörungen aus Bogazköy,” in Hurriter und Hurritisch, ed. Volkert Haas, Xenia 21 
(Konstanz: Universitätsverlag Konstanz, 1988), 152.

35. The name has to be derived from kum- “tower,” as well as Kumme, the cult-place 
of Teššub, to be placed east to the Tigris (Gernot Wilhelm, “Kumme und *Kumar: 
Zur hurritischen Ortsnamenbildung,” in Beiträge zur altorientalischen Archäologie und 
Altertumskunde. Festschrift für Barthel Hrouda zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Peter Calmeyer, 
Karl Hecker, Liane Jakob-Rost and C. B. F. Walker [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1994], 
315–19.

36. Volkert Haas, “Nabarbi,” RLA 9 (1998–2001) 1–2. The Lady of the pasture 
land (naw-) was orginally a goddess of the Upper Ḫabur. Although nawar cannot be 
related with Nagar (contra Michael Guichard, “Zimrî-Lîm à Nagar,” MARI 8: 334–37),  
it is  probable that this goddess has to be identified with the Lady of Nagar and the 
Haburītum of the Ur III texts.

37. On the name-giving of the gods, see Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 
308–11.

38. In general, see Gernot Wilhelm, The Hurrians (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 
1989), 49–57.

39. Wolfgang Röllig, “Kumme,” RLA 6 (1980–83), 336–37.
40.  It is probable that Teššub was the dominant god already from the end of the 

third millennium; see Daniel Schwemer, Die Wettergottgestalten Mesopotamiens und 
Nordsyriens im Zeitalter der Keilschrifkulturen (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001), 444–
50.
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Sun God (in the inscription of Atalšen: UTU); Kušuh, the Moon God;41 
Nubadig (Tišatal: Lubadag);42 Šawuška (Atalšen: INANNA); Nergal of the 
Sumerian-Akkadian tradition (Tišatal, Atalšen: a Hurrian god equated to 
him, e.g., Aštabi?);43 the Lady (NIN) of Nagar (Tišatal)

That of the kingdom of Arraph ̮e (sixteenth and fifteenth centuries 
b.c.e.) is an example of a pantheon in an eastern region formed by pan-
Hurrian and local gods.44 The bowl of Hasanlu (ca. eleventh century), 
with three male deities in the topmost register: the Moon and the Sun 
Gods each in a chariot drawn by mules, the Storm God in a chariot 
drawn by a bull; in the lower registers: a hero fighting a monster with 
human head and its lower body enclosed in a mountain (the Storm God 
and Ullikummi); Ištar/Šawuška on two rams, exposing her nude body; 
the presentation of a newborn child by a female figure (a midwife) to an 
enthroned god (Ullikummi presented to Kumarbi), shows (according to 
the fascinating interpretation by Edith Porada45) the persistence of the cult 
of pan-Hurrian gods and mythical motives in the east until the beginning 
of the first millennium b.c.e.

A goddess of eastern origin who occupied a position of a certain 
importance in the West Hurrian pantheon is the Elamite Pirinki/ar: a type 
of Ištar.46

The pantheon of Mittani listed in the treaty of Šattiwaza with 
Šuppiluliuma I responded to political needs, different from those of a 
cultic pantheon. It opens with Teššub of Heaven and Earth; Moon (Kušuh) 

41. Heinrich Otten, “Kušuḫ,” RLA 6 (1980–1983), 382–83.
42. Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 186–87; Gernot Wilhelm, “Lupatik, 

Nubatik,” RLA 7 (1987–90), 173–74.
43. The name is written dKIŠ.GAL in Tišatal’s inscription, dKIŠ.UNU.GAL in that by 

Atal-šen, see recently Wilhelm, “Die Inschrift des Tišatal von Urkeš,” 124–25. Giorgio 
Buccellati (review of La civiltà dei Hurriti. La Parola del Passato 55. WO 34 [2004] 212) 
has suggested that this logogram should be red Kumarbi. In favor of the identification 
with Nergal is the presence of dU.GUR (who was also the major god at Hayaša) in  later 
documents, Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 367–68. 

44. Karlheinz Deller, “Materialien zu den Lokalpanthea des Königreiches Arraph ̮e,” 
OrNS 45 (1976) 33–45; the data are epitomized in Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen 
Religion, 544–45.

45. Edith Porada, The Art of Ancient Iran (New York: Crown, 1965), 97–101; the 
interpretation of the two following figures on chariots as the Sun and the Moon Gods, 
was suggested by Pouran Diba, “Le vase en or de Hasanlu, le défilé du cortège divin,” 
Iran 3 (1965) 127–32.

46. Gary Beckman, “The Goddess Pirinkir and Her Ritual from Ḫ  attuša (CTH 
664),” Ktema 24 (1999) 25–39; Piotr Taracha, “Pirengir,” RLA 10 (2003–5) 570–71.
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and Sun (Šimeki), the local Moon of Harran; some local form of Teššub; 
Ea lord of wisdom; Sumuqan of Gurta; Anu and Antum; Enlil and Ninlil; 
the Indo-Aryan deities Mitra-ššil, (W)aruna-ššil, Indra, Našattiyana; the 
subterranean watercourse of Šamanminu (the Balih ̮-river?); some local 
forms of Teššub (e.g., of Irrite); Pardahi of Šuda; Nabarbi; Šuruhhi; Ištar-
Venus-star; Šala; Belet-ekalli; Damkina; Išhara.47

Teššub’s epithet “of Heaven and Earth” is derived perhaps from the 
Syrian milieu (the beginning of the Ugaritic god list is also organized 
according to cosmological principles48). The several hypostases of Teššub 
and other local deities define approximately the core of the kingdom, 
therefore having a political function. Ea lord of wisdom, the two couples 
Anu-Antum and Enlil-Ninlil, as well as Belt-ekalli and Damkina are 
derived directly from the Babylonian theology. Šala and Išhara were 
instead Syrian goddesses. The Indo-Aryan deities concerned the cults of 
the Mittanian aristocracy.

6. The cult lists of the Hurrian gods known to us come from the 
western regions. Their origin lies in the canon established in Aleppo 
before Šuppiluliuma I, transmitted to Kizzuwatna and Hatti. The less 
extensive lists of Ugarit also reflect the Aleppo ordo.

E. Laroche reconstructed the lists from Aleppo (1948), published 
those of Ugarit (1968), and, with insight, interpreted this data (1976).49 At 
the head of the pantheon are Teššub and his consort Hebat, each of whom 
is followed by a court (kaluti) of deities, respectively male and female. The 
Hurrians received Hebat from the local cult: she had been the consort of 
the Storm God Hadda of Halab at least from the twenty-seventh century.50 
This division by gender was an innovation introduced by the Hurrians 
residing at Aleppo (there is no evidence to suggest that it derives, instead, 
from Amorite or pre-Amorite tradition). This probably reflects the 
positioning of images and symbols of the gods in the temple of Aleppo. 
According to KUB 29.8 (ChS I/5 no. 9) I 3–7, 50–57, the gods were aligned 

47. This list is given in Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 542–43.
48. For an edition of the list, see Dennis Pardee, Ritual and Cult at Ugarit, WAW 10 

(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2002), 19–21.
49. Emmanuel Laroche, “Teššub, Hebat et leur cour,” JCS 2 (1948) 113–36; idem, 

“Textes hourrites en cunéiformes alphabétiques,” in Ugaritica V, ed. J. Nougayrol, E. 
Laroche, Ch. Virolleaud and Cl. F. A. Schaeffer (Paris: Geuthner), 497–533; idem, 
“Panthéon national et Panthéons locaux chez les Hourrites,” 94–99.

50. The name Hebat is a later form of dḪ   a-a-ba-du, /h ̮a(l)abājtu/, “She of Halab,” the 
paredra of Hadda of Halab in the Ebla period (Alfonso Archi, “Studies in the Pantheon 
of Ebla,” OrNS 63 [1994] 249–51).
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along the right side, the goddesses on the left.51 The two processions of 
Hurrian gods at Yazilikaya, instead, portray the male and female gods 
moving respectively from the left and the right towards the center. 

Teššub is followed by six major gods: Tašmišu (his “pure brother”), 
Kumarbi, Kušuh, Šimeki, Aštabi, Nubadig. A third group of male gods 
follows, in varying order. The goddesses who come immediately after 
Hebat enjoy these positions because they are the consorts of the male gods 
in the second group (phonetic writings reproducing the Akkadian names 
alternate with logograms). It is only after these that the goddesses of great 
importance in the cult appear: Šawuška, Išhara, Allani. 

Teššub / IM / U ~ Hebat
Tašmišu / Hitt. Šuwaliyat  Ø
Kumarbi / NISABA (= Dagan) / EN.LÍL ~ NIN.LÍL
É.A (Hayya) ~ Damkina (DAM.KI.NA) 
Kušuh / 30 / EN.ZU (Sîn) ~ Nikkal (NIN.GAL) 
Šimegi / UTU ~ Aya (A.A) (- Ekaldu)52

Aštabi / NIN.URTA
Nubadig

Ea (Hayya) is a Babylonian god. Hurrian texts attribute to this god the 
Akkadian epithet: “lord of wisdom,” bēl ḫasīsi (attested in the Tušratta 
treaty), Hurr. māti-ni, Hitt. ḫattannas LUGAL-uš (the epithets may be 
divinized: dMati dḪ    azzizzi). Also received along with him are his spouse 
Damkina and his vizier Izzummi (Akk. Isimud/Ušmû). The fact that, 
in Hurrian “songs” Ea plays a role similar to that attributed to him in 
the Babylonian myths, shows that the god was received directly from 
Babylonia. The cult of the god had reached Mari as early as the first 
centuries of the second millennium.53

51. Volkert Haas, Die Serien itkaḫi und itkalzi des AZU-Priesters, Rituale für 
Tašmišarri und Tatuḫepa sowie weitere Texte mit Bezug auf Tašmišarri, ChS I/1 (Roma: 
Multigrafica, 1984), 89.

52. The sequence dAya dE/Ikalti / dE/Ikaldun is a Syrian misinterpretation of  Aya 
kallātu “Aya the spouse (of the Sun),” the usual epithet of this goddess, see Laroche 
“Teššub, Hebat et leur cour,” 133. Notice that the most aberrant forms occur in Hurrian 
texts, probably because the Hittite scribe was not acquainted with this name, KUB 
45.41 II 10: dA-ya e-ni-kal-d[u(-); 23.13 I 19: dA-ya-ni-kán-du. 

53. The most recent presentation of this local “pantheon” is in J.-M. Durand, “La 
religion amorrite en Syrie à l’époque des archives de Mari,” in Mythologie et religion 
des Sémites occidentaux I, Ébla, Mari, ed. Gregorio del Olmo Lete (Leuven: Peeters, 
2008), 198.
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The other male gods are Hurrian. Lubadag is attested already in the 
Tišatal’s inscription (dLu-ba-da-ga); the texts from Hattuša offer the forms 
Lubadig/Nubadig (in Ugarit: Nbdg).54 It is possible that the natures of 
Šimeki (the Sun)55 and Kušuh (the Moon) were influenced, in part, by 
contact with Babylonia.

The frequent use of logograms in writing the names of these gods 
and the fact that their spouses are just Babylonian names added to the 
list of male gods to provide symmetry (only Nikkal appears outside 
this list), must not, however, mislead us. The grouping of the gods is 
not a stereotyped reproduction of a Babylonian model,56 even though 
the Hurrians were already aware of the Mesopotamian pantheon from 
the Late Akkadian period on. Apart from Ea (Hayya), included in the 
Hurrian theology because of his particular personality, the gods of the 
second group already appear individually in the earliest commemorative 
inscriptions. The choice of gods in the inscriptions of Tišatal and Atalšen 
does not appear to have been influenced by literary models, even though 
some names are written with logograms. (Nergal = Aštabi?).57 The use 
of logograms, favored by the cuneiform writing, meant that, already in 
that period, a correspondence had to be established between the major 
Hurrian gods and those from Babylonia with similar functions. Without 
such a comparison, we would know very little about the nature of certain 
Hurrian gods.  

Nikkal (NIN.GAL) holds an important position in the Hurrian 
pantheon,58 since her cult was already widespread in Syria. It reached Mari 
as early as the last century of the third millennium,59 and, further, Ugarit. 

54. Initial lu- and nu- alternate also in Sumerian (D. O. Edzard, Sumerian Grammar 
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), 18. Note the OB misinterpretation: dNu-ba-an-da-ag (ARM 26/1 
581, n. 281, 8: a god of Karkamish). 

55. Šimegi’s vizier was the Hurrian Lipparu; Ilse Wegner, Hurritische Opferlisten aus 
hethitischen Festbeschreibungen. Teil I: Texte für IŠTAR-Ša(w)uška, ChS I/3.1 (Rome: 
Bonsignori, 1995), no. 1 obv. II 21.

56. Wilfred Lambert (“The Mesopotamian Background of the Hurrian Pantheon,” 
RHA 36 [1978], 129–34) suggested instead that the Hurrian pantheon was modelled 
on a Mesopotamian pantheon, possibly an archaic Sumerian one. 

57.  The influence of a literary model may be in some cases quite marked in writing 
a commemorative document. A good example is given by the foundation inscription of 
Yaḫdun-Lim of Mari, which presents some formulas inspired by Babylonian models, 
e.g., ll. 137–147: “Enlil, judge of the gods, … Sin, the elder brother among the gods, …
Nergal, the god of the weapon, … Ea, king of destiny.”   

58. Fiorella Imparati, RLA 9 (1998–2001), 356–57.
59. Durand, “La religion amorrite en Syrie,” 198, 211.
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The goddess was the spouse of Yarih ̮; a Ugaritic hymn is dedicated to her. 
The Hurrian documents from Ugarit have not only the couple Kušuh—
Nikkal, but also Umbu (’Ib)—Nikkal, as in the Hurrian-Hittite texts.60 
Umbu is another name for the moon received by the Hurrians.61

7.  Teššub received some traits from the Syrian Hadda. The Mountain-
gods Hazzi (> Gr. Kasion, the Jebel al-Aqra‘; S apuna, the mountain of the 
Ugaritic Ba‘l, was the Kasion: ks)62 and Namni (the Anti-Cassius?) are 
associated with him.63 It is quite possible that these two mountains were 
included in the cult of Teššub at Aleppo, although there is no evidence for 
it.64 The Hurrians gave the names Šerri(š) and Hurri to the two bulls who 
drew the chariot of the Storm God; an attribute of Hadda of Halab already 
attested by the Eblaite documentation.65 Teššub inherited also Hebat, the 
spouse of Hadda of Halab from the third millennium.66 

Kumarbi was equated with Enlil (the Sumero-Akkadian father of the 
gods) and Dagan, the Syrian god of  the Middle Euphrates region.67 In 
the Hedammu and Ullikummi myths (as well as in other fragmentary 
documents of the Kumarbi cycle) his vizier is Mukišanu, whose name is 
derived from Mukiš, the region of the city of Alalah.68

Ša(w)uška and Ištar were equated already in the last centuries of the 
third millennium.

8. Several gods were received from the Syrian milieu. NIN.É.GAL, 
Bēlet-ekallim, appears together with NIN.GAL, Nikkal, already in the “old” 
pantheon of Mari;69 therefore, she was introduced to Syria from Babylonia 
already in the Ur III period. In the cult of Teššub of Halab (CTH 698) she 
is associated to Pithanu, KBo 14.142 I 16, dupl. KUB 27.13 I 10: dPitḫanu 
Ù ANA dNIN.É.GAL ŠA dU uruH ̮ alap. She is qualified as  concubine of 

60. Manfred Weippert, “dNINGAL/Nikkal,” RLA 9 (1998–2001) 357–59.
61. Durand (“La religion amorrite en Syrie,” 211–12) suggests that this name was 

diffused in Northern Jezirah.
62. Schwemer, Wettergottgestalten, 516 note 4194.
63. For a text in Hurrian where both mountain gods are mentioned, see ChS I/5 

no. 97 rev. 9.
64. Schwemer, Wettergottgestalten, 229.
65. Alfonso Archi, “Hadda of Ḫ  alab and His Temple in the Ebla Period,” Iraq 72 

(2010) 11 with n. 44.
66. See note 50.
67. Archi, “Translations of Gods: Kumarpi, Enlil, DAGAN/NISABA, Halki.”
68. Wilhelm, “Mušun(n)i, Mušni.”
69. Durand, “La religion amorrite en Syrie,” 198.
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Teššub, KBo 14.142 I 14, dupl. KUB 27.13 I 9: dNIN.É.GAL na-šar-ta-aš-
ša / na-šar-ti-ya ŠA dIM/U;70 KBo 35.155 IV 5 (ChS I/3.2 no. 151):71 [A-
NA] E-ŠE-ER-TI dU-ub-bi-na. For Pithanu, see also KUB 45.28+39.97(+) 
I 5: GAM gišŠÚ.A dU dPitḫanuš ešzi “down at Teššub’s throne sits Pithanu.” 
NIN.É.GAL had to be represented in a particular fashion because a statue 
of her (ALAM, zalmi, dZalmi) is  mentioned in the cult of Ištar of Šamuha 
(KUB 27.1 II 54; 47.64 III [2]) and Hattarina (KUB 45.37 III 12, 38, 11), in 
the (ḫ)išuwa festival (KBo 15.37 II 38; 33.181 obv. 12; KUB 40.102 II 13).72 
The Hurrian writing is dPí-en-ti-kal-li, KUB 27.13 I 20; Ug. pdg.73

(d)Ur/Úr-šu-u/ú-i/e / (d)U-ur-šu-u/ú-i/e, followed always by (d)Iš-kal-li, 
belongs to the court of Ḫebat. Very few passages have only (d)Iškalli.74 A 
Hurrian passage of the (h ̮)išuwa festival, KBo 17.98 V 15–16 (dupl. KUB 
40.103 I 1–2) (ChS I/3.2 nos. 140, 141) has: dUršui dIškalli dḪu-u[-ur-ni(?)] 
/ a-am-ma-na (d)Iškalli, where āmmana could be an epithet of Iškalli. 
The Hurrianized ritual “aux dieux antiques” CTH 492 qualifies Iškalli as 
“witness of the goddess,” KUB 17.20 II 13–14: EGIR-ŠU-ma dH ̮ u-ur-ni-
iš e-eš-zi GAM-ma dIš-ḫa-aš-ḫa-ar-na ŠI-PU / DINGIRMEŠ LÚ MEŠ e-eš-zi 
EGIR-ŠU-ma Iš-kal-li ŠI-PU DINGIRMEŠ MUNUSMEŠ e-eš!<-zi> “behind 
sits Ḫ ušurni, next sits Išhašharna witness of the male gods; behind sits 
Iškalli witness of the goddess” (in III 10–11: dIškalli kutruaš “Iškalli 
witness”).75 This term could be derived from Akk. ešgallu “great temple 
(also a name of the nether world)” (the gods listed in the ritual KUB 
17.20 are the Anunnakkū), and attributed to Uršui (/Uršu=e/), therefore: 
“the great temple (of the nether world deities) of the city of Uršu(m)”; its 
original meaning must soon have been lost.

An element received from literary tradition (perhaps in Syria) is dH ̮ i-in-
kal-lu-uš (KUB 17.20 II 8), dH ̮ e-en-kal-li (KUB 60.153:11): the phonetic 
writing of Sum. ḫé-gá l  “abundance,”  divinized in the Hurrianized ritual 
“aux dieux antiques” CTH 492.76

70. Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 179.
71.  Ilse Wegner, Hurritische Opferlisten aus hethitischen Festbeschreibungen. Teil II: 

Texte für Teššub, Ḫ ebat und weitere Gottheiten, ChS I/3.2 (Rome: Bonsignori, 2002).
72. Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 382–83; Ben H. L. van Gessel, Ono-

masticon of the Hittite Pantheon (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 363, 735–37.
73. Albrecht Goetze, “The Ugaritic Deities pdgl and ibnkl,” OrNS 9 (1940), 223–28; 

Laroche, Glossaire de la langue hourrite, 200.
74. Van Gessel, Onomasticon of the Hittite Pantheon, 203–4, 541–42
75. Laroche, “Teššub, Hebat et leur cour,” 128–29.
76. Volkert Haas, “Ḫ ingallu,” RLA 4 (1972–75), 416.
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Hatni is followed by Piša(i)šaphi, an adjective (-ḫi) which refers to the 
name of a mountain god, who, in the Hurro-Canaanite myth KUB 33.108, 
rapes Ištar/Šawuška.77 Mount Pišaiša appears in the lists of the oath deities 
following Mt. Lebanon and Mt. Šariyana (Hermon); it was therefore close 
to the coast.78

9. Some deities already belonged to the pantheon of people of Semitic 
language settled in Syria already in the third millennium b.c.e., as the 
documents from Ebla have revealed.79 Among them there are Adamma; 
Aštabi(l); Hebat;80 Išhara; Rašap, who received a prothetic vowel before 
r-: dAršappa, dIršappa,81 in the Hurrian pantheon of Ugarit: eršp.82 He 
appears among the male gods in Hurrian cults celebrated at Hattusa (CTH 
704, 705) sometimes with the epithet: dam-gàr-ra-(aš-)ši, dam-ki-ra-a-ši 
“(tutelary god) of the market,” KUB 34.102 II 13; KBo 33.208 II 11 (ChS 
I/3.2 no. 5); KBo 35.144 I 18 (ChS I/3.2 no. 23), as well as in the cult of 
Šawuška of Šamuha, KUB 27.1 II 23.

In the third millennium, Šalaš was the consort of Wada’anu and also 
of Dagan of Tuttul.83 At Mari LUGAL / Bēl mātim (Dagan) is followed 
by Šalaš (written also NIN.H  ̮  URSAGA). According to the Hurrian-Hittite 

77. The texts KBo 14.142 I 10 and KUB 27.13 I 7 list Ištar followed by dPiša(i)šapḫi, 
reflecting the connection between the two deities.

78. Jared L. Miller, “Piša(i)šaph ̮i,” RLA 10 (2003–5), 576–77.
79. Haas (in a study written before the publication of the Ebla documents: Volkert 

Haas, “Substratgottheiten des westhurrischen Pantheons,” RHA 36 (1978) 59–69) was 
the first to consider the influence of a substrate in the formation of the West-Hurrian 
pantheon. He attributed to the Syrian substrate the following deities: Išhara, Hebat, 
Lilluri, Kubaba, and Adamma. I have reconsidered several times this problem at the 
light of the Eblaite documentation: Alfonso Archi, “Substrate: Some Remarks on the 
Formation of the West Hurrian Pantheon,” in Hittite and Other Anatolian and Near 
Eastern Studies in Honour of Sedat Alp, ed. Heinrich Otten, Ekrem Akurgal, Hayri 
Ertem and Aygül Süel (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1992), 7–14; “The 
Former History of Some Hurrian Gods,” in Acts of the IIIrd International Congress 
of Hittitology, ed. Sedat Alp and Aygül Süel (Ankara: Uyum Ajans, 1998), 39–44; 
“Formations of the West Hurrian Pantheon: The Case of Išhara,” in Recent Development 
in Hittite Archaeology and History, ed. K. Aslihan Yener and Harry A. Hoffner Jr. 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 21–33.

80.  See above note 50.
81. Van Gessel, Onomasticon of the Hittite Pantheon, 47–48.
82. Emmanuel Laroche, “Textes hourrites en cunéiformes alphabétiques,” in Uga-

ritica V, ed. Jean Nougayrol, Emmanuel Laroche, Charles Virolleaud and Claude F. A. 
Schaeffer (Paris: Geuthner, 1968), 521.

83. Archi, “Šalaš Consort of Dagan and Kumarbi,” in Studio Historiae Ardens. 
Ancient Near Easten Studies Presented to Philo H. J. Howink ten Cate on the Occasion 
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tradition, Šaluš/Šalaš became the consort of Kumarbi because he had been 
equated with Dagan.84 Šalaš receives the epithet (d)Pitinhi “of Bitin” and 
follows Kumarbi, for example, ChS I/1 no. 9 I 16–18.85 This epithet: bi-
di-en-ḫi-(ni-da) is attested to already in an OB Hurrian document from 
Mari.86 Bitin is a city attested to in the Alalah tablets.87

It is in general difficult to attribute a divine name to a linguistic family. 
Names such as Adamma, Aštabil, Kubaba, and Šalaš are in any case hardly 
Semitic. 

According to the texts from Ebla, Adamma was the spouse of Rašap, 
while in the Hurrian pantheon from Kizzuwatna she forms a dyad with 
Kubaba, sometimes enlarged to include Hašuntarhi. Adamma gave the 
the name to the ninth month of the local calendar: dA-dam-ma-(um).88 
Kubaba does not appear, instead, in the Ebla text, although she is attested 
as the goddess of Karkamiš already from the eighteenth century. 

The cult of dÁš/Aš-da-bíl was fairly widespread in the period of Ebla. 
This name is written dAš-ta/da-(a)-bi at Hattuša and Alalah  (a month 
name), Aštb in the Hurrian god lists of Ugarit. In the Hurro-Hittite texts 
he is considered a warrior god. The writing dAš-ta-bí-il, attested in three 
documents from eighteenth-century Mari, confirms that the name ended 
originally in -l, even though it tended to disappear at this time as it is 

of His 65th Birthday, ed. Theo P. J. van den Hout and Johan de Roos (Nederlands 
Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1995), 1–6.

84. Notice that the list of the deities invoked in the treaty from Tell Leilan L.T.-5 
opens with [AN]  / [dEN-LÍL] /  [LUGA]L ma-tí-in /[dD]a-gán (Eidem, The Royal 
Archive from Tell Leylan, 329, 417): three denomination of the same god, because 
LUGAL mātim was the epithet of Dagan of Tuttul, and in Syria Dagan was equated to 
Enlil. According to a contract from Hana, “the king Šunuhrammu offered a sacrifice 
to Dagan of the Hurrians (i.e., Kumarbi: dDa-gan ša H ̮ ur-ri)” (Ignace J. Gelb, Hurrians 
and Subarians [Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago, 1944], 63).

85. Ilse Wegner, Gestalt und Kult der Ištar-Šawuška in Kleinasien, AOAT 36 (Keve-
laer: Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1981), 86–87; Dan-
iel Schwemer, “Šaluš, Šalaš,” RLA 11 (2006–8) 590.

86. Fr. Thureau-Dangin, “Tablettes Hurrites provenant de Mâri,” RA 36 (1939) 17, 
no 5, 3.

87. J. A. Belmonte Marín, Die Orts- und Gewässernamen der Texte aus Syrien im 2. 
Jt. v. Chr. RGTC 12/2 (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2001), 59–60.

88. Alfonso Archi, “Studies in the Ebla Pantheon, II,” OrNS 66 (1997) 416–17. 
Adam(ma) was a month name also at Emar; the pantheon of Emar included 
Adam(m)atera (Gary Beckman, “The Pantheon of Emar,” in Silva Anatolica. Anatolian 
Studies Presented to Maciej Popko on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, ed. Piotr 
Taracha (Warsaw: AGADE, 2002), 40.
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demonstrated by I-bal-aš-ta-bi, the name of a man from the northern 
Habur region.89

These gods of the Ebla period, who later did not belong to the 
Amorite pantheon, were, so to say, free to be included in the pantheon 
of newcomers, as the Hurrians.90 Among them there was also a great 
goddess, Išhara, who reached Babylonia from western Syria already in 
the Late Akkadian period. She was the tutelary goddess of the Eblaite 
kingship. Even the Hurrians were aware of this tradition, because in 
the Epic of Freeing she tries to protect Ebla against Teššub; moreover, a 
Hurrian document from Emar mentions Išhara of Ebla.91 A local god from 
the time of Ebla was instead Ammarik, whose name appears in a text in 
Hurrian listing mountains of Syria (including Pišaiša), and also in a Hittite 
document where the border of Karkamiš towards Mukiš are defined. After 
having conquered Haššum (a city north of Aleppo), Hattušili I brought 
from there to Hattuša the statuette of “the Storm God lord of Armaruk” 
(a corrupted form for Ammarik). The Hurrians had therefore inherited 
cult of a divinized mountain, which went back at least to the middle of the 
third millennium.92

10. Interference between Hurrian and West Semitic resulted in the 
concept “the god the father,” eni attanni; “the gods of the father,” enna 
attanni=wena (GLH, 63–64). The Hurrians, in becoming aware of 
Mesopotamian mythical narratives, acquired the idea of a succession of 
earlier generations of the gods, “the former, primeval gods,” ammatina 
enna, Hit. karuileš šiuneš. The most elaborate Akkadian writings on 
these “former gods” are to be found in later works such as the Epic of 
Creation (Enūma eliš) or the god list An = Anu ša amēli.93 The proem of 
Kingship in Heaven, which narrates the succession of kingship from Alalu 
to Anu, Kumarbi, and Teššub, invokes these gods: “[…] Let the primeval 

89. Some not convincing Semitic etymologies of this divine name are listed in 
Pomponio and Xella, Les dieux d’Ebla, 75–76, included the bold one (pace Xella) by J. 
M. Durand: /yaštabi-il/ “El/The god has satisfied himself.” At Ebla -BÍL is never used 
to represent -il “god.”

90. Archi, “The Former History of Some Hurrian Gods,” 41.
91. Archi, “Formations of the West Hurrian Pantheon,” 27–33. 
92. Haas, “Zwei Gottheiten aus Ebla in hethitischer Überlieferung,” OA 20 (1981) 

251–53.
93. The theme of an omniscent son of Enki destined by his father to be king of 

the gods, found in the Old Babylonian Song of Bazi (Andrew R. George,  Babylonian 
Literary Texts in the Schøyen Collection, CUSAS 10 [Bethesda, MD: CDL, 2009], 1–15) 
finds an echo in the Hurrian poem of Ea and the Beast. 
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gods, who [. . . . .] mighty gods, listen! (it follows a list of these gods). …
Let Ammezzadu, [Tuhuši(?) …] the father (and) mother of […] listen! 
Let [Enlil(?) and Apant]u, the father (and) mother of Išhara, listen. Let 
Enlil [(and) Ninlil …], who are the mighty (and) firmly established gods, 
listen!”

“Father (and) mother” indicate the known (and unknown) ancestors 
of a deity, invoked in order that all the gods may be present. In the kaluti of 
Teššub,94 the bulls Šerri and Hurri are followed by (nos. 18–19): “the gods 
of the father of Teššub; the gods of the father of the sacrificer (DINGIRMEŠ-
na attanni=wena ašh ̮ušikkunni=na); similarly, in the kaluti of Hebat,95 the 
goddesses Adamma, Kubaba, Hašuntarhi are followed by (nos. 15–16): 
“the gods of the father of Hebat; the gods of the father of the sacrificer.” 
As well as for Teššub and Hebat the gods of the father are attested for 
other major deities: the Sun God Šimeki, NIN.GAL, Šawuška, Lilluri. 
Exceptionally, the gods of the father of Šimeki are qualified as “male,” 
and those of Šawuška as “female”: an irrational division by gender.96 A 
list of the passages where the gods of the father occur is given by van 
Gessel,97 ad/t-d/ta-aš DINGIRMEŠ; 999: DINGIRMEŠA-BI; 1002–6: e-en-na / 
DINGIRMEŠ at-ta-an-ni-bi/we-na).

A theological system can admit that a god has a father (and a mother). 
“The gods of the father of DN” is, instead, an anomalous expression, 
modeled on “the gods of the father of the sacrificer.” In Semitic Syria the 
cult of the god(s) of the father was widespread from the third millennium.98 
An echo of this can be found also in the Tale of Appu and the Romance of 
Kešši, which the Hurrians composed in Syria.99 Used to refer to the gods, 
“the god of the father” is a misconception.

94. Reconstructed by Laroche, “Teššub, Hebat et leur cour,” 115–16.
95. Ibid., 121–22.
96. Wegner, Gestalt und Kult der Ištar-Šawuška, 44–46.
97. Onomasticon of the Hittite Pantheon, 980–81.
98. In some Syrian milieu these gods included also the deified ancestors, according 

to Karel van der Torn, “The Domestic Cult at Emar,” JCS 47 (1995) 39.
99. Jana Siegelová, Appu-Märchen und Ḫedammu-Mythus, StBoT 14 (Wiesbaden: 

Harrassowitz, 1971), 23–24. Tale of Appu: attaš-miš DINGIRMEŠ-aš; Romance of Kešši: 
IKiššiyaš attaš DINGIRMEŠ. The Month-festival KUB 2.13 VI 22–24 (Jörg Klinger, 
Untersuchungen zur Rekonstruktion der hattischen Kultschicht, StBoT 37 [Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1996], 568–69) has: “The king drinks once in standing position the 
god of his father (DINGIRMEŠ A-BI-ŠU) from a cup. The singer sings in Hattian.” This 
(in origin) old text has some interpolations, e.g., two forms of Ištar in the preceding 
passages.
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The Hurrian god lists from Ugarit, interpreting the respective lists in 
Ugaritic, reveal that the Hurrian theology had no difficulty in placing a 
“god father” at the head of its own pantheon, that is to say, an unnamed 
entity at the origin of everything: eni attanni “god father” (RS 24.295, 
24.254); attanni “father” (24.274) enna-(šta) attanna-(šta) “gods fathers” 
(24.261), who were followed by El, Kumarbi, and Teššub.100 

In light of the Hurrian to Ugaritic equivalence: ilib - DINGIR a-bi of 
the “Akkadian pantheon,” J. Nougayrol noted that “‘Dieu (ou: dieu) du père’ 
reste la traduction la plus ‘ingènue’ du texte accadien, et elle présente aussi 
l’avantage de convenir à tous les passages où ilib se rencontre. Cependant, 
a-bi peut être tenu également pour un st. abs. = st. cstr. de abu, d’où ‘Dieu 
(ou dieu) père’, … et, étant donné la place faite à ce dieu dans les textes 
rituels, il semble que cette interprétation soit préférable.”101

The Ugaritic pantheon opened with a genealogy, probably reflecting 
a need to systemize resulting from the influence of Babylonian thology: 
Ilib - El - Dagan - Ba‘l. Dagan only played a marginal role in mythopoetic 
thought (he usually appears in relation to his son, Ba‘l: bn b‘l) or in the 
Ugaritic cult; El is a figure created in the West Semitic milieu during 
the second millennium. The god El did not exist in the earliest Semitic 
pantheons: those of Ebla and Akkad.102 Still open to discussion is whether 
Ilib was “the god of the father,” that is “of the clan” (which would fit in well 
with West Semitic tradition), or (less probably) was an artificial figure, 
“god father.”103

The Hurrian pantheon did not follow the genealogy described in 
Kingship in Heaven. Following the Ugaritic order, Teššub was preceded 
first by Kumarbi (equated with Dagan); then El (entirely extraneous to the 
Hurrians) and, lastly, a “god father”: a generic ancestor of the gods, since 
the sense of “the god of the clan” was not fully understood.”104

100. Laroche, “Textes hourrites en cunéiformes alphabétiques,” 519); “La syntaxe 
du hourrite n’autorise aucune hésitation: atta-nni “le père” est une apposition à en(n)i, 
“dieu” ou “le dieu” (Laroche, “Textes hourrites en cunéiformes alphabétiques,” 523).

101. Jean Nougayrol, “Textes suméro-accadiens des archives et bibliothèques 
privées d’Ugarit,” in Ugaritica V, 44–46. For the Semitic lists of Ugarit, see also 
Pardee Les textes rituels, Ras Shamra-Ougarit XII (Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les 
Civilisations, 2000), 292; idem, Ritual and Cult at Ugarit, 12–24. 

102. Alfonso Archi, “Il in the Personal Names,” OLZ 91 (1996) 133–51.
103. See the long discussion in Pardee, Ritual and Cult at Ugarit, 187, 296–300, who 

interprets Ilib as /’ilu’abī/ > /’ilu’ibī/.
104. According to van der Torn, “Ilib (in general the deified ancestor) stands (in 

this list) for a primeval deity whose reign has long since come to end” (“Ilib and the 
God of the Father,” UF 25 (1993) 385. 
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11. It is possible that Hutena and Hutellura, who belong to the kaluti 
of Hebat, have been modeled on the Syrian birth goddesses.105 

E. Laroche has analyzed the name Hutellura as ḫ ute=ll=ur°=na: plural 
(-na), comitative (-ra-); Hutena as a nominal form, deriving both from 
the verb ḫ ut(e/i). From their Hittite equivalent Gulšeš, and the DINGIR.
MAḪ MEŠ, he deduced that they were female divinities, and suggested the 
meaning “to favor” for the verb, in agreement with passages in the Mittani 
letter. The goddesses who determined one’s fate were seen as benevolent 
entities, auguring well.106 Hutena is “Those of favoring:” ḫ ud=we=na. In 
the Hurrian birth ritual KBo 27.1:10 (= ChS I/5, no. 98): MUNUSŠi-in-ti-ma-
a-ni ḫ u-ti-il-lu-r[i], ḫ utilluri means “midwife,” being apposition of the 
personal name Šindimani.107

The Ugaritic pantheon has ktrt (Kotharāt) translated dSa-sú-ra-tum 
in the Akkadian version (RS 20.24), and ḫ dn ḫ dlr (Hutena - Hutellura) in 
the Hurrian lists.

The Sumero-Akkadian Mother Goddess was assisted by seven assistants 
called “wombs,” Šassūrātu, who, because also of their equivalences in the 
Ugaritic lists, have to be identified with birth goddesses.108 The Kotharāt 
were seven in number.109 The Kûšarātum were known also in the region 
of  Mari.110

Proof of the interference between the Syrian and the Hurrian birth 
goddesses is that ḫ utilluri is the apposition to Šindimani in a Hurrian 
birth ritual KBo 27.1 (= ChS I/5, no 98, 10: MUNUSŠi-in-ti-ma-a-ni ḫ u-ti-
il-lu-r[i]) with the meaning of “midwife.” As Volkert Haas has remarked, 
the first element of Šindimani is šind(i) “seven,” showing that the Hutena–
Hutellura goddesses were a heptad,111 as well as the West Semitic Kotharāt.

12. While conquering Aleppo, Šuppiluliuma I was fully aware of the 
extraordinary importance of the cult of the city’s storm god in Syria and 
eastern Anatolia. Thus he assigned religious functions to Telepinu, the 

105. Alfonso Archi, “The Anatolian Fate-Goddesses and Their Different Tradi-
tions,” forthcoming.

106. Laroche, “Teššub, Ḫ  ebat et leur cour,” 124–26.
107. Haas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 483
108. Marten Stol, Birth in Babylonia and the Bible: Its Mediterranean Setting, CM 14 

(Groningen: Styx, 2000), 80–83.
109. Gregorio del Olmo Lete, “Mythologie et religion de la Syrie au II millenaire av. 

J.C. (1500–1200),” in Mythologie et religion des Sémites occidentaux, II: Émar, Ougarit, 
Israël, Phénicie, Aram, Arabic, ed. G. del Olmo Lete (Leuven: Peeters, 2008), 43.

110. Wilfred G. Lambert, “The Pantheon of Mari,” MARI 4 (1985) 529–30.
111. Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, 372–73.
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son he established as king in Aleppo, while the task of wielding Hittite 
control over northern Syria was entrusted to another son, Piyaššili/Šarri-
kušu, king of Karkamiš.112 Hurrian rituals had been celebrated at the 
Hittite court since at least the time of Arnuwanda I and of Tuthaliya III 
(father of Šuppiluliuma). A copy of the itkaḫi and itkalzi rituals for the 
archives of Hattuša (CTH 777) was made from manuscripts kept in the 
palace of Šapinuwa. When “Tuthaliya, the Great King, son of Arnuwanda, 
[sat] on the throne of his father,” on that occasion “the king [perform(ed)] 
the kingship ritual (SÍSKUR šarrašian[za]) for [Teššub], and [then 
celebrat(ed)] the queensheep ritual ([SÍSKUR] allašiyanza) for [Hebat],” 
KUB 11.31 VI 1–6 (CHD Š, 245, s.v. šarrašši- B; CTH 700). 

The cults of some Syrian and Hurrian deities, such as Išhara (KUB 
40.2), or Ištar/Sawuška of Nineveh (ChS I/3.2, nos. 35–50),113 reached 
Anatolia directly. Other deities were introduced to Anatolia through the 
canonical Hurrian pantheon established at Aleppo. It is probable that 
it was Šuppiluliuma himself who introduced the cult of Teššub and his 
consort Hebat to Hattuša in the form laid down in Aleppo.114 The ordo of 
the deities in two kalutis, one for the gods and the other for the goddesses, 
including deities of Hurrian and Syrian origin, marked a dramatic change 
in the Semitic Syrian tradition, which we cannot, however, date with any 
certainty. It is unlikely that this was promoted by the dynasty of Ilim-
ilimma and his son Idrimi, king of Alalah who, at least in the name giving, 
mantained the West Semitic tradition. It is, however, a matter of fact that 
Alalah and (according to the cult lists) Halab became predominantly 
Hurrian by at least between the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Certain gods, such as the consorts of some major gods, had no 
autonomy whatsoever and were only received as elements in the pantheon. 
Akkadian names were distorted, as were also Hurrian names that the 
Hittite scribes could not understand.

Although the itkaḫ i and itkalzi rituals did not present god lists, the 
fragmentary ritual that mentions a queen and the princes Mannini and 

112. Horst Klengel, “Nochmals zum Rolle der Herrscher von Ḫ    alab und Karkamiš 
in der hethitischen Großreichzeit,” in Kulturgeschichten. Altorientalischen Studien für 
Volkert Haas zum 65. Geburstag, ed. Thomas Richter, Doris Prechel and Jörg Klinger 
(Saarbrücken: Saarbrücker Druckerei), 2001.

113. Gary Beckman, “Ištar of Nineveh Reconsidered,” JCS 50 (1998) 1–10.
114. The documents, listed in CTH 698, Cult de Teššub et Ḫ ebat d’Alep, attest a long 

textual tradition; the only historical reference is, however, to Muwattalli II, KBo 14.142 
III 34 (Vladimir Souček and Jana Siegelová, “Der Kult des Wettergottes von Ḫ  alap in 
Ḫ    atti,” ArOr 42 (1974) 39–52.
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Pariawatra (to be dated therefore, to Arnuwanda I) includes already the 
kaluti of Hebat (ChS I/3.2 nos. 76–83). The ordo of Aleppo had, therefore, 
already reached Kizzuwatna at least at the time of Tuthaliya I. A quite 
different kaluti of the same period is that of NIN.GAL (no. 84). The usual 
kalutis are attested for Teššub and Hebat of Kizzuwatna (nos. 89–99), for 
Teššub of Manuzzi (nos. 100–106), Teššub of Šapinuwa (nos. 107–108), 
and Teššub of Durmitta (no. 126). The (ḫ)išuwa-festival had instead a 
different pantheon (ChS I/4, 143–55, 3rd tablet).115

A shortened version of the Aleppo pantheon is that found in the 
Hurrian texts from Ugarit.116 Emar was not influenced by the process of 
Hurrianization of the  Aleppo cult; the Hurrian Šeliš, Tašmišu, and Tenu 
belong only to the Anatolian Ritual (Emar VI 471, 472), while the Syrian 
Adammatera and Šuwala appear in some local rituals.117

Through the contacts with Kizzuwatna and then with the Hittite 
conquest of Aleppo, the ordo of Aleppo found a more favorable expansion 
towards the western than the eastern regions.

115. Ilse Wegner und Mirjo Salvini, Die hethitisch-hurritischen Ritualtafeln des 
(Ḫ )išuwa-Festes (Rome: Multigrafica, 1991).

116. Laroche, “Textes hourrites en cunéiformes alphabétiques,” 518–27.
117. Schwemer, Wettergottgestalten, 409; Beckman, “The Pantheon of Emar.”
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Abstract

Hittites had longer periods of time devoted to fulfilling religious duties. The crucial ceremonies of 
the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM and the nuntarriyasḫa-Festivals, concerned yearly renewal in a cosmic dimension. 
Their geographical setting was more or less within the territory of Hattian Hattus(a). The restyling of 
the Spring and Autumn festivals at the time of Suppiluliuma and Mursili II extended the celebrations 
over many days, introducing major Hurrian cults according to the customs of the towns of Halab and 
Hattarina. Particular aspects of the Hittite festvals, especially their economical, political, and geographi-
cal implications in light of written sources of the late Imperial period will be addressed in this article.

***

1. Another concept of time

The rhythm of seasons, assuming the character of religious cycle, receives a metaphysical mean-
ing1. ‘Sacred time’ is marked by exact anniversaries and may include elements of social and historical 
origin: Israelitic festivals commemorate fundamental events of the history of salvation. 

The only sacred dimension of time which interfers strongly in contemporay daily life is Ramadan 
in the Islamic societies, which falls in the 9th month of the traditional Muhammadan year. Christian 
Lent (which is ten days longer) originally had even stricter prescriptions, but these have generally been 
abolished. Traditional societies usually had much longer periods of time devoted to fulfilling religious 
duties. This is also the case of the Hittites. The Festival of Spring, which received the name of AN.TAḪ.
ŠUMSAR from a crocus deposited in the temple of certain gods, lasted 35/38 days in the early period of the 
Empire, and was extended to 40 days in the time of Tutḫaliya IV. Correlated with this was the Festival 
of Autumn, named «of Haste», nuntarriyašḫaš, which also lasted about 40 days under the same king. 
The king and queen had the duty of celebrating in person most of the rites for all the prescribed days. 

The festival of purulli, related to the New Year, must have been rather long in the form celebrated 
at Nerik, whose prescriptions needed 32 tablets (KBo 31.8+KUB 30.42(+) I 5-7; Dardano 2006: 22-23). 
Another version was celebrated directly by the king at Ḫattusa (Götze 1933a: 188-191, ll. 38-47). The 
annual ḫišuwa festival, addressed to the gods of Kummani, in the version introduced from Kizzuwat-
na by request of queen Puduḫepa, Ḫattusili III’s wife, lasted nine days. There are several other festivals 
celebrated by the king, the queen, and the (heir) prince (in part preserved in fragmentary state); some 
of these, however, were probably included in the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM or nuntarriyašḫaš festivals already in 
the early Empire, although this is not explicity stated. Another festival was celebrated in cycles of six 
years (Götze 1933a: 138-139, ll. 40-41: «I wintered in Ḫattusa, and I celebrated the festivals of the sixth 
year». Moreover, besides the yearly festivals, the Month festival at Ḫattusa also required the royal cou-
ple perform as officiants2. 

1 See, in general, Berlejung 2003; Rüpke 1996. For some remarks concerning the sacralization of time by the 
Hittites, see Hutter 2008. 

2 The Month festivals are studied by Klinger (1996: 286-614).
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It is not possible to calculate even in an approximate way the number of days required of the king 
and queen for these religious duties. Already the fact that the Spring festival needed more than one 
month before the king moved to war (another of his yearly duties), and that so many days had to be 
devoted to the Autumn festival, when he returned to the capital, gives a clear perception of the bur-
den of the cultual obligations bound to the Hittite kingship, considering also the climatic conditions 
together with the morphology of most of Anatolia, which rendered military operations difficult in all 
seasons of the year (Klengel 2010: 180-181). No wonder that when the king was engaged in demanding 
campaigns in far away Syria, he had to neglect such duties. At the beginning of his Ten-Years Annals, 
Mursili II states: «Because my father was garrisoning in Mittanni, he tarried in garrison; the festivals 
of the Sun-goddess of Arinna, my lady, were being therefore neglected (i.e. not celebrated)» (Götze 
1933b: 20-21, ll. 16-18; CHD Š: 59). 

2. An administrative landscape: the KI.LAM Festival

The KI.LAM Festival (a pseudosumerogram for Hittite ḫilammar, «gatehouse») took place in 
Ḫattusa and was addressed to the gods of the capital, including the Sun-goddess of Arinna and the 
Storm-God of Zippalanda, the two major holy cities. The exemplary edition by I. Singer (1983, 1984a) 
has to be completed in some parts by a certain number of small fragments published in later years. 
The festival, which lasted three days, goes back to the Old Kingdom period (several manuscripts are 
in old and middle Hittite script); a new version was drawn up in the 13th cent. It was addressed exclu-
sively to Hattian gods (listed in Archi 1993: 5) and includes several invocations in Hattian (Groddek 
2004)3. Although this festival is perhaps the best attested in terms of the number of manuscripts, it is 
not mentioned among those listed in the Instructions for Temple Officials (Süel 1985; Taggar-Cohen 
2006: 33-107). This is a good indication, therefore, that it was included in a seasonal festival. In fact, 
the KI.LAM is mentioned in the 25th, 26th and 27th days of the nuntarriyašḫaš, whose rites were cel-
ebrated in part in the temple of Halki, the Grain-goddess (Nakamura 2002: 80-81; 127-130)4. The king 
sits first outside the gate of the palace to inspect the procession of cult symbols and ‘animals of the 
gods’ made of precious metals, introduced by the priest of Inar(a) (later manuscripts: DKAL), the tu-
telary deity of nature and the wild animals. The royal couple then rides in chariots to the gate of the 
temple of the goddess Halki. The following ceremony is that of the «administrators», LÚAGRIGMEŠ, of 
several towns, which takes place in the vicinity: they stay at ‘the gate of (their) houses’, KÁ É, and offer 
victuals as breads, beverages and livestock (Singer 1983, 59-63, 157-167). Another station of the royal 
procession was the gate of the goddess of growth Miyatanzipa (Singer 1984a: 78, rev. V 3’-8’). While 
those deliveries were presumably consumed by the partecipants to the festival, this ceremonial proce-
dure by the temple of the Grain-goddess clearly symbolies the supply of victuals to the capital by the 
towns of central regions of the kingdom through the administrators at the head of «storehouses», É 
NA4KIŠIB, located in those same towns. It is quite uncertain as to whether this administrative organi-
zation had at its disposal real ‘houses’ in Ḫattusa, or whether these were just symbolized in some way 
on the occasion of the celebration of the festival at Ḫattusa5. 

The preserved names of the towns whose «houses», É, (with their administrators) supplied vict-
uals are:

a)  2nd tablet: KBo 10.24 IV 18-V 28; 3rd tablet: KUB 10.1 I 2’-4’ (and duplicates; Singer 1984b, 20-22)
URUA-an-ku-wa (Ḫa-ni-ik-ku-i-il: Hattian «he of Ankuwa»)
URUNe-na-aš-ša
URUTu-u-wa-nu-wa

3 A synopsis of the KI.LAM festival is given by Singer 1983: 58-64; see, further,  the descriptions by Haas 1994: 
748-771 (the sections concerning Arinna and Zippalanda at pp. 767-771, belong, however, to the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM 
Festival), and Görke 2008: 51-57. 

4 An oracle account (ABoT 14(+) III 8-19; duplicates are KBo 30.22 and KBo 30.23) concerns the provisions for 
the KI.LAM Festival celebrated in the temple of Ḫalki, see Singer 1983, 134-135. It was Houwink ten Cate (1988, 
191-193 with nt. 53) who has suggested that the KI.LAM festival was performed during the Autumn Festival of 
nuntarriyašḫaš, not excluding, however, the possibility that it may have been included in both the big seasonal 
Festivals.

5 On the supply system, in particular in relation to the religious festivals, see Archi 1973a. The AGRIG officials 
have been studied extensively by Singer 1984b.
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URUḪu-u-pí-iš-na
[URU .....y]a
[URU.........]
URUKa-at-ti-la

b)  KBo 30.8 6’-13’ (and duplicates) (Singer 1984b: 26-27)
URUKa-ra-aḫ-na

c)  KBo 16.82 Obv.? 4’-6’ (Singer 1984b: 27)
URUŠu-uk-z[i-ya]
URUA-an-ku-wa   // KBo 30.9 III 1’-6’; and Bo 5005 rev. 5’; Singer 1984b: 30

d)  KBo 23.91 + KBo 16.82 + KBo 34.15 IV 10-15 (Singer 1984b: 29)
URUZa-al-la-ra
URUKa-aš-t[u-wa-ra]

Towns whose administrators supply victuals (ration lists):

a)  KBo 10.30 + KBo 16.77 III’ 13’-36’ (Singer 1984b: 106-107)
URUŠu-uk-zi-ya
URUZi-nir-nu-wa
URUNe-na-aš-ša
URUA-li-ša  // KBo 30.20(+) II 5’
URUKa-ra-aḫ-na
[........]
[URUḪar-ḫar-n]a
[URUWa-at-t]a-ru-wa // KBo 10.30(+) III 4’
[URUZi-ik-kur-k]a //   ’’    ’’    III 9’
[URUŠu-uk-zi-y]a

b)  KBo 16.68(+) (and duplicates) (Singer 1984b: 108-111; KBo 34.21(+): Groddek 1994: 334)
URUA-li-ša (I 9’; II 3’-8’; 14’-20’; 26’; 32’)
III 4’-13’
URUK[a-ra-aḫ-na]
URUḪar-ḫar-na
URU [.....]
URUŠu-uk-zi-ya
[URUZi-ik-kur-ka] (?)
URUU-wa-at-tar-wa
URUZi-nir-nu-wa
URUNi-i-na-aš-ša
III 14
URUKa-ra-aḫ-na 

The AGRIGs usually appear in function of their administrative duties in religious documents (the 
number of the administrative documents from the archives of Ḫattusa is minimal). VBoT 68 contains 
in the preserved part of the tablet three lists of AGRIGs who are presented to the king by the herald, 
who names them by the town to which they belong, adding the Hattic derivational suffix -il (e. g.: 
URUZalpuīl «that from Zalpa») (Götze 1930). The introductory formula of the first list is not preserved; 
the second and the third ones have respectively: «When the king goes out from Arinna to Ḫattusa the 
herald calls out the telipuri as follows / When the king goes from Ḫattusa to Matilla the herald an-
nounces the AGRIGs to the king as follows». The telipuri was therefore the administrative ‘district’ 
within which each AGRIG was active (Singer 1984b: 118-119). This document undoubtedly preserves a 
structure of the Hattian administrative organization: not only that of the ancient city-state of Ḫattusa 
but that of the Hatti region (Ḫattum, according to the Assyrian), that is the region inside the bend of 
the Kızılırmak. In fact, among the cities listed in VBoT 68 there are Zalpa (on the Black Sea), Ḫurma, 
Durmitta, and several others independent cities of the time of the Assyrian merchants.
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The KI.LAM Festival proves that this administrative system had assumed a religious dimension al-
ready at the time of the Hattians, which the Hittites preserved and adapted for the core of their king-
dom: in autumn the administrators delivered personally in Ḫattusa the victuals for celebrating the 
festivals of the ancient deities of the official pantheon. It is meaningful in this respect, that the AGRIGs 
were presented to the king and the queen in front of the temple of Halki. The name of this goddess is 
the common term for ‘grain’ in Hattian (and Hittite): she represents therefore the basic form of nour-
ishment. Significantly, the AGRIG of Arinna does not appear in these documents: it was the duty of 
all the other cities to provide the victuals for the Sun-goddess of Arinna, the deity at the head of the 
pantheon, at the great temple of the capital, Ḫattusa, as well as in her sanctuary at Arinna.

The AGRIGs of the KI.LAM festival (whose list is probably not complete) belong not only to the cen-
tral area (Ankuwa is Alișar; Ḫarḫarna ?), the Upper Land (Karaḫna) and the eastern region (Sukziya, 
Wattaruwa ?), but also to the Lower Land: Ḫupisna, Nenassa, Tuwanuwa, Zallara (the localization of 
many other cities remains uncertain, as for Kastuwara, Kattila, Zikkurka, Zinirnuwa). The geographi-
cal extension is very large, and the towns of the Lower Land were later provided with a «storehouse», É 
NA4 KIŠIB, at whose head was an administrator (AGRIG) according to the Edict of Telepinu. Several 
other AGRIG lists and ration documents in old script are related to religious celebrations (not neces-
serely the KI.LAM Festival), confirming the religious dimension of the system which provided victuals6.

The Assyrian document from Kanesh do not depict Hattum as a unified kingdom, but, on the con-
trary, as a region with several rival cities, Zalpa and Ḫattusa being the two most important kingdoms, 
at least at the time of Anitta. The Hittites, therefore, extended the originary Hattian administrative 
system to the regions included in their kingdom, and it is this state of affairs which is reflected in the 
Hittite version of the KI.LAM Festival. 

The Hittite received from the Hattians not only the gods for their official pantheon together with 
the related cultual ceremonials, but also the belief that the land had to supply its gods with food con-
signed yearly by those who represented the central administration in each of the major centres. Simi-
larly, all the provinces of Assyria in the 12th and early 11th cent. (and also later) had to feed their god 
Assur with «regular offerings», ginā’u presented in his temple in Assur (Maul 2013). 

3. A political landscape: the Festival for the Storm-God of Zippalanda (CTH 625) (37th day of the AN.TAḪ.
ŠUM Spring festival)

3.1 The texts

The tablet KBo 4.13+KUB 10.82, although rather well preserved, lacks about the first 5 / 8 lines in 
col. I, and the colophon, which makes it difficult to classify it exactly. It belongs to the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM 
Spring festival because of an offering of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUMSAR plant (together with breads, a stewed 
dish, beer and wine)7; consequently, E. Laroche classified it as CTH 625. V. Haas (1994, 775-781) has 
suggested that this text could concern the rites of the opening ceremony of the Spring festival, cele-
brated at Ḫattusa (as ‘Day 0’). This is, however, not in agreement with the incipt of this festival (which 
started, of course, with ‘Day 1’): «If the king spends the winter up in Ḫattusa, then, when the king sets 
out from Ḫattusa, the king and queen go from Ḫattusa to Taḫurpa. But if the king spends the winter 
anywhere else, in another town [e.g. Mursili II used to spend the winter in Ankuwa (Alișar Höyük)] 
[…] from that town he goes to Taḫurpa», KBo 10.20 I 2-10 (Güterbock 1960: 80, 85)8. In this second 
case it is clearly stated that the king did not have to go to Ḫattusa to open the Spring festival, which, 
having a cosmic value, started with an inauguration act: the entering of the royal couple into the capital. 

KBo 4.13(+) cannot be even the celebration in Taḫurpa («in the ḫalentu house (of Taḫurpa) (where) 
the great assembly (takes place)» (ll. 17-18), or that held «in the ḫalentu house» in Ḫattusa (l. 23; ‘Day 
2’). This is because in KBo 4.13(+) the Storm-God of Hatti, the major male god of Ḫattusa (and of the 
Hittite pantheon) is never mentioned, The three principal gods of the festival are the Sun-goddess of 

6 For a geographical distribution of the AGRIGs mentioned in the religious documents, see Singer 1984b: 120-127.
7 Vs. III 18-20: ta IŠ-TU NINDA KU7 

NINDApu-un-ni-ki-it UTÚLḫu-ru-ti-li-it AN.TAḪ.ŠUMSAR IŠ-TU KAŠ GEŠTIN 
AŠ-RIḪI.A ir-ḫa-an-zi “Then with sweet bread, p.-bread, ḫ.-stew, AN.TAḪ.ŠUM plant, beer (and) wine they make 
the rounds of the (Holy) Places («of the temple» (cfr. the parallel passages in KUB 2.8 II 1-21, CTH 617; for KAL of 
Taurisa, celebrated on the 32nd day).

8 Schwemer (2004) has discussed in length the ordering of the fragmentary documentation for the beginning of 
the festival, supporting Haas’ thesis.
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Arinna, the Storm-God of Zippalanda (in the second place) and the Tutelary-god (DKAL) of Hatti, who 
are followed by a long list of other deities, as M. Forlanini (2007: 259) has stressed. 

The position of the Storm-God of Zippalanda immediately after the Sun-goddess of Arinna (the major 
deity of the pantheon), in the place of the Storm-God of Hatti, can only mean that this celebration took 
place in Zippalanda9. This is in agreement with the outline F of the Spring festival. The king’s journey 
was in a southerly direction from Ḫattusa (as Güterbock 1961: 92 has already remarked) according to 
the colophon of the text concerning the journey of the divine Hunting bag of the Storm-God of Zippa-
landa, KUB 20.25+10.78 VI 11: A-NA KASKAL IM.U19.LU pa-iz-zi (cfr. Popko 1994: 308-309).10 On the 
36th day, the king arrived in Zippalanda from Hurranassa: cult action «at the eya-tree of Zippalanda». 

The (following) morning (i.e. on the 37th day) the king celebrates [the festival of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM 
plant] to the Storm-God of Zippalanda in his temple; (to) the Sun-goddss of Arinna and the Storm-
God of Hatti at the eya-tree [of Zippalanda]. The (following) morning (i.e. on the 38th day), on 
the Mount Daha: festival of the invocation (ḫalziyauwas) (Rs. 29-30; Howink ten Cate 2003: 210).

The deities listed in KBo 4.13(+) (excluding those of the long god-list in Vs. I) are the same as KBo 
19.128, as H. Otten has noted (1971: 27-48), whose colophon reads: «Second tablet; complete. Con-
cerning the Great House (ÉTIM GAL): of the Spring (festival). (With this one) the 2nd day is ended. Ac-
cording to the wooden tablet (GIŠḪUR ḫandan). (This is) the tablet (ṬUP-PU) of Ḫattusa. Written by 
Arma-ziti, the scribe, under (the supervision of) Anuwanza, the LÚSAG». 

This tablet, in clay and written for the archives of the capital, is to be dated, therefore, to the time 
of Tutḫaliya IV, as is also KBo 4.13(+), since both share several similar elements. The god-lists in KBo 
19.128 I 39 ff., II 19 ff. and KBo 4.13(+) II 9 ff., III 28 ff., IV 14 ff. are the same, all opened by the Sun-
goddess of Arinna with her daughter Mezzulla, the Storm-God of Zippalanda and KAL (Inara) of 
Hatti. The Storm-God of the Great House appears in KBo 19.128 II 7, 44 as well as in KBo 4.13(+) II 
18, IV 1, 21 (Otten 1971: 29). The long list of gods which opens KBo 4.13(+) (col. I) must have been in 
the missing first tablet of the other manuscript.

One has to infer that: 1) both texts concern the Spring festival celebrated in the ‘Great House’, a 
building which the king reached by a light chariot (GIŠḫuluganni-) from the rest-house (Éḫalentuwa)11; 2) 
the festival was celebrated in Zippalanda for the Storm-God of this town, with whom the Sun-goddess 
of Arinna was associated for that particular occasion. According to its colophon, KBo 19.128 was the 
celebration of ‘the 2nd day’. This difficulty may be overcome if one considers that Outline F says that 
the king (surely with the queen) arrived in Zippalanda the previous day (as said above): «The ( follow-
ing) morning the king celebrates the Sun-goddess of Arinna in Hurranassa (where they had arrived the 
previous day). (Then they go) to the eya-tree of Zippalanda. 36th day» (Howink ten Cate 2003: 210). The 
‘Great House’ (ÉTIM GAL) should be, therefore, the temple of Zippalanda, possibly renewed by Tutḫaliya 
IV, for which the neologism ÉTIM GAL was used. Similarly, in a text written at the time of Tuhaliya 
IV (see here below),  ÉTIM is the writing used for a temple in Ankuwa, KUB 11.27 (+) KUB 41.55 I 15': 
DU ÉTIM URUAn-ku-wa “the Storm-God of the house (i.e. of the temple) of Ankuwa" (Archi 2006: 157). 

The Autumn and Spring festivals of the Storm-God of Zippalanda, celebrated at Zippalanda and at 
Mount Daha has along textual history, going back to the Old Kingdom, and collected by Popko (1994: 
92-218). As the celebration for Kattaḫa («the Queen») in Ankuwa (KUB 11.27(+)41.55 // ABoT 24) was 
totally changed at time of Tutḫaliya IV (see here below), it is quite possible this was also the case of the 
festival for the second Storm-God of the pantheon.

3.2 The sequence of the gods in the opening list and the growth of the kingdom

M. Forlanini (2007) has noted with insight that part of a long list of deities in the 48 preserved lines in 
col. I of KBo 4.13(+) follows a geo-political order given by the historical growth of the Hittite kingdom. 

9 Popko (1994: 34) remarks that «in seinem ziplandäischen Tempel wird er (the Storm-God) samt der 
Sonnengöttin der Erde und dem himmlischen Wettergott mit Opfern versehen».

10 The following leg of the Hunting bag was Ankuwa, KBo 30.155 VI 2-5: «While the Hunting bag goes by the 
southern road (KASKAL IM.U19.LU pa-iz-zi), and while it reaches Ankuwa from Zippalanda […]» (Popko 1994: 
310-311). The king travelled by a chariot (GIŠGIGIR); he reached Mount Daha from Zippalanda by a light chariot 
(GIŠḫuluganni-), KUB 20.96 XX 19-21, Popko 1994: 192-193.

11 The Éḫalentuwa of Zippalanda is quoted e.g. in VSNF 12.215 II 7, see Popko 1994: 238-239. 
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The missing first 5/8 lines at the top of the column should have had a kind of introduction to the 
festival. The following 16 lines have an unparalleled list of gods opened by [Heaven] and Earth; the 
Fate-goddesses; the Hattic dyad Tašammat and Tašimmet; three tutelary spirits: of the Forehead, of 
Speaking, of Sin (Hantassa, Lalassa, Wasdulassa, all presenting a Luwian suffix). There then follow 
three aspects of the Storm-God assuring three kinds of favourable (aššauwaš) conditions; the courts 
(«the Seven», DVII.VIIBI) of the Sun-goddess, the Storm-God and the Tutelary god; several other mi-
nor deities. This splitting of the divine powers is typical of the period of Tutḫaliya IV (cfr. KUB 2.1)12.

For our understanding of the religious climate of the time of Tutḫaliya IV, and how different con-
stituents coexisted and were taken in account in reorganizing the cults in different centres, it is use-
ful to compare this text concerning Zippalanda, which preserves the Hattian-Hittite tradition both in 
the rites of ‘drinking’ and breaking bread to the gods as well as in the pantheon listed in coll. II-IV13, 
with the celebration for the temple of Kattaha («the Queen») in Ankuwa, KUB 11.27(+)41.55 // ABoT 
24), on the 38th / 39th14 and last day of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM festival (also introduced by Tutḫaliya IV), 
which shows instead an extremely marked Hurrian influence (Archi 2006: 156-158).

The list in ll. 17-48 follows a quite different principle15. At its start there is the Storm-God of Heaven 
(DU ŠA-ME-E), followed by the Storm-God of Zippalanda. Since this god «occurs alone, i.e. without 
the gods of Hatti and Arinna, his presence here could reveal something about the shrine, where our 
ritual was intended to be performed» (therefore: Zippalanda!) (Forlanini 2007: 263). Wahisi, who fol-
lows, was a god of the towns of Kartabaḫa, Salma(/Salamba) and Kadaba, which sent their represen-
tatives «to the ritual of Zippalanda according to an old Hittite tablet of the KI.LAM festival»16. From 
this point on, the towns mentioned in relation with the deities are considered. Hurma (known also 
from the documentation of karum Kaneš Ib) was connected with Zippalanda; Sallaḫasuwa had been 
under the direct administration of Kaneš for some time.

The second section of the list (ll. 20-33) – from Hatti to the town of Uḫḫiwa – refers to Hatti prop-
er («in its ethnic and political meaning»): the land inside the bend of the Halys. The sequence of the 
towns is almost the same as that in the Old Hittite AGRIG-list VBoT 68 III 1-9 (Götze 1930: 20-23).

The third section (ll. 34-39) concerns the «land of Kaneš», a denomination «still used by Ḫattusili 
III to define the large geographical area south of the upper Halys». Many of these towns are mentioned 
in the Old Assyrian Kaneš documents. The Legend of Zalpa «shows that the rivalry between a north-
ern (Hattian) and a southern (Nesite) power was felt by the local population as the result of a long his-
tory». This political and cultural distinction was still felt at the end of the Empire period, although 
the capital of the Hittites (who called their language «the language of Nesa/Kaneš», nesili) had been 
located in the heart of Hatti for about four centuries.

The fourth section (ll. 40-43) «defines the region to the north-west of the Salt-Lake. […] (It) corre-
sponds to the borderland between Hatti and Arzawa, conquered by Hatti for the first time when Sal-
latiwara was still an important center», actually one of the major ones during the karum Ib period 
(Barjamovic 2011: 350-357). Among the other cities, Lalanda and Ulma are mentioned. 

The fifth section (ll. 44-45) includes Ḫassuwa and Tawanaga «east of Maraș», Hatra and Sinuwa 
«near Malatya». These were «the first Hittite conquests towards the east».

The sixth section (ll. 46-48) concerns «four countries at the periphery of the kingdom». The first is 
that of Halpa, conquered by Mursili I and later by Suppiluliuna I. There then follow Pala (correspond-
ing to Paphlagonia); and Parsḫunta (Purusḫanda), also the name of a country, the major state west to 
Kaneš (in the region of Konya), according to the Anitta text. Ussa, the last town, hosted a wabartum 
of the Assyrian merchants; it is likely to have been independent from Purushanda and located further 
west of it, probably in the environs (or to the north) of Konya. 

For the origin of this list of gods in the celebration for the Storm-God of Zippalanda, Forlanini 
notes that the town of Kappurnanta (I 27) is «unknown to other Hittite texts but frequently men-
tioned, as Kapurnat, in the Old Assyrian documents». Moreover, URUU-ús(UŠ)-sa (I 48) is an anoma-
lous writing found also in an Akkadian text, KBo 19.95 Vs. 4, and in a single passage in the Palace 

12 This section of the text is discussed in detail by Haas 1994: 776.
13 See the tabulation in Otten 1971: 29.
14 38th day according Outline A; 39 in F.
15 For a transliteration, and comment, see Forlanini 2007. I follow, from here on, Forlanini’s anlaysis, where 

textual references and literature are given.
16 KBo 16.71+ I 59, ; KBo 20.3 II 1-12; Popko 1994, 102-103, 108-111. For passages which mention these towns in 

relation with the cult of the Storm-God of Zippalanda, see Popko 1994: 327.
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Chronicle (both referring to the Old Kingdom), while all the other occurences of this name use signs 
not of the sin but of the shin series. For these two elements, and other names of towns mentioned 
above, the list «should go back to a very ancient, independent document, written in Akkadian» (For-
lanini 2007: 262-263)17. 

4. A geographical landscape: Muwatalli Prayer (CTH 381)

The very long list in the Muwatalli’s prayer KUB 6.45(+) // 6.46, is mostly geographically ordered; 
it includes the deities of Hatti (the Halys bend); the Upper Land; (Pala-Tumanna, beyond the northern 
course of the Halys, is missing); Išuwa (II 64-65); Kizzuwatna (represented by its two foremost cult cen-
tres, Kumanni and Lawazantiya, but not by other centres in the Cilician plain); the Lower Land (Singer 
1996: 172-177), while the first list of the invocation (I 10-18) has to give a theological solution to the 
Hurrianiziation of the Storm-God, and, therefore, places Ḫebat, Teššub’s spouse, among the first deities.

This prayer defines therefore the geography of the kingdom of Hatti from the religious point of 
view, ignoring the vassal states, although some gods had been introduced from those countries, as the 
important Teššub of Ḫalab18.

5. The creation of a sacred landscape: the major seasonal festivals

Some god-lists reflect a theological speculation or a geographical order (section 4). Other lists in 
festivals address gods with their major cult places according to geo-political principles determined by 
historical developments (section 3). In the case of the KI.LAM festival, landscape was determined by 
a social-administrative order (section 2). 

The two most demanding festivals of the imperial period: the Spring and Autumn Festivals, which 
lasted about 38 days each, combined some basic cult elements which went back to the Hattian period, 
requering a quite restricted landscape, together with an imperial theology. These two festivals were 
the pivotal events of the religious year. Tutḫaliya IV addresses the Sun-goddess of Arinna in the fol-
lowing terms: «I shall [confess] my sin [before you] and never again [shall I omit] the festivals. I will 
not again interchange (namma waḫnummi) the spring and [autumn festivals]. [The festivals of spring] 
I shall perform only in the spring, [and the festival of] autumn I shall perform only in the autumn» 
(KBo 12.58 + 13.162 obv. 7-9; Singer 2002: 108).

5.1 The AN.TAḪ.ŠUMSAR Festival

The festival prescribes that in spring the king must enter Ḫattusa, as he has to take possession of 
the capital of the state for the inauguration of the new yearly cycle.19 Therefore, «if the king spends 
the winter up in Ḫattusa, then […] the king and queen go from Ḫattusa to Taḫurpa», where the «great 
assembly», šalli ašeššar, takes place (1st day). Taḫurpa had no particular religious relevance but func-
tioned simply as the starting point of the festival20. Moving from Taḫurpa, the king reaches Tippuwa, 
which was in sight of Ḫattusa, towards which the king bows. Wine is offered to a stele (ḫuwaši) (of the 
Storm-God?), which the king reaches by chariot whose reins are taken by a man of the bodyguard, 
in a ritual race (KUB 10.18 I 6-21 // 17 I 2’-15’). The king enters Ḫattusa and descends from his light 
chariot at the stele of the Sun-goddess (of Arinna) (KUB 10.17 I 26’-28’). Dispositions for receiving 
the Hunting bag (KUŠkurša) of god Zitḫariya in the temple of the goddess (KUB 10.18 II 1-12 // 10.17 
II 2’-8’) (2nd day).

17 Forlanini (2007: 274) suggests that part of this list may go back to a tablet coming from Hurma (a town men-
tioned in I 34).

18 Some aspects concerning the introduction of foreign gods by the Hittites have been discussed by Schwemer 
2008.

19 The Outline of the festival was first treated by Güterbock 1960; presented again in Güterbock 1964: 62-68, and 
reprinted in Güterbock 1977. A transcription which considers all the duplicates is in Alp 1983: 136-149. A detailed 
description of the festival is in Haas 1994: 772-826.

20 Notice, however, that according to KUB 25.14 the Sun-goddess of Arinna receives offerings there; in particu-
lar, the queen offers a lamb and breads to each of the Sun-goddesses of five previous queens (obv. 23’-32’, 41’-49’). 
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The next four days concern the journey of Zitḫariya’s Hunting bag. It arrives from the holy city 
of Arinna (Alaca Höyük) (3rd day), and the next day it goes to Tawiniya (Tonea?)21, east to Ḫattusa. 
Then (5th day), it goes to Ḫiyasna; on the same day, in Ḫattusa, the king goes to the roof (presumably 
in order to look for the new moon; Howink ten Cate 1992: 97-98), while the pithos (DUGḫaršiyalli) of 
the Storm-God of Zippalanda is brought there. On the 6th day the Hunting bag arrives at Ḫattusa and 
is taken to the temple of the Grain-Goddess, Ḫalki. The priests of Arinna take part in the celebration 
with bread offerings, as well as a lamb from Kasaya. During the year, Zitḫariya’s Hunting bag was kept 
in a temple in Ḫattusa. It is evident, therefore, that – as the king – also this tutelary god of kingship 
had to inaugurate the new year cycle by arriving from outside. 

It is on that day that the pithos of the Storm-God of Zippalanda is opened by a great assembly in the 
palace of the intendants (abu bīti). It is important for our understanding of this ceremony to note that 
it takes place in the residence of the officials in charge of providing victuals. The pithos of the Storm-
God of Hatti is opened on the 12th day. 

The central performances required by the spring and autumn festivals were the filling (šuḫḫa-) 
of the storage vessel or pithos (ḫaršiyalli) with grain in autumn and its «opening» (kinu-) in spring. 
These were the basic cultic actions of the two festivals, because «avec cette cérémonie, durant laquelle 
on transformait en pain la céréale de l’année précédente, le nouveau produit, à peine gérme, était lié 
à l’ancien unissant ainsi le cycle agricole d’une année à l’autre, et favorissant ainsi la croissance de la 
nouvelle récolte» (Archi 1973: 15). 

The ceremony of the pithos and its grain, attested by numerous local communities in many cult 
inventories (CTH 501-530), was a common pattern of the central Anatolian cults, in use since imme-
morial time, being a practice which in some cases had to be restored (not introduced for the first time) 
in the second half of the thirteenth century. On that occasion, the cult of a few, and not local gods was 
introduced. IBoT 2.131 obv. 15’-20’: 

The vineyards for the god Pirwa are neglected. (There are) 2 ḫaršiyalli-vessels: 1 ḫaršiyalli-vessel 
of Pirwa and 1 ḫaršiyalli-vessel of [the god Hasgala(?)]. And when Urhi-Teššub reestablished (the 
cult of) Pirwa, he spoke (as follows): ‘As long as they rebuild the vineyards, let the wine be pro-
vided by the temple!’, and from that day on the ḫarsiyalli-vessel of Hasgala is (there). But they do 
not (longer) provide it (lastly treated by Cammarosano 2012: 11). 

These cult inventories were not related to a religious reform, as has often been believed, but to a re-
organisation of the cults22.

5.1.1 The core of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUMSAR Festival

The crucial ceremonies of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival, which went back without any doubt to the 
Hattian period, concerned yearly renewal in a cosmic dimension. They were:
1)  the opening of the pithos of the two main Storm-Gods: those who determined the agricultural cycle 

through the alternation of the seasons. In the case of the pithos of the Storm-God of Hatti, it was 
full with šepitt- grain (KBo 10.20 II 16) (the choice of this kind of grain is probably a sign of archa-
ism). In a later version of the festival, VS NF 12.1 rev. 10’-14’, the pithos ceremony is related also 
to the Storm-God of Halab (whose cult was introduced in Ḫattusa by Suppiluliyuma I) and that 
of [the Storm-God (?) of ...-š]andaya (Houwink ten Cate 2003: 209, 213-214)23. In autumn, during 
the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival, the Storm-God of Zippalanda was venerated at Ḫattusa on the 9th day 
(instead of the 6th day), while on the 10th day Zitḫariya was venerated in the temple of the Hunt-

21 This equation, together with the identification with Eski Yapar has been suggested by Güterbock 1961: 87. 
Forlanini (2008: 163-164) prefers instead a location to the south-west of Ḫattusa. Tawiniya cannot be to the south of 
Ḫattusa, because it was reached in one day from Arinna (Alaca Höyük). For the Old Assyirian sources concerning 
this town, provided with a kārum, see Barjamovic 2011: 297-305.

22 This was the thesis by Götze 1933: 159-160 = 1957: 169. He has been followed by Archi 2006: 150-153; and now 
by Cammarosano 2012, who gives a detailed account of the interpretations by Ch. Carter, E. Laroche, Ph. Howink 
ten Cate, and J. Hazenbos, all in favour (to differing degrees) of a reform by Tutḫaliya IV. Cammarosano believes, on 
the contrary, that  the majority of these inventories are not to be attributed to that king.

23 Ḫattusili III, establishing the cult of Ishtar of Samuḫa in the property which belonged to Arma-tarhunta, had 
a stele representing the goddess erected in each town and village, and provided it with a pithos for the seasonal fes-
tivals of renewal, IV 72-73: humanti(a)-pat EGIR-an NA4ZI.KIN tittanuškanzi DUGḫaršiali-ya-kan išḫuiškanzi) (Otten 
1981: 28-29).
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ing bag (INA É DKuršaš) (Howink ten Cate 1992: 98; see the Übersichtstafel 4, KBo 14.76 obv. 5’-11’; 
Nakamura 2002: 61-62);

2)  the transferring of the (Old) Year in the ḫešta-House, the temple of the goddess Lelwani and oth-
er deities of the Netherworld. All the images representing the former years, MU(.KAM)ḪI.A, were 
kept in this temple (e.g. KUB 58.28 IV 8; IBoT 2.1 VI 4’). Those years had to be represented by a 
symbol, surely a pithos, because the sign for year in hieroglyphic writing (ANNUS) was a pithos 
(as has been noted by D. Hawkins apud Howink ten Cate 1992: 137, note 23). ANNUS, L(aroche) 
n. 336 / M(eriggi) nn. 330, 333, is represented by a pithos closed by a lid, which means that one year 
was symbolically the period during which the pithos remained closed, full of grain. PITHOS, L. 
337, is instead a pithos with its mouth opened (Hawkins, Morpurgo Davis 1982: 91, 97)24. Howink 
ten Cate (1992: 99) has noted that Mursili II (presumably referring to the spring of the 22th year 
of his reign) related the celebration of Lelwani in the ḫešta-house with those of the Storm-Gods 
of Hatti and Zippalanda, which shows that the core of the Spring Festival concerned the rituals of 
the 6th-12th days: «When it became spring, whereas I had celebrated the New Year Festival, the 
great festival, in honour of the Storm-God of Hatti and the Storm-God of Zippalanda, but I had 
not celebrated the New Year Festival, the great festival, in honour of Lelwani in the ḫešta-house, I 
therefore came up to Ḫattusa and celebrated the New Year Festival, the great festival, in honour of 
Lelwani in the ḫešta-house» (Götze 1933: 188-191, ll. III 38-44);

3)  the act of bringing dust (SAHARḪI.A-uš) from the temple of the Netherworld, the ḫešta-house, by 
an intendant (abu bīti), on the occasion of the opening of the pithos of the Storm-God of Zippa-
landa (KBo 10.20 I 42-43). Although the symbolic meaning of this action is obscure, it connects 
the beginning of the new year (the preparation of the bread with the grain of the pithos) with the 
temple to which the (Old) Year was brought. The rites performed in the ḫešta-house had the aim 
of guaranteeing the continuation of the dynasty under the protection of the ancestors. The 32nd 
day of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival was devoted to the cult of male and female ancestors, of whom 
a long list is provided. Each of them received a wicker table for offerings, and each name was pro-
nounced in providing the offerings (Archi 2007: 50-52; texts in Nakamura 2002: 267-275);

4)  the journey of Zitḫariya, the tutelary god of kingship, who in six days moved from Arinna to Ḫattusa, 
the two main cultic places.

5.1.2 Zitḫariya’s Hunting bag

Zitḫariya takes his name from the town of Zitḫara, one of those places close to Ḫattusa where the 
king could choose to spend the winter (del Monte, Tischler 1978: 513-514). The god lists of the political 
treaties list him usually immediately after the Tutelary-god (DKAL) of Hatti and before the Tutelary-
god of the town of Karahna (see the treaties with Ḫukkana, Manapa-Taḫhunta, and those with the 
Syrian kings Tette, Duppi-Teššup, Niqmepa, in the tabulation by del Monte 1986: 101). «Tutelary-god 
of Hatti» was just a general concept. Zitḫariya was instead the ancient tutelary-god having his origin 
in the Ḫattusa territory, as can be deduced from the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival. In(n)ar(a) (the Hittite 
reading of KAL; Luwian Kurunta, later Runta) was the lord of wild animals and the hunt, therefore 
the tutelary-god of uncontaminated nature. For this reason he could also be represented in the form 
of a Hunting bag made from the fleece of several sheep (Güterbock 1989; Popko 1978: 108-115, es-
pecially 109). The god lists, having the aim of including every divine expression (siue deus siue dea), 
add DKAL KUŠkuršaš to DZitḫariya. It seems, however, probable that it was Zitḫariya (i.e. «Inar of the 
town of Zithara», URUZi-it-ḫa-ra-aš DI-na-ar, KBo 52.20 Vs. 3) who was the In(n)ar(a) of the Hunting 
bag par excellence25.

The symbol of Zitḫariya and that of the Tutelary-god of Ḫatenzuwa (a town not far from Nerik), both 
in the form of a Hunting bag, were kept in Ḫattusa in the «Temple of the Hunting bag» (É KUŠkuršaš), 
and had to be renewed roughly every nine years, the old bags being sent to a temple outside the capital: 

24 The restoration in the Outline, KBo 10.20 II 11-12: I-NA Èḫé-eš-ti[-i] MU.KAM-a]n was suggested by 
Güterbock, on the basis of the colophon in IBoT 2.1 VI 8’-10’: mān MU-an INA Èḫeštā ḫamešḫi INA EZEN4 AN.TAḪ.
ŠUMSAR [pē]danzi, and provided with a wise comment (Güterbock 1964: 67). This text is a fragment concerning the 
prescriptions for that day (CTH 609). For the celebrations of the Year, see also Haas 1994: 792-793; Torri 1999: 21-29. 

25 According to the invocation KBo 52.20 Vs. 3, Inar of the town of Zitḫara was «brother [of the Storm-God of 
Hatti(?)]», see Wilhelm 2010: 270-271.
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[When] they renew the [two] Hunting bags [of] Zitḫariya and the Tutelary-god of Hatenzuwa, 
whether in the ninth year, or whenever they renew them, the time is not prescribed. When they 
bring the two new Hunting bags of Zitḫariya and the Tutelary-god of Hatenzuwa, they take them 
into the Temple of the Hunting bag. The place is prescribed: just below the place of the god(-im-
age) the pegs are driven in: they hang them there (KUB 55.43 I 1-10)26.

An oracle inquiry concerning the return of the king from a military campaign and the delivery of 
Zitḫariya in his temple (referring certainly to the second day of the nuntarriyasḫaš Festival), shows 
that this god (certainly in form of a KUŠkuršaš) accompanied the king on his military campaigns as 
his tutelary god in war: «When His Majesty (re)turns from the (military) campaign and when they 
release Zitḫariya to his temple, with respect to the festival which (on that occasion) will be performed 
for him, 10 bucks […]» (ABoT 14+ V 12’-16’; Howink ten Cate 1988: 180-181). Zitḫariya had therefore 
the function of protecting the king in war, as well as in his daily life: even the long list of Hurrian gods 
in the festival for Ištar of Samuha, as it was fixed for Mursili II, includes exceptionally a section with 
‘tutelary-gods’ (DKAL) (KUB 27.1 I 64-67), opened by Zitḫariya of the king and Zitḫarya of the queen» 
(Wegner 1995: 34, 38, l. 64).

The Hunting bag, made from fleeces, symbolizes prosperity in the Telepinu Myth of Hattian origin, 
being full of «sheep fat, animal fecundity, wine, cattle and sheep, longevity and progeny». This symbol-
ism, together with the idea of protection in war, goes back to the Hattian culture: Hattian gods, such 
as Kappariyamu and Kantipuitti, were also represented by a KUŠkuršaš (Popko 1978: 112; Haas 1994: 
450). How may these two aspects (war and realm of nature) be reconciled? The noble art of hunting 
was an activity characterizing kingship (Hawkins 2006). It needed strength and courage; moreover, it 
involved direct contact with the mistery of uncontaminated lands. For this reason the king and princes 
were preferably portrayed with bow and spear27.

5.1.3 The journey of Zitḫariya’s Hunting bag and that of the royal couple

Similarly to the king, who had to enter Ḫattusa to start the celebrations of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Fes-
tival, Zitḫariya, the tutelary god of kingship, also had to inaugurate the festival coming from outside. 
In form of a Hunting bag, he starts his journey at Arinna, arriving at Ḫattusa in four days, touching 
upon these towns (as noted above): 

king’s and queen’s arrival: (1) to Taḫurpa, great assembly (no rites in Katapa, where the Autumn 
Festival begins) [1st day] – (2) to Ḫattusa through mount Tippuwa [2nd day]
Zitḫariya’s journey: (1) from Arinna (to Katapa?) [3rd day] – (2) to Tawiniya [4th day] – (3) from 
Tawiniya to Ḫiyasna [5th day] – (4) (to Ḫattusa) [6th day]

Also in the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival, the royal couple and the god Zitḫariya had to enter Ḫattusa 
from outside (Übersichtstafel 1, to be dated to Tutḫaliya IV) (Nakamura 2002: 15-33, 78-139):

king’s and queen’s arrival (1st journey): (1) at Katapa, great assembly [1st day] – (2) (at Katapa for 
the arrival of Zitḫariya) [2nd day] – (3) (at Katapa) celebration of the Valiant (NIR.GÁL) Storm-
God [3rd day] – (4) to Taḫurpa through Ḫisurla (by the river, the king goes through two burning 
heaps of wood), great assembly [4th day] – (5) the king to Arinna (rites for the Sun-goddess)28; 
the queen at Taḫurpa: celebration for the Sun-goddess of Arinna and Mezzulla [5th day] – (6) the 
king and the queen(?) go to Ḫattusa through Tatisga [6th day]29.
Zitḫariya’s journey: (1) the god enters «the house of the grandfather» (É ḫuḫḫaš), that is of Mursili 
II, at Katapa30; the (heir) prince is also present [2nd day] – (2) the god goes to Hakura(/Hamara), 
then to Tatasuna [3rd day] – (3) (arrival at Ḫattusa on the 4th day?) (the king enters the ḫešta-house; 
celebration in the temple of the tutelary god, É DKAL) celebration for Zitḫariya in the Temple of 
the Hunting bag, É KUŠkuršaš [10th day].

26 The text, edited partially by Otten 1959, has been reedited by McMahon 1991: 143-188, with some pertaining 
fragments. On the KUŠkuršaš gods, see, further, Güterbock 1964: 67-68; Haas 1994: 454-456.

27 Several drawings of Hittite monumental representations are collected by Seeher 2009.
28 See the day festival concerning Tutḫaliya IV in Nakamura 2002, 172-189.
29 On the Übersichtstafel 6, KUB 51.15 (Nakamura 2002: 68-72), and the problem in reconstructing a general 

Outline of the festival, see Howink ten Cate 1988: 169-171.
30 DUTUŠI IMur-ši-DINGIRLIM is mentioned directly in the colophon 1.A.
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The AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival foresees that the royal couple leaves Ḫattusa only on the last days:

Festival for Mount Tapala; back to Ḫattusa [28th day; Outline G: 30th day; day festival: CTH 593]; 
(1) at Haitta (at the foot of Mount Piskurunuwa): celebration for the Tutelary-god of the field; of-
ferings are prepared on Mount Piskurunuwa [34th day] – (2) king and queen go up to the Mount 
Piskurunuwa (the Akca Dağ, 1689m., south to Ḫattusa?): animal offering to the Heptad of Mount 
Piskurunuwa they sleep at Ḫarranassa [35th day] – (3) celebration for the Sun-goddess of Arinna 
and [the Storm-God of Hatti?] at the eyan-tree of Zippalanda at Ḫarranassa; the majordomo goes 
to Zippalanda [36th day] – (4) the royal couple is in Zippalanda (Ușaklı Höyük): celebration of 
the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival, for the Sun-goddess of Arinna and the Storm-God of Hatti at the 
eyan-tree of Zippalanda [37th day] – (5) celebration at Mount Daha (Kerkenes Dağ, ca. 1500m.; 
day festival: CTH 63531); to Ankuwa (Alișar Höyük), great assembly [38th day] – (6) celebration 
of the Rain Festival [39th day; day festival: KUB 59.1]

The nuntarriyašḫaš Festival foresees, instead, another two journeys for the royal couple32:

(2nd journey) (1) from Ḫattusa through the Zippalanda Gate (King’s Gate, Yerkapı or the gate in 
the lower city leading up to Yazılıkaya and then to Yozgat) to Ḫarranassa (offerings are provided 
from the ‘palaces’ of three towns of the Lower Land: Nenassa, Tuwanuwa and Hupisna, as in the 
KI.LAM festival) [12th day] – (2) Zippalanda (Ușaklı Höyük), celebration of Zippalanda Festival 
[13th day] – (3) back to Katapa: celebration for the Storm-God of Nerik, great assembly [14th day] 
– Taḫurpa: great assembly [15th day] – towards Ḫattusa on the road of Tippuwa; at Nirhanta, by 
the river the king goes through two burning heaps of wood; Ḫattusa [16th day].

The itinerary Ḫarranassa – Zippalanda was prescribed also for the journey of the last days in 
AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival (34th-37th days), including, however, a celebration for Mount Piskurunuwa 
near the first town. The return journey of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival: Katapa – Taḫurpa – river – 
Ḫattusa, follows the same route (in the opposite direction) as the outward journey. It is to be noted 
that at Katapa there was an offering to the Storm-God of Nerik, probably introduced by Tutḫaliya IV. 

The Überichtstafel 3 III 21’-23’ of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival has a third journey of the king: to 
Tawiniya, for the 20th day, equivalent to the 31th day of the long list (Nakamura 2002: 51 and 81).

5.1.4 The imperial dimension of the religious landscape of the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM

The gods to whom the day celebrations were devoted belong mostly to the Hattian tradition. Some 
gods were introduced later, enlarging this list in relation with political events and the expansion of the 
kingdom, so that other regions and traditions were represented, particularly as regards Hurrian cults. 

17th day: [the Storm-God piḫaššaš]ši, the Sun-goddess of Arinna is followed by the Storm-God 
of Samuḫa, a town promoted as religious centre already by Tutḫaliya II/III.
18th day: Storm-God piḫaššašši (whose cult could was introduced from the Lower Land proba-
bly by Muwatalli II, if not later), and the Sun-Goddess of Arinna (DUTU URUArinna). His cult was 
here Hurrianized, because although these two names appear in the colophon of the day festival, 
KUB 11.13 VI 8’-12’ (CTH 613), in IV 10’-23’ the Storm-God piḫaššašši is followed by Ḫebat, who 
receives an invocation in Hurrian (Archi 2006: 155).
21st day (Outline G.: 27th day): in the temple of the Storm-God of Halab, whose cult was intro-
duced in Ḫattusa at least by Mursili II, or, more probably, by his father Suppiluliuma I. Day fes-
tival: CTH 698 (Archi 2006: 155-156, 158-160). The Storm-God of Ḫalab is celebrated also on the 
28th day of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival.
22nd-26th days: Ištar of Ḫattarina. 24th day: D[URAŠ/NINURTA], and in Outline G: Ištar of 
Nineveh. Ištar of Ḫattarina is attested from the early Empire period onwards (Houwink ten Cate 
2003: 213, 215). In the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival, the celebration for URAŠ falls on the 30th day 
(Nakamura 2002: 135).
27th day: Ninatta and Kulitta, Ištar’s servants.
29th day: in the temple of the god Ea. The Hurrian pantheon related to Ea in this temple is listed 

31 A Middle Hittite manuscript with the festival for Mount Daha is KUB 34.118 + KBo 20.58, see Popko 1994: 
252-256.

32 A tabulation of the journeys in the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival is given by Nakamura  2002: 438-439.
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in the day festival (Popko, Taracha 1988). Outline G for the 29th day has the Moon-god SIN, the 
Sun-god UTU and Dagan (written: DḪal-ki).
The most impressive evidence of the late Hurrianization of some celebrations in the AN.TAḪ.
ŠUM Festival is the concluding day festival (38th day) according its late manuscripts (CTH 620) 
(Archi 2006: 156-158).

6. The dimension of the sacred landscape of the Spring and Autumn Festivals

Geographically, both seasonal festivals took place in an area whose outer limits were within three 
days’ walk from Ḫattusa. 

Arinna is identified with Alaca Höyük, 40 km to the north by modern vehicular road. Tawiniya, 
reached in one day from both Arinna and Ḫattusa (the Tawiniya gate of which must have been in the 
lower city, facing north), should be located somewhere to the west33. 

From Taḫurpa one could also reach both Ḫattusa (the road ran along the foot of mount Tippuwa) 
and Arinna in one day. Katapa, the starting point of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival, was also one day from 
Taḫurpa. Katapa lay surely to the east, in the direction of Sapinuwa and the Kaska territory, which also 
determines the position of Taḫurpa (Forlanini 2008: 151-153; Gavaz 2012 and 2014).

The king’s journey concluding the AN.TAḪ.ŠUM Festival was towards the south, if we accept the 
identifications of Zippalanda with Ușakli Höyük34, and Ankuwa with Alișar Höyük. The royal train, 
going through the Zippalanda gate, reached Ḫaitta, at the foot of Mount Piskurunuwa, the most impor-
tant mountain of the festival together with Mount Daha, near Zippalanda. The second day was devoted 
to the festival of Piskurunuwa, which was followed by a stop for the night in Ḫarranassa. Third day cel-
ebrations in Ḫarranassa. Fourth day: arrival at Zippalanda. For the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival, the royal 
train needed only two day’s march, not 3. From Kerkenes Dağ (ca 1500 m), supposed to be Daha, it is 
possible to see the Akca Dağ (1689 m), perhaps Mount Piskurunuwa. G. Summers (2014: 42-43) writes:

Using nothing but a GPS which indicated the direction of our final destination and our own as-
sessment of the topography we walked from Şahmuratlı Köy at the foot of Kerkenes via Kuşaklı 
Höyük. In two long days 73 kilometres were covered without difficulty. Had we begun from 
Kuşaklı rather than the eastern side of the Kerkenes Dağ we would have walked some 30 kilome-
tres per day without having to cross any difficult terrain. The route was always obvious, although 
sometimes with alternatives, and we often seemed to be following broad pre-modern tracks. In 
the later second millennium much would have been forested with cleared roads and tracks. Had 
we walked the same route in reverse we would have seen the peak of Kerkenes from the first high 
ridge after leaving the King’s Gate at Ḫattusa. The distinctive and imposing landmark would have 
loomed ever closer from each ridge thereafter. Somewhere, in exceptionally clear conditions even 
perhaps from that same first ridge, the perennially snow-covered peak of Erciyas Dağ would have 
appeared more or less directly in line. If the Great King, for war or peace, royal emissaries or 
merchants were setting out for the Kayseri region, whether to proceed through the Cilician Gates 
to the Mediterranean ports or through the Anti-Taurus mountains to the Amuq and thence to 
North Syria and Mesopotamia, the direct line to be followed was highly visible and never in doubt. 
During the Spring Festival, as noted above, the Great King spent the night at Zippalanda, surely 
Kuşaklı Höyük. On the following morning, the party went up onto Mount Daha, surely Kerkenes 
Dağ. After celebrating the mountain, the royal party proceeded in a vehicle to Ankuwa. Ankuwa 
is almost certainly to be identified with the excavated site of Alişar Höyük by tablets dating to 
the Middle Bronze Age. From the southern ridge of Kerkenes, below the barren tor, a broad road 
leads gently down the hillside in the direction of Çadır Höyük some 10 kilometres distant. About 
as far again in the same direction lies Alişar/Ankuwa. This road was certainly in use in the later 
Middle Iron Age when an imposing capital was constructed on the Kerkenes Dağ. It leads out of 
what we have named the Cappadocia Gate, the most imposing of the seven city gates.

The geographical topography of the two big festivals was therefore more or less within the territo-
ry of Hattian Hattus(a) (during the period kārum Ib Ankuwa was governed by a prince who rebelled 

33 See above, note 8.
34 This identification was suggested by Gurney 1995, commenting the survey by Summers, Summers, Ahmet 

1995. The geographical situation and the recent archaeological operations conducted by the Università di Firenze 
are in favour of this.
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against Ḫattusa)35. It included Arinna and Zippalanda, two of the three holy towns of the Old King-
dom, Nerik (mentioned together with the other two in an Old Hittite manuscript of the Laws, § 50)36 
being lost until the second half of the 13th century. The redaction of the nuntarriyašḫaš Festival of the 
time of Tutḫaliya IV prescribed a celebration for the Storm-God of Nerik at Katapa on the 14th day 
(Nakamura 2002: 21, l. 12; 61, l. 3’).

The basic rites: the filling and opening of the pithos, the journey of Zitḫariya’s Hunting bag (a tu-
telary god of kingship), perhaps also the connection of this god with the ḫešta-house and the cult of 
the ancestors, were Hattian.

The restyling of the Spring and Autumn festivals at the time of Suppiluliuma and Mursili II ex-
tended the celebrations over many days, introducing major Hurrian cults according to the customs of 
the towns of Halab and Hattarina.

For Tutḫaliya IV, at the end of the Empire period, the basic cultic prescriptions were still those of 
Ḫattusa, Arinna and Zippalanda, going back to the formation of the Hittite state: «Those cultic pre-
scriptions (A-WA-AT DINGIRLIM) which the king of Tarḫuntassa provides, they are arranged accord-
ing to the prescriptions concerning Ḫattusa, Arinna and Zippalanda» (Bronzetafel III 61-64).
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